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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of tIus work is to explore whedier feminin aigagement with the state and law 

to address the probIem of wife abuse has produced benefits in the lives of women victirnized by 

male intimate violence. This study does not examine the effectiveness of the criminai justice 

cesponse in terms of the merits and drawbacks of policy, but provides women's own evaluations. 

In this work 1 attempt to show how changes introduced, largely in response to the Battered 

Women's Movemenf were "worked out" in the !ives of the women; that is, what are the practical 

iniplicatim of these changes as experienced by the women themselves? Although several feminist 

writers have theorized about the usefulness of engaging the state, dus analysis differs in that the 

cnteria used to assess b C s ~ ~ "  are the needs of women in abusive relationships. Further, rather 

than base the analysis on apriot+ assurnptions on what women need, women's needs are 

problemahzed Providing the women thernselves with the opportunity to express the sorts of needs 

and concerns they have offers quite a different starting point than the traditiond method of 

beginning with set criteria The needs the women identify then become the basis fiom which to 

understand the impact of the criminal justice system's response to wife abuse. 

Interviews with wornen who have been in contact with the criminal justice system for 

support provide the bais for interpreting the standpoint of abused women. A feminist standpoint 

which juxtaposes the criminal justice system's response to wife abuse with women's experiences 

is then developed. The usefihess of this analysis lies in its ability to contextuaiize practices and 

processes within the lives of those for whom they are intended to benefit. The result provides 

insights into the mundane, everyday encounters abused women have with those systems in place 

to provide hem support. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Despite increased awareness and efforts to challenge the problem, violence against 

women continues to be a pervasive and widespread feature of Canadian society. Whether in 

the fonn of sexual harassment, date rape, sexual assault, incest or wife abuse, the fact the 

women are being victirnked by men cannot be taken as an individuai problem that some 

women expenence, but must be seen as systemic. Violence directed toward women occurs 

within a society which supports male dominance over women and perpetuates women's 

economic and structural inequality, not only through myths, noms and assumptions about 

men and women (ideology), but through the way in wLch society's traditional structures 

relliforce women's unequal position in society (material reality). This work is centred around 

one s p d c  form of violence which women experience: abuse directed upon women by their 

husbands or male intimate partners. ' The main purpose of t his thesis is to investigate whet her 

efforts to engage the state and the Criminai Justice System (CJS) to respond to wife abuse 

have been beneficial for women. 

To understand the plight of women whose male partners beat, brutalize or othexwise 

abuse them, wife abuse must be placed in its histoncal context. As such, Chapter One 

provides a social history of wife abuse, traces the efforts of the Battered Women' s Movement 

Othmuise refemd to as 'wifi battery' or 'wife assault,' or the more rmmt gender neutral terms ' s p o d  
abuse' or 'domestic violence,' the temiinoIogy employed here will be 'wife abuse.' Although this denotes a 
marriage union, this will not be implied here, but instead will include the abuse of women by their intimate 
(marrieci, common-law or dating) partners @ast or present). At times, 1 will use other concepts, such as 'wife 
battey' in orda to be consistait with the languge of the Battered Women's Movement or with a particular 
author's usage. 



@WM) to bMg about an end to the abuse, and then outlines the way in which the Canadian 

state responded to the movement's concerns. Particular attention is given to developments 

in Manitoba as it provides a specific example of a more generalized trend across the country 

toward increasing state involvement in the issue of wife abuse (Ursel, 1997). The focus shifis 

in Chapter Two to the debate among feminist writers conceming the efficacy of feminist 

engagement with the state and the law to bring about meaningful change in the lives of 

women in abusive relationships. In so doing, the discussion outlines the work of severai 

authon who have aiticaiiy refiected on the "success" of the BWM. ' This chapter provides 

a theoretical review which f o m  the basis of the research which follows. Chapter Three 

expands the discussion by exploring practical questions arising from the analyses presented. 

The purpose here is to lay out the research design and address epistemological and 

methodological concerns of the study. In particular, 1 will propose that the most meaningfùl 

evaluation of the CJS's response to wife abuse can be gained through understanding the 

standpoint of those directly af5ected by the changes. Furthemore, by understanding the 

women's standpoint, a feminist analysis which considers whether feminist engagement with 

the state and the law to bring about meaningfùl change for women can become more 

practical, sensitive and relevant since its basis is the experiences of women in abusive 

The ''Battend Women's Movement" (BWM) is a term which has been used in the literature to describe those 
within the women's rnovement who have focused on providing support for and advocating changes in order to 
better address the needs of women in abusive relationships (Cornack. 1993). The BWM, like the larger 
women's rnovement, is diverse, both politically and geogmphically, incorporahg dinetences among women 
in terms of class, race, sexual preference, ethnicity and ideotogy (See Schecter, 1982: 258). 

1 place success in quotation marks to indicate my uneasines with the binary distinction betwem success and 
failure. Moreover, what is "success" is not self evident, but is largely a b c t i o n  of the evaluation criteria used 
and the way in which these are measured. This idea is developed firrther throughout the discussion. 
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situations and their interactions with the systems in place to assist them. In Chapter Four, I 

situate the women who participated in this study in the contefi of their biographies and 

structural location and outline their nezds and concems. While Chapter Five explores the 

coping strategies the women used to manage their abuse, the discussion in Chapter Six 

centres around the women's own accounts of criminal justice interventions. On the basis of 

the women's standpoint, 1 wnstnict my own ferninist standpoint in Chapter Seven which 

seeks to address the major questions arising fiom this research. Finally, the Conclusion 

this work by highlighting the main strengths, limitations and implications of the 

shidy, and discussing recornmendations for m e r  research and praaice. 



CEKAPTER ONE 
SOCIAL HISTORY 

Okay, the fust time he t w k  me, he was taking to me nice, and we were driving 
towards [name of place]. niere's a big field there and he took me nght to the back. 
Oh, he gave me a good l ich' .  And 1 was pregnant, too. He dragged me, threw me 
around by my hair, kicked me in the face. And then he dropped me off at home - he 
just pushed me out and 1 got up and T went home. (Sarah, cited in Comack, 
l996:66) 

THE PROBLEM OF WIFE ABUSE 

Aii throughout history, women have been physically abused by their husbands or male 

inthnate partners. The onslaught of physical, psychological and emotional abuses women 

d e r  have deveioped fiom wittiin a historical context of male domination over women both 

imide and oulside of the family. 

If we step back historically we notice that in the Western World before the 17th 

century, waged labour and domestic work were not distinguished as separate, since the home 

was the basic unit of production. Domestic labour (women) and productive labour (mainly 

men) were both seen as integral. Then, with the onset of mercantilism and early forms of 

capitalist production, came the erosion of the domestic home as the major econornic unit 

(Freedman, 1985). As productive activity shified fiom the home to places of economic 

production such as  the factory, a split ernerged in the production process between a domestic 

sphere and an economic sphere, one which would have implications for women. As society 

transfomecl into a wage economy, domestic work becarne ghettoized, remaining in the home. 

Not considered to be productive (but reproductive) labour, that which was predominantly 

women's domain becarne devalued. Men, viewed as productive labourers, by and large took 
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on the role of M y  breadwinner. To the extent that the sexual division of labour remained 

intact, women, seen as "merely" domestic workers, were devalueci. Thus, women's 

dependence and male dominance was perpetuated, albeit in a new form. 

As capitalisrn developed, society as a whole was divided into a public sphere 

(production) and private sphere (reproduction). The notion of separate spheres is premised 

on the dichotomy between the private world of domestic life and family (the "women's7' 

sphere), and the public world of the marketplace (the "men's" sphere) (Olsen, 1 983 : 1499- 

150 1). The basis of the meanings of "public" and "private" are social and cultural assumptions 

of what is valued and important, which are deeply rooted in gender (Schneider, 1994). The 

cultural decree that a woman's place was within the home served the f ic t ion  of securing 

reproductive labourers. Men's control over women within the home was a way to ensure that 

women perfonned their dornestic roles. What is important here is that this granted men as 

a group the opportunity to abuse that control. 

At this tirne the husband's authority within the home was unquestioned. Societd 

standards set for women implied the expectation that women were to obey and seme their 

husbands, while at the same tirne the family was granted considerable irnmunity fiom society's 

d e s  and laws (MacLeod, 1980:28). This was a system of familial patriarchy, where the male 

patriarch dictates and controls what occurs in bis home (Ursel, 1992). 

The law has hiaoncally legitimated familial patriarchy and tacitly encouraged and 

supporteci male dominance. This can be seen in its content, form and, in particular, the 

selective application of law within the family. Just as cultural prescriptions didated women 

were the property of their husbands, so too did law. Under English comrnon law (fiom which 
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Canadian laws were deriveci), once women were married they surrendered their legai identity 

and their right to hold property, personal credit and guardianship of their children. in 

rnarriage, husband and d e  were one person in law and that person was the husband 

@lackstone, 1765:442). Men, on the other hand, were accorded the "right to consortium," 

which meant their wives had a legal obligation as to the "consummation of maniage, 

cohabitation, maintenance of conjugal rights, sexual fidelity, and general obedience and 

respect for his wishes" (Dobash and Dobash, 1979:60). The chastisement of women, that 

is, the physical abuse of women, has aiso been codified in marriage laws (Edwards, 1985). 

Husbands were allowed to  use force to ensure that their wives abided by their obligations. 

The patnarchal nature of the law is exemplified in Blackstone's farnous Rule of Thumb 

doctrine (18th c. British law), which stipulated that a man could chastise his wife so long as 

the stick he used was not thicker than the width of his thumb (Edwards, 1985). Historically, 

the law has upheld tkat men's physical abuse of women is acceptable and Iegitimate behaviour 

for men within the family. Similady, state agencies and institutions within Canadian society 

have traditionally supported the view (inot explicitly, then implicitly) that men have a right 

and responsibility to discipline their wives. Moreover, since wife abuse was not considered 

a criminai matter, police were reluctant to intervene in the "private" domain of the fàmily. 

Even as women entered the public sphere in increasing numbers after World War II, 

the fàmiiy was still widely conceiveci of as a private place. Accordingly, wife abuse remained 

a pnvate trouble. The way in which the law upheld a man's right to abuse and control his wife 

created barriers for women in abusive situations. When the police did intervene in cases of 

domestic disputes, it was the responsibility of the woman to lay a cornplaint, rather than the 
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police (as it is for al1 other criminal code offences). This, in itself, was oflen problematic for 

women economicaüy, emotionally or otherwise tied to their partners. Moreover, the niles of 

evidence excluded wives fiom testifyùig against theu husbands anâ, similarly, the rape laws 

exempted husbands. Reflecting the male nght to consortium, a man could not be charged 

with raping his wifè, since the law defined rape as occurring when "[a] male penon has sexual 

intercourse with a f d e  person who is not his wife, (a) without her consent, or @) with her 

consent if the consent (i) is extorted by threats or fear of bodily harm, (ii) is obtained by 

impersonating her husband, or ci) is obtained by fdse and fiaudulent representation as to the 

nature and quality of the act" (CCC Section 143). 

In reviewing the social history of wife abuse, it becomes evident that women, seen as 

either the property of their husbands or their servants and subordinates, were afforded 

minimal protection under law. If, historicaily, Canada's justice system has been immune to 

women's suffering, then the question becomes: To what extent, in contemporary Canadian 

society, has the law taken women's expenences of abuse and their needs into account? 

F E W I S T  ENGAGEMENT WITH THE STATE 

What is now hown as the second wave of the women's movement visibly and vocally 

surfaceci in the late 1960s (Clark, 1997). Many Canadian feminists, mistrated with a lack of 

response Eorn those with the power to bring about change for wornen, wanted "their voices 

heard in the comdors of power" (Fiidlay, 1989). One of their first initiatives was to pressure 

the government to establish a commission which would investigate the broader dimensions 

of women's inequaïty and define comprehensive responsibiiities for reform (Findlay, 1 989: 5). 
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In 1967, the government formed the Royal Commission on the Status of Women (RCSW) 

to study women's inequality and "review the federal, provincial and territorial regulations, 

legislation, practices, and policies afFecting the equality of Canadian wornen" (Begin, P., 

199 1). In 1970, the RCSW presented a Report to Parliament which contained a series of 

recomrnendations with respect to various issues regarding women's inequality. ' In 1972, 

the National Action Cornmittee on the Status of Women (NAC) was created to ensure the 

Royai Commission's recommendations were implemented. Although issues of the status of 

women formed a "new official social problem" (Begin, M., 1997: 13), there was little 

immediate response to the recommendations of the Royal Commission, save for the 

government establishing the Canadian Advisory Cornmittee on the Status of Women in 1973. 

Despite its prevalence, violence against women was not foremost on the feminist 

agenda in the early years of the second wave. Issues of violence against women and children 

were largely ignored in the RCSW report. The movement had concentrated on women's 

equality in eçonomic terms, reflecting a liberal feminist focus on realizing equal rights and 

opportunities for women. However, this situation soon changed with the emergence of a 

radical feminist approach and what has corne to be known as the Battered Women's 

Movement (B WM). 

The RCSW made 167 recommendations which focused on equal nghts and opportunicies for women (e-g. 
daycare, abortion), 1 22 of which were directcd as federai responsibilities. in 1 974, the C ACS W reviewed the 
recomrnendations to fmd that of the 1 22,34% (42) had been implemented, 30% only partialIy, and 3 5% not at 
ail (Clark, 1997). 
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The Battered Women's Movement: Femiaist Concerns & Demands 

The BWM began with the etforts of radical ferninists to provide services for battered 

women in the form of media coiiectives, heaith centres, and support groups. Testimonials of 

battered women who sought out these seMces were the main impetus behind the growth of 

the movement. Micheline Beaudry (1985) points out that, since its beginnings in 1975, the 

shelter movement operated in secrecy, by both choice and necessity. Sheiter housing for 

women was for the most part located within women's pnvate homes. Consequently, at this 

time shelters were not widely visible. Under the influence of radical feminism, the movement 

adopted the slogan "the personal is politicai," and became more vocal and more poiitical in 

its approach. Feminists organized and lobbied as advocates for battered women to provide 

support, as well as to push for change which would address the needs of battered women. 

FROM PRIVATE TROUBLE TO PUBLIC ISSUE 

In response to the lack of recognition and support granted to battered women, the 

BWM endeavoured to transform wife battery fiom a private trouble to a public issue. In 

bringing private problems into public view, the movernent represented a challenge to the 

status quo. 'The battered women's movement was strengthened by an organized stniggle to 

defme the problem as one rooted in patriarchy, and to puil away the mask of pnvacy" (Hilton, 

1988). Publications such as Erin Pizzey's (1974) English work, &eam Ouie?!~ or the 

Neighbours Wi[l Hem, and Del Martin's (1976) Amencan worlc, Battered Wives, gave 

credence to feminist identification of wife battery as a major social issue in Canada. 

Feminists were concemed that women were afforded iittle or no protection fiom 
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physical violence within the home. According to Linda MacLeod (1980), laws were 

technically in place to protect wives who were battered, but accepted legal procedures and 

exemptions in law enforcement protected the sanctity of the family, making convictions 

Wtually impossible and reidorcing the wife's isolation and dependence. Ferninists demanded 

that these and other barriers be removed on the grounds that women must be given the same 

rights as other citizens to cd1 the police for assistance (to seek legal recourse) and to expect 

fair action (sensitivity on part of the police and a sympathetic court). 

The BWM was comrnitted to lobbying the state to implement programs and policies 

wbich would address the problem as ferninists had identified it, being particularly attentive to 

its larger systemic roots and the experiences of abused women. In short, these feminists 

wanted the state to re~pond to violence against women. The primary goals of the movement 

can be categorized in tems of three main areas: 1. Constnicting and fùnding shelters for 

battered women and their children (intmmenol:protecti~n/safe@); 2. Increasing public 

intolerance of wife battery (ideologicaVsymbolic); and 3. Obtaining legislation holding wife 

battery to be a criminai offence (kymbolidinstrumentai: Iegd recotrrse) (Faith, 1993 : 5). In 

effect, ferninists politicized the personal, criticized the historic double standard and cailed 

upon the state to act in the interests of women. 

1. The Shelter Movement: Protection and Safety 

As safety and protection for battered women were main concems for advocates, a 

primary objective became the provision and support of women's shelters. Fuelled by anger 

and hope, feminists initiated women run shelters and transition houses which operated on the 
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bais of fundamental feminist principles (those being: overt respect for women in cnsis and 

empathy for women's experience). The nrst transition houses, which were designed to house 

and protect women, opened in British Columbia and Alberta in 1972. 

huing the 1 970s and eariy 1 980s the demand for shelters increased, while at the same 

t h e  the state chronically underfùnded shelten and withheld space and staffing (Faith, 1993). 

Vancouver Transition House, for example, was minimally fùnded between 1973 and 1976, 

while "[bletween 1978 and 1983, over 7,000 women in British Columbia were tumeci away 

from transition houses for lack of space, despite the graduai construction of shelters in the 

province" (Faith, 1993 : 13). Although the mrmber of shelters across Canada increased from 

only 71 (transition houses) in 1980, to 85 in 1982 and then 264 in 1987 (MacLeod, l987:3), 

women in need were still being tumed away. Between 1980 and the first haif of 1985, the 

Vancouver Transition House done tumed away 5,657 women and children (Women's House 

Saving Action, 1985% in Faith, 1993). What happened in BC is indicative of a larger trend 

of state recalcitrance o&g at this t h e .  In the province of Manitoba, over 13,400 women 

and children went to abuse shelters for help between 1985 and 1989 (Winnipe~ Free Pr=, 

27 December 1989). In response, feminists fought for state support not only in the form of 

provision of shelters, but for increased fùnding. 

Ferninists engaged the state for ideological as weii as material rasons. A former staff 

worker at Vancouver Transition House comrnented: "From an ideological point of view, the 

decision to go under the govemment [to gamer support for shelters] was made in order to 

have the governrnent mandate and give legitimacy to the issue of wife-battering" (cited in 

Faith, 1993:9). Nevertheless, Faith notes the ambivalence on the part of the state in its 
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support and fùnding of shelten and its "concomitant refusai to develop other needed and 

related resources such as child care services" (1993:3). 

2. Sbifting Ideology : Public Intolerance 

Part of transforming wife abuse fiom a pnvate trouble to a public issue involved 

changing consciousness about violence against women and increasing public intolerance of 

d e  abuse. As such, the BWM was committed to: sending a message to male abusers that 

th& behaviour was wrong; assurhg ab& women that wife abuse wiil not be tolerated; and 

d e n o h g  d e  abuse to the general public as wrong and unacceptable male behaviour. In 

addition to both deterring men fiom abusing and changing popdar attitudes, the BWM 

endeavoured to change govemment attitudes about wife abuse. This ideological goal was not 

separate from, but intricately comected to, their goals of changing the law and increasing 

services for baîtered women As with the shelter movemenk one of the objectives of engaging 

law was to give the issue of wife abuse legitimacy. WWith the short-term goal of consciousness 

raising, feminists conducteci rnass public education campaigns, made demonstrations and held 

fora in order to garner mass support so that the state (govemment, police, and judiciary) 

would be forced to reform policies and procedures relating to violence against women 

(Guberman & Wolfe, 1985: 14). 

'The law both reinforces and helps shape the values Canadians hold about wife 

battenng" (MacLeod, 1980:47). As such, it was widely held that criminalking wife abuse 

would convey a strong message to society that wife battering would no longer be tolerated, 

and to abusen that this behaviour was unacceptable. Hence, part of the BWM's strategy to 



enact the cnrninal law was for its symbolic value. 

3. Symbolic and Instrumental Use of Law 

Laws not only have a considerable idluence in shaping the values of society, but 

reflect the attitudes of those who frame them. "When these values are in questioq the law 

must dso be put under scrutiny" (MacLmci, 1980:41). As alluded to above, by engaging law 

feminists had a dual intention, that is, to use the law symbolically in order to influence 

attitudes and behaviours, and to use the law instrumentally to provide abused women with an 

avenue by which they could attain s a f i  and protection. 

BWM activists, then, called upon the criminal justice system to manage the problem. 

They argued for the creation of new crunina1 offences and for policies which would better 

fàcilitate arrests, charges and convictions for crimes against women, and protect women from 

abuse in the form of restraining orders and peace bonds. The aim was to end the historic 

double standard where abuse within the home is a private matter, while that which takes place 

outside of it is criminal under Iaw. 

THE STATE'S RESPONSE 

The relationship between the BWM and the state can be best characterized as a 

process of stniggle which evolved over time. While the distinction between "feminist 

demands" and the "state's response" is usehl for delineating the events which transpired, in 

the end, it oversimplifies what was actually a compiicated process of articulation and 

sirndtaneous interaction between the two sides. That is to say, ferninists did not make al1 their 
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demands (action) to which the aate responded (reaction) in a linear sequence. Rather, the 

process was more cornplex, with feminist demands and concwns being altered as the state 

addressed the issue. 

The state's response to concems raised by feminists could be characterized as a 

protiferation of state sponsored initiatives, including official campaigns, research studies and 

task forces. * The Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women (CACSW), 

cornmissioned by the Federal Govemment, conducted the fkst Canadian study of wife 

battering in 1979. This investigation wncluded that the nature of the problem was both 

widespread and endemic, with only a paucity of resources to deal with it. In 1982, MP 

Margaret Mitchell rose in the House of Cornmons to report the CACSW's finding that 1 in 

10 women were abused by their husbands. She then made a motion that Ottawa give serious 

attention to the problem of wife battery. In response to this, the (predorninantly male) 

Members roared in laughter. It appeared that, despite the efforts of the BWM, the issue of 

wife battery was merely a joke to rnany mernbers of the Canadian Parliament. Outraged, both 

womai's organizations and the general public insisted that the govenunent take action to deal 

with the problem of wife abuse. Under such pressure, policy makers and legislators began 

to take the issue seriously, and declared wife abuse as a new social problem. In the following 

section, I outline the state's response, giving particular emphasis to Manitoba. The three 

main areas of (initial) concems or demands made by the BWM will be used to organize the 

discussion: 1. Social SeMces (shelters); 2. Public Intolerance; and 3. the Legal System. 

To this exteni, the statc's rcsponse to the issue of wifie abuse was not al1 that dinerai h m  how otha issues 
brought before it are manageci, in the sense of being formalistic. bureaucratized and professionalized. 
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Govermnent 
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the Social Service Sector 

expendihires within the social s e ~ c e  sector for wife abuse began to 

increase throughout the mid-1980~~ as fùnding for wife abuse seMces went nom !Ml,800 in 

198 1-82 to $4 15,000 in 1984 ($3 15,000 in grants for 5 community-based services and 

% 100,000 committed to a publio-awareness campaign on wife abuse) Vrsel, 1 99 1). By 1 983, 

the provincial government of Manitoba had formed an office, The Manitoba Cornmittee on 

Wife Abuse, to coordinate wife abuse programs within the state. Ursel(199 1) notes that 

during the period between 1985-87, severai policy and program changes were introduced into 

the social s e ~ c e  system itself. These included: a governrnent policy supporting agencies 

b d e d  to provide second stage housing and support programs using provincial housing 

projects; the introduction of a one-tier system, where the province took responsibility for per 

diern rates to shelters, thereby changing the regdations of the Social Assistance Act in order 

to provide more quitable seMces to women; the introduction of fee waiver grants in order 

to ensure that shelters which enable women not qualifjmg for per diem social assistance 

payments to stay do not suEer financially; an arrangement by the Department of Housing to 

provide a facility and operating grants to agencies funded to provide shelter services; the 

establishment of the first Native run wife abuse prograrn and the first immigrant fivnily 

violence service; and negotiations between the Department of Employrnent SeMces and 

Econornic Sewity and the wife abuse governrnent office for an $800 thousand dollar training 

prograrn to train 20 grassroots local women as wife abuse counsellors (Ursel, 199 1 : 274-75). 

By 1987, fùnding for wife abuse services had dramatidy increased t O % 1 .73 9 million and the 

number of wife abuse progmms totalled 23 (icluding 10 shelters, non-resident programs and 
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second-stage facilities). In addition, an office within the govemment had been created to 

c o o r h t e  and administer funding for wife abuse services. 

In the late 1980s, the "Women's Initiative," a province wide consultation process 

which focused on both abused wornen and women's economic needs was established in 

Manitoba. Ursel(1997) suggests that their report, which recommended numerous changes 

in fûnding, resulted in increased provincial expenditures for de-abuse services. As a result, 

"[tlhe provincial budget increased nom $1 -7 million in 1987-88, to $4.3 million in 1989-90 

and $6 million in 1995" (Ursel 1997: 169). 

At the national levei, by 1995, the number of treatment programs had incrûased to 124 

(Health Canada, 1994), and the number of shelters across Canada had nsen to 402 (Rodgers 

and MacDonald, 1994). In addressing the issue of family violence, the federal government 

has spent more than $200 million since 1 985 (Ursel, 1997). Today in Manitoba, emergency 

shelter is amilable at no cost for al1 women at Osborne House and for Aboriginal women at 

Ikwe-widdjiitiwin Inc. Women's Services at the Salvation Army will also provide shelter for 

women, although not for battered women specifically. Longer term housing is available for 

women through Women in Second Stage Housing (WISH) and Alpha House in W i p e g .  

The main counselhg and resource services available in Winnipeg are as follows: a toll fiee 

(24 hour) province-wide Crisis Line; a local Winnipeg (24 hour) Crisis Line; Ma Ma 

Wirvichitata Centre; Immigrant Wornen's Association of Manitoba Inc.; Child & Family 

Services; Evolve; Fort Gary Wornen's Resource Centre; North End Women's Centre; and 

Pluri-Elles Centre de Femmes. Shelters exist outside of Winnipeg, in Portage la Prairie, 

Selkirk and Thompson, for example, as do niral Crisis Lines (see Appendix B for other 



women's resources and sesvices). 

2. Public htolerance 

The social censure of abuse - the silence - has in large part contributed to the 

tolerance of violence against women. This silence stems f?om the belief that wife abuse is 

personai and private matter. The state's recognition of the problem does indicate, to some 

extent, that this silence is dissipating. Wfe abuse gained much social visibility in the mid 

1980s, which can be attri'buted to some extent to the government sponsored (CACSW) study 

on wife abuse. The resulting report, J@fe &rn . . eV.- The Vlcrms cvcle (MacLeod, 1980). was 

the first nationally recognized document which made the problem explicit by revealing its 

prevalence and severity. The Report's ofi quoted estimate that 1 in 10 women were physically 

abused in Canada was influentid in increasing public awareness and intolerance. The media 

also publicized the issue, as can be seen in the series of newspaper and magazine articles 

printed across the country in the late 1980s. Arnong many recommended responses, the 

CACSW Report indicated that ducation was an urgent and ovenvhelrning need. Throughout 

the 1980s and into the 1990s, the Govemment of Canada designated funds for awareness 

initiatives and sponsored numerous reports, aii of which devised a m*ad of 

recommendations for change. 

At the federal leveI, the government launched a Family Violence Initiative in 1988, and 

allocated $40 million dollars to six federal departments over four years to enhance and 

augment activities related to family violence (Begin, 199 1). In February of 199 1, the federal 

government announced a four year $136 million initiative to build on the 1988 Family 
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Violence Initiative. The Report of the House of Comrnoas Sub-Cornmittee on the Status of 

Women, n e  War Agrnmt W o m ,  was brought to Parliament in June of 199 1. Among the 

Report's 25 recommendations were: a national multi-media education campaign on violence 

against women; education prevention programs in schools; gender sensitivity training for 

judges, law enforcement officers and prosecutors; secure hding for front iine agencies which 

provide seMces for battered women; enforcement of mandatory charging policies; and 

establishment of a Royal Commission on violence against women (Begin, 1991). Another 

Report of the Federd Provincial and Territorial Ministers responsible for the Status of 

Women (1991) recommended: research on consequences of abuse; training for justice 

officiais; a media blitz; and an education campaign f?om kindergarten to grade 12 (Begin, 

199 1). 

A Federai Panel on Violence (1991) was later established to examine violence against 

women, identiQ pertinent issues, heighten public awareness, make recommendations and 

devise a plan of action for govemment and community groups. In December of 1992 this 

Report was released, Wre the others, with a plethora of recommendations, most dong similar 

bes to those advancd in previous investigations. As in other parts of the country throughout 

the late 1980s and early 1990s, public education in schools and media public awareness 

campaigns were initiated in Winnipeg and across Manitoba. Most notable is the mass 

carnpaign on violence against women launched by the Manitoba Government in 1990. 

These and other initiatives' such as The National Study on Violence Against Women 

The Report cdminated 5 months of public hearings with oral and wnttni submissions kom battered women. 
governent officiais, non-government c o m u n i t y - b a d  agencies and organizations which deliver services, 
professional organizations and associations, and individual experts. 
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(1 993), increased v is ib i i  and gave the problem more credi'biIity . Arguably, these contribut ed 

to widespread awareness of the extent and severity of the problem and increased public 

intolerance to - or at least p a t e r  public farniliarity with - wife abuse. 

3. Wife Battery and The Law: Wife Assault in Manitoba 

Before outlining Manitoba's legal response, there are several important changes made 

at the national level that warrant attention. In 1968, the Divorce Act was changed to allow 

women to divorce their husbands on the grounds of physical cmelty. In 1983, Parliament 

repealed the old rape law (to the foais fiorn the sexual nature to the violent nature of the 

offence), and replaced it by adding three new categories to the offence of assault: semal 

assault (S. 246.1); sexual assault with a weapon (S. 246.2); and aggravated sexual assault (S. 

246.3). This new law revoked spousai irnmunity, which meant that husbands could now be 

charged with sexually assaulting their wives. In the same year, changes in the rules of 

evidence (Canada Evidence Act) allowed wives to testify against their husbands. Finally, at 

the beginning of 1983, the Solicitor Generd of Canada, Robert Caplan, wrote to police chiefs 

across the country urging thern to implement aggressive charging policies in wife assault cases 

(MacLeo4 1995). This directive, h conjunction with cnticisms leveiled by feminist advocates 

against the systern for having a double standard in the way violence against men and violence 

against women were treated, was infiuential in Manitoba's first response (Ursel, 1995). 

Manitoba was the first province to act on the federal directive with its own provincial 

directive to cnmrnalrze . .  . 
wife abuse. In February of 1983, Manitoba's Solicitor General, Roland 

Penner, issued a directive to change the way police were to lay charges in cases of wife 
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assault and advised crown attorneys to prosecute domestic violence cases vigorously. Police 

were instructed to lay a charge when there was "reasonable and probable cause" for believing 

an d t  had occurred, regardles of the wishes of the victimkomplainant . This replaced the 

previous practice which required a witness andor physicai evidence for a charge to be laid, 

and left the onus on the cornplainant to lay a charge. Subsequent to this change in police 

procedure, Manitoba's CJS saw an influx of 600 charges (Ursel, 1997). 

In November of 1983, due in large part to the lobbying efforts of the Manitoba 

Committee on Wfe Abuse, a separate court was set aside for two days per week to hear the 

increased volume of d e  assault cases. As a result of these initiatives, the number of men 

being deak with by the courts drastidy increased. The number of individuals (approximately 

96% male) charged with spouse assault increased from 1136 in 1983, to 2035 in 1988/89 

(Ursef, 1991). 

In 1986, the Coinmittee's office initiated the Women's Advocacy Program (WAP), 

a senice for women whose partners were charged with assault that was to be run as part of 

the Farnily Dispute Services branch of Manitoba Community SeMces. The program, 

originally consisting of a legal advocate/crown liaison worker, a social worker, and a 

trainedadvocate (Pedlar & Wilcox, 1992), is now nin by a lawyer and two counsellors. 

WAP's "mandate was to support victims, provide a bridge between the social service and 

criminal justice systems, and facilitate the operation of the criminai justice system" (Ursel, 

lW7:27l). The seMce provides assistance for victims in the fom of information on their 

legai rights, charges and the court process in order to provide women the support necessary 

to test@ against their abusers (Begin, 199 1). WAP was intended to sensitize the CJS to the 
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needs and interests of the viaim (Ursei, 1991). Throughout this penod there was also growth 

in the number of batterers' treatment programs, fiom 3 in 1985 (one program nui through 

probation services, and two non-funded, community based agencies) to 7 in 1987 (adding 

three more probation Services programs and a new community based program, called Evolve) 

(Vrsei, 1991).' 

Intensive monitoring of the CJS response, growing conceni by women's organizations 

that women should receive sensitive treatment within the court, public pressure, and the 

rising charging rates contributeci to several major initiatives in Manitoba in the early 1990s 

(Ursei, 1991). In 1990, a specialized Farniiy Violence Court (FVC), unlike that in any other 

province, was established in W~nnipeg, Manitoba. The goals of the FVC, as stated by the 

Manitoba Department of Justice, were: expeditious court processing; rigorous prosecution; 

and more appropriate sentencing than than of non-specialized courts (Ursel, 1994). The FVC 

operates with specialized court personnel, a team of specialist Crown attorneys who 

prosecute only family violence cases, and particular judges who support the issue and have 

experience handling domestic violence cases. 

In the sarne year, Manitoba's Miniaer of Justice, James McCrae, commissioned the 

Domestic Violence Review to examine the justice system's response to domestic violence 

directeci agakt women. The Review's mandate was to present recommendations which wuld 

" ensure t hat victims are adequately protect ed and sensitively treated b y the justice system" 

(Pedlar, 199 1 : 1). The Report's recommendations emphasized not only a c r i m .  justice 

response, but also important roles for the cornmunity and education system. Dorothy Pedlar 

4 Evolve was set up to run treatment program for batterers and separate p u p s  for both wornen and children. 
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(1991:W), who was commissioned to lead the investigation, states: "The final report and 

recornmendations are not intended to single out any particular area of response, but instead 

should be viewed as a comprehensive proposal to effect real change in the way that dornestic 

violence is viewed and responded to in Manitoba." Among the Pedlar Report's many 

recornmendations, Winnipeg Police were urged to provide adequate training on the social 

dynamics of domestic violence, and education of policy directives and response protowls for 

police recruits and al1 officers. 

In response to the growing number of offenders sentenced to court-mandated 

treatment, a special F d y  Violence Comections Unit was introdud in 1992 by Manitoba's 

Corrections Branch. The special unit included 15 probation officers who would handle 

treatment of fmily violence offenders (Ursel, 1997). Each correctional institution in the 

province was also mandated to provide treatment programs for batterers. 

In 1993, Winnipeg Police SeMces introduced a "Zero Tolerance Policy" for family 

violence. The Pedlar report and public criticism that police were using too much discretion 

in charging provided the main Unpetus for the Manitoba's Zero Tolerance stance. The policy 

directs police to lay a charge in al1 cases of domestic violence regardless of the victim's 

wishes, thereby removing from the police discretion they previously held in matters 

considered domestic disputes. Underlying the policy is the premise that, Iike other crimes, 

domestic violence should be treated with criminal charges. 

Later in the same year, a new protocol for handling domestic calls within the police 

department, written by Inspector Ken Biener (and recommended by the Pedlar Report), was 

put in place. The objectives (as Biener outlined in the Family Violence Policy and Procedure 
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manual) stated that officers should snive to: ensure the safety and security of victims; 

apprehend and charge offaider(s); prwent a breach of the peace; inforni al1 concerned parties 

of th& ri@; promote and encourage good public relations; and reduce cal1 backs (1 993: 1). 

"Domestic Violenceyy was defined as  viole^^^, threats of violence, or other acts of a cnminal 

nature which rnay include elements of emotional and psychological abuse committed against 

a person by that person's spouse, common-law spouse, boyfnend, girlniend or other intimate 

partner, past or present" (Biener, 1993:6). The polis, reads: "[qt is a police duty and 

responsibility to Iay a charge when there are reasonable grounds to believe that a domestic 

d t  or some other offence has occurred. Charges shd  be laid whether or not the victim 

wishes to proceed with the matter, and even in circumstances where there are no visible 

injuries or independent witnessesYy piener, 1993:6). Like the 1983 protocol the police, and 

not the complainant, are to lay the charge. However, Zero Tolerance removes police 

discretion in charging. 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has endeavoured to provide a social history of the problem of d e  abuse, 

the emergence of the BWM and the state's response to the movement's concerns and 

demands. The developments outlined with regard to each of these three areas of concem - 

5 The offences applicable for charging in domestic dispute cascs include, but are not limited to, any one or 
more of the following: physical assault (pushing, shoving, hitting, punching, slapping) S. 265-269 C.C.C.; 
s e d  assauit- S. 27 1 -273 C.C.C.; uttering ilmais- S. 264.1 C.C.C.; mischief- S. 430 C.C.C.; intimidation- S. 
423 C.C.C.; forcible mnfinement- S. 279 C.C.C.; possession of a wtapon- S. 87 C.C.C.; breach of any mut 
order including any type of restraining order (riecognizance, peace bond, probation order and Family 
Maintenance Act order). 
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protection and S a f i ,  public intolerance and the law - ail appear to suggest that the move to 

politicize wife abuse in Canada has been successfd, or at ieast the demands had been met. 

Wfe abuse has been brought into public view, public intolerance has increased and the state 

and the CJS has responded. Nevertheless, evaluating the impact of the BWM7s engagement 

with the state requires attention to - not simply whether the state responded, but the specific 

nature of the state's response and its implications for addressing feminist concerns. As is 

evident fiom the preceding discussion, the state's response was, in large part, fuelled by 

ferninist demands. Just as significant, howwer, is that the response was contoured and 

conditioned by the nature of the state itsedf. Indeed, as the 1980s drew to a close, several 

feminist wrïters began to question the gains made by the BWM and whether engaging the 

state on the issue of d e  abuse had, in fact, resulted in positive change. The purpose of the 

next chapter will be to consider these analyses in detail. 



CHAPTER 'IWO 
EVALUATING THE BWM'S ENGAGEMENT WITH THE 

STATE:THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

CHALLENGING PATRIARCHY 

As duded to in the previous chaptq feminist analyses of wife abuse located the issue 

in the context of patriarchy. As patriarchy is the key issue which underlies the feminist 

engagement with the law, so too must critical reflections of engaging the state be situated 

within this wntext. The dilemma in engaging the state is that feminist analyses, although in 

differing ways and degrees, recognize the state as implicated in the maintenance and 

reproduction of patriarchal social relations. The question, then, becomes: can the state and 

law can be 'reiiable ailies' in the endeavour to challenge the familial patriarchy which is at the 

mot of d e  abuse? This broader question is one which informs the critical reflections on the 

BWM which have emerged in the last decade. In reflecting on the BWM, ferninists have put 

the relationship between women and the state under close scrutiny. Scepticism has grown 

conerning whether the state is able to address feminist concems and if law cm be an avenue 

through which ferninists can realize meaningful change in the lives of women. W e  some 

writers levelled their critiques at engaging the state per sey others focused specifically on 

engaging the criminal justice systern (CJS). Accordingly, the purpose of this chapter is 

twofold: 1. to interrogate each work in terms of the cnteria used in assessing the BWM's 

engagement with the state; and 2. to situate both feminist demands and the state's response 

in the context of patriarchy. In so doing, the main intent is to sort through the issues 

concerning whether changes made do, in fact, produce benefits in the lives of women in 
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abusive relationships who seek criminal justice intervention. 

The discussion is or- in two parts. In the f i t  section, 1 examine the process of 

the state's response by explorhg the critiques of feminist writers who have focused on 

aigaghg the state per se (Jan Barnsley, 1988; Zoe Hilton, 1989; Gillian Waker, 1990). The 

second section considers changes in Iaw and legd practice by examinhg feminist writers 

whose analysis m a d y  concems engaging the crimùial justice system (Cume, 1990; Snider 

199 1, 1994; Ursel, 199 1; Ursel & Brickey, 1996, Ursel, 1997). To conclude, the lessons 

leamed fiom this discussion will be explored M e r  by ou thhg  the main questions arising 

fkom the literahûe and explaining how 1 sought to address them in this study. 

ENGAGING THE STATE 

Rather than mere critique or commentary, my intention in reviewing the work of 

selected ferninist writers is to detennine what each author views as problematic or potentially 

transfomative in engaging the state. As Melanie Randail (1988: 15) has argued, "we have paid 

insu£Ecient aîtention to a critical refleaion on the politics of the ferninist movement, the way 

we identi@ and articulate our issues, the points of division in our strategies, and the 

implications of what we have and have not achieved in Our stniggles to date." Moreover, my 

intent is to draw out how, or by what critena, each author's evaluation was made. 

Jan Barnsley (1 988) is an activist whose work with the Women's Research Centre in 

Vancouver, BC infiomis her evaluation of the effects of the BWM's engagement with the state 

over the issue of wife abuse. Barnsley's main focus is on what she tems the 

"institutionalization of wife abuse" by the state which, she argues, occurred as state 
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institutions responded to feminist dernands. In Bamsley 's terms, feminists initiate and state 

institutions respand. However, given the nature of the state, as both patriarchal and 

masailinist, the response is one which endeavours to maintain the status quo, rather than 

challenge it (as the BWM's initial approach did). Consequently, institutional response 

redehes the problem, which, Barnsley argues, compromises the issue of wife abuse beyond 

recognition and reSuIts in new problems rather than acceptable solutions (Barnsley, 1988: 18). 

The state defines the issue using mainStream social science approaches whichfit the existing 

bureaucratic perspecfives and realities. While the feminist definition includes threats to the 

dominant interests, the state's redefinition of the problem is, by and large, a reflection of its 

own conception of itself as "equai, neutral and objective." This contrasts with a ferninist 

analysis which begins with women's experiences recognizes the interconnection between 

violence against women and women's inequality in society, and implicates the state in 

reproducing unequal relations. As a result, the problem, as dehed by the state, is seen as 

faulty interaction in the fàmily or an individual pathology in some men. This is then added to 

the equation of al1 social problems and dealt with accordingly. 

Barnsley asserts that wife abuse, now transformed as "family violence," obscures 

'%ho is doing what to whom" (1988: 19). In the process of this ideological revision, feminist 

strategies are subverted. For instance, dunng the 1980s, feminist demand for support for 

transition houses and feminist seMces was translated into govemment knding for services 

run by non (or anti-) feminists which imposed a hierarchical structure and professional 

credentials. With privatization and govemment involvement came reductions in victim 

services run by feminists. By responding in this way, the state "rationalizes the need for 
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modest reforms or fine huùng rather than radical change" (Barnsley, 1 98 8: 1 9). Programs for 

batterers, task forces and studies r e d t  dong with the bbclaim that the problem has been 

solved" (Barnsley, 1988: 19). Thus, Barnsley calls attention to the marner in which the state 

responded; that k, to the notion that wife abuse can befixed by studying it and initiating a 

govemmait agency to deai with it. The issue for feminists becornes one of dealing with the 

consequences of the state's response (i.e. the institutionalkation of women's issues and 

invalidation of women's experiences). 

For Barnsley (1988), then, the state's response to the problern of wife abuse r e - h e d  

apolitical issue into a social problem, leavhg the po titical anaiysis behind. Although state 

agencies or institutions did respond, society, its structures and political system were lefl 

unquestioned. The state is seen as doing sornething about the problem, while it has directed 

no attention to the roots of the problem. Bamley argues that "[als long as the impression 

stands that women's interests are reneded by and included in the dominant ideology, control 

of women's issues can be maintained by routine practice" (1 988: 19). 

Despite the nature of the state's response, Barnsley argues that feminist groups are 

often l& with no choice but to work with state institutions. In this respect, she admits that 

challenging the state is not always futile as opportunities for change exia because the state 

needs to maintain its Iegitimacy. To appear to represent the people; "it must juggie and reach 

compromise among wmpeting or different interests" (Bamsley, 1988 :2 1). Bamsley argues 

that feminists' task is to regain ownership of the issues by demanding what women need, not 

only what the state wiii accept, and developing "our own [feminist] criteria and standards of 

success to help us [feminists] determine when 'something' really is 'better than nothing'" 
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(1 988:2 1). To do so requires developing a better understanding of the state based on "our 

actud expenence" (Barnsley, l988:2 1). 

Zoe Hilton (1989) aiso questions the nature of the state's response. As mentioned in 

Chapter One, the a h  of the BWM were both instrumental as well as ideologicai. Although 

the BWM has made instrumentai gains in tems of public policy (e-g. placing wife abuse on 

the public agenda, new police charging policies), Hilton argues that it has fided at its 

ideologicai aim (definhg wife abuse as a fom of patriarchy). Like Barnsley, Hilton argues 

that when the BWM's demands becarne translatai by the state, the movement's questionhg 

of societal structures and challenge to patriarchy were absent nom the state's response. 

Attention was direded away f?om the patriarchal social system as government coopted the 

problem Hilton argues that a woman's issue was "refined and even reverser (198913 14). 

This process of redefinition is similar to Barnsley's notion of institutionalization. In taking 

ownenhip, governent coopted the BWM by de-politicking d e  abuse as a pivate, not 

public, problem, and subsuming the issue under other pubüc policies. In the process of getting 

wife abuse on the public agenda, the state limited its response by adopting a professionalized, 

bureaucratic and patetnalistic approach that acted on behalf of women and was characterized 

by reformism. For example, the state directed attention to officia1 facts and figures (the 

rhetonc of 1 in 10 women). Moreover, "[tlhe private nature of wife abuse has been 

strengthened by the govemment's response to the B W  (Elton, 1989:3 14). 

Hilton is mainly concemed with two areas of feminist demands: law and shelters. She 

argues that the way d e  abuse is handled by the CJS perpetuates the private nature of the 

problem since the foms is on men with indidual problems. In terms of the symbolic finction 
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of law, police enforcement stdi reflects the histonc double standard. ' Although more men 

are coming to court as a result of changlig enforcement patterns, women are aiso being 

charged for contempt of wurt and jded for not testikng against their hu~bands.~ In terms 

of shelters, underfhding and proféssional and bureaucratie involvement have affecteci the way 

shelters are run. 

Be& the legitimate source to define the problern, the state had the power to regulate, 

control and innovate solutions. C o v e n t l y ,  the BWM lost authority to define the issue and 

detemine solutions. Femuiist, women-centred definitions of the problern (as conceived by 

women's realities) were replaced by professionali7ittion and policy-onenteù dennitions 

(Hilton, 1989). Like Barnsley's, Hilton's criteria revolve around ownership or, more 

specifically, the effkct of the m e ' s  response on the BWM itseif (loss of authority) and on the 

issue of wife battery (how the issue is dehed). Feminists defined wife abuse in the context 

of male domination, as supporteci through the private nature of the domestic sphere. But 

when the state took ownership, its response - which reestablished wife abuse as a private 

trouble - reproduced rather than challenged the conditions for wife abuse. 

As Barnsley argues that feminists often have no choice but to work with state 

institutions, sirnilarly Hilton suggests that maintaining d e  abuse on the public agenda is 

"ensured only by the goverment's ownership of the issue" (1 989:325). Hence, the 

depoliticbation of wife abuse may have been a necessary step before the government could 

Hilton cites Anne McGiiIvary's (1 987) reference to the niIl apparent old privilege of a husband to punish his 
wife. 

Since this t h e  charging womai for conternpt of court has drastically reduced aaoss the munûy, largely 
because of the outcry brought about by these cases. 
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act. Yet, Hilton insists that, "cals long as the politicization of wife battering is resisted, the 

role of patriarchy ranains wirecognized, and the public response to wife battering cannot be 

adequately eEective against the problem" (Hilton, l989:332). 

In her work, n e  Concevhral Po&itics of Strumfe: Wzfe Raiterinp. the Women 's 

Mouement. d I h e  S ! e ,  Gillian Waiker, a feminist theorist and an activist, takes as her point 

of depamire the cecognition that relying on the state to achieve long term changes in women's 

subordinate status is problematic. Walker's analysis begins 60rn the theoretical premise that 

as a society we are d e d  by ideological procedues, ways of thinking, understanding, and 

acting. ' Walker's main focus is on what she caiis "the political process of control" that 

Sapes and dwelops issues into the procedures by which they WU be ordered, organized and 

d e d  (1990:64). She wnceptualizes the state as part of the "ruling apparatus," the network 

of institutions whereby power is exercised and society is organized, administered and ruled 

(Walker, 1990). Her anaiysis is more elaborate and conceptual, while at the same time more 

directed than the authors previously disaissed.' 

Walker's key concem is state appropriation, which transformed and absorbed wife 

battery into d g  institutional structures (which parallels Barnsley's concept of institutional 

response). The process involves ways of thinking and using language, where concepts make 

possible institutional articulaiion and absorption which obscure important aspects of the 

3 in other words, the general and abstracted procedures of d i n g  and edministering the particular form of 
society in which we live do not take place in isolation &om the everyday activities, local cvents and practices of 
people (Walkw, l990:64). 

4 Waiker's argument is based on her analysis of the processes involved in Ontario's Standing Cornmittee on 
Social Policy and Development, initiated in 1982 to examlie wife battering, and the government's subsequent 
response. 
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problem. Waiker characterizes the process of articulating ferninist demands and state 

response as oaurring in primarily three stages: 1. the B WM7s struggle to define a woman's 

issue and make d e  abuse visible; 2. the work of getting something done about the issue is 

"translateci to and generalized within the relations of the state7' (1990:64); and 3. the BWM 

succeeding in getting various sections of the ruling apparatus to respond to the needs of 

battered women, what Wallcer calls generaiization and appropriation. ' 
Feminists did persuade the ruling apparatus (agencies and institutions of the state, 

fornial government) to respond to battered women's needs. However, Waiker (1 990) argues 

that, in taking a social problem approach to d e  abuse, the state adopted ideological 

constnicts compatible with its "sociai problem apparatus" which displaced the totality of 

women's experiences and structurai location. In much the same way as Hilton and Barnsley, 

Waker conceives of sociuf problems in a negative way. The reason being, when conceived 

as a social problem, the issue is merely added to ail other problems with which the state must 

manage. That is, once studied and the right strategy employed, the problem has been dealt 

with. 

Waker shows that the na-g of phenornenon is not merely a case of semantics, but 

rather provides for particular courses of action. That is, the definition and understanding of 

the probiem is dûectly related to the institution(s) designated to respond to it. What Walker 

calls the language of abstraction b'transforrns our understanding of our daily experience, and 

implicates us in Our own regulation, shaping our concems into "issues" organized around 

5 A fourrh stage can be seen in femullst dissatisfaction with outcornes and their reexamination of the pra+ss. 
This fourth stage is where Walker's and the 0 t h  writers' critical reflections can be locatd 
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grounds and within the relevances and imperatives of the institutions and praaices of mling" 

(1990:80). Therefore, how d e  abuse was deheated (as the ideologid wnstmct of "family 

violencey') dowed for a concephial f h n e  which provided the basis for governent policies 

and procedures by linking specific aspects to partidar date institutions and agencies. In this 

process, discourses like family violence and law and order replaceci a feminist discourse on 

male violence. This shift in focus fiom a feminist understanding to violence or assault under 

the law located the problem within the legai system where those with the professional 

mandate (the CJS) translated d e  abuse into "family violence" or "spousal assault." 

Violence, then, is understood as a feature of social iifè, "one which must be both deplored and 

rnanaged, a pressing social problem" (Walker, 1990: 78). However, Walker argues that 

4%olence" as assault under the law challenges men's abuse of their authority in the home, not 

the authority ger se, as feminists demanded. Through the hidden "law and order f'rame," 

patriarchal fàmily relations get reduced to actions that either support or de@ the law (Walker, 

1 990). With "family violence" conceived as an individuai pathology or faulty interaction 

within the family, discourses like psychiatry and psychology absorb the experiences of 

battered women. Thus, wife abuse was removed from its context "in a political movement" 

which reiinquished "women's control over their definition of the issue" (Walker, 1990:98). 

Walker argues that the concept of violence also allowed for combinai strategies (by 

both professionais and ferninist activists) to accept wife battering as a problem under criminal 

law. Feminist theones of male domination actually provided the bais for conceptually 

coordinating the issue of d e  beating as a form of "violence" define. as assault under the law, 

which then ailowed for the work of the BWM to be aligned with the work of the CJS. Once 
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feniinists had formulated an account of the problem and began dweloping strategies for action 

in relation to increasing state involvement, they engaged in stniggie over definition with 

professionals who sought to remove the issue fiom its context in a politid movement. In 

essence, ferninists played a part in constructing the ideology around the problem. Designating 

violence as occumng in the family rnaintained it as a private problem between individuals. 

"In the process [of extending the application of law to end the double standard], the analysis 

of women's oppression in the broder structures of society became secondary to the strategy 

of invoking women's rights as individuals under the law" (Walker, 1 WO:7 1). Through this 

process, the woman becomes a viuim of violence, thus rupturing her n d  expenence fiom 

the context of both her life and the cornmon expenence of violence against women by men. 

Gender and relational aspects dissolve as an abuseci woman and her abuser becume only legal 

constmctions of 'victim' and 'perpetrator.' 

Waiker recognizes that this process of absorption and controi creates dilemmas and 

contradictions for feminists. For one, in order to make pnvate oppressive conditions public, 

the terms of the public discourse must be employed (language of ruling) and in doing so 

ferninists risk having women's issues absorbai into the existing sociai problem apparatus. 

Further, the women's movement has been fnigmented by strategies that align feminists with 

Merent aspects of the niluig apparatus. Finally, how is it feminists can change the oppressive 

conditions of women's lives without being appropriated through interactions with the ruling 

apparatus? 
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Commentary 

The BWM began with the recognition that the roots of wife abuse are systemic, that 

is, built into the nature of s o c i q  and its institutions. However, when concerns were voiced 

and demands were made, attention was directed toward responses which were reactive (to 

manage or "deal with" the problem) rather than address the roots of the problem, thereby 

muting a feminist analysis. At first glance, what transpired may be interpreted as evidence of 

a liberal ferninist approach on the part of the BWM However, as Barnsley, Hilton and Walker 

show, diis view fàils to recognize the ongoing relations between the BWM and the state and 

the way in which the problem and ferninists concerns were refomulated as they were 

transferred to the state's domain These insights suggest that an analysis of the state's response 

must not only be concerneci about the outcomes, but should examine the process(es) involved 

in the relationship between the state and the BWM and the specific ways in which the state 

responded (the nature of the response). Evaluations based solely on outcomes lose sight of 

the process of redefinition and rearticulation of feminist demands. Focusing on process, 

ihough, allows for consideration of the meaning and impact of the respowes made by the state. 

It enables an understanding of the dynamics of the relationship and directs attention to the 

issue of whether or not the experience of abused women has been reflected in the state's 

response. 

Although the writen use different concepts to characterize what happened when the 

state intervened (institutionalization, depoliticization, absorption, transformation), the 

concepts hold in common the idea of ownership. Once the state took ownenhip of the issue, 

women's experience was redefined and obscured. Women's interests and expenences were 
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seen as taken over by aate agencies and the anaiysis was moved away fiom the systemic. 

structurai and politicai nature of the problem. Consequently, the phenornenon of wife abuse 

was no longer comected to the iarger society and its structures, but viewed as a social 

problern (as any other social issue). The result was an individualized approach to wife abuse 

whereby those mandated to d d  with it have done so on a individual, case by case level which 

pathologizes the problem as the f i l y  or atypicai male abusers. 

Jane Ursel has suggested that this critique amounts to a statement of the fàüure of the 

movement. Rather than read their work as presuming the movement's "failure," 1 offer a 

ciBesent interpretation. By giving more priority to each author's analysis of the relationship 

between the BWM and the state, and the way faninist dernands becarne translated once under 

the purview of the state, a difEerent understanding arises. In this respect, a comrnon theme 

throughout Barnsley's (1988). Hilton's (1 989) and Walker's (1 990) work is an attention to 

the processes involved in the BWM's struggle to engage the state. The criteria Barnsley, 

Waiker, and Hilton use could arguably be only the impact of the state on the movement 

(Ursei, 1991). However, this assumption appears to remove their analyses (out) of context 

and fâils to r e c o p k  th& critiques (perhaps purposeMy) pay more attention to process than 

outcomes. This aiterion is not inherently problematic. Taken together, their work suggests 

that aithough f d s t  activists have s u d e d  in being heard (the state has responded), there 

is more at work. That is, duating the BWM cannot be viewed only in terms of getting the 

state to respond. Moreover, evaluating in ternis of a priori intentions of reformers would 

ignore the process of redefinition of feminist demands by the state. The social history (as 

discussed in Chapter One) tells us that part of the initial strategy of the BWM included 
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demands for socid service and legd responses. However, the nature of the responses that 

were ach<ally made within these secton were very different from that sought out by ferninists. 

The fact that each writer is concemed with how feminists lost ownership and 

subsequently definition of the issue suggests batterd women are not entirely absent fiorn their 

analysis. Wectùig back again we recognize that the initial understanding of wife abuse and 

the BWM itseifsternmed f?om testimonials of battered women Therefore, it would seem that 

a cntic who points to the fact these experiences are being ignored very much suggests she is 

lwking to battered women However, for the most part, their analyses remain at the level of 

ideology. They do not look at or to abused women direct&, nor do they ask whether the 

needs of battered women have been addressai (with the exception of Hilton's bnef mention 

of counter-charging). They consider what it means for the BWM that wife abuse is considered 

a social problem and not a women's issue, but do so only at a theoretical level. Instead, we 

need to ask: to what extent has the aate's response made a difference at the material level, 

in women's lives? Does displacing the totaiity of women's expenences render dl women's 

expenences unintelligible? In practical t ems  how does the state's response affect abused 

women in their daily lives? Such an analysis would ask the basic question: are women 

empowered (by changes in law, legal practice, and state intervention)? 

BamsIey (1988: 18) argues that a better understanding of the state should be built from 

"our actual expenence," which begs the question of whether or not this incorporates the 

experience of feminsts andlor of abused women. Her suggestion makes most sense if applied 

to the experiences of the women such refoms are designed to benefit. Barnsley also 

emphasizes the need for feminist cnteria and standards for success. These standards should 
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Hilton seerns to confuse disempowerment of the BWM with disempowerment of 

abused women. Her discussion, while more grounded than Bamley's, does not 

comprehensively address the effects on abused wornen by speaking to women's expenences. 

Yet, she claims that battered women are disempowered. Hilton's analysis also suggests that 

without ideological change instnimental gains, although apparent, produce little red change. 

Again, the unanswered question is what are the effects on abused women? If we take as 

certain that, aithough the BWM began on the terrain of affecthg the political, the response 

has becorne one of criminel justice intervention in wtiich women's interests as a group were 

not represented, is it possible that the interests of some women are, in fa& represented in the 

state's response? In otha words, are some women helped by such changes? Nevertheless, 

Hilton leaves a contradiction u~esolved: if depoliticking wife abuse was a necessary step in 

order to get the state to respond and the role of patriarchy is unrecognized by depoliticizhg 

d e  abuse, then how is the state's response to be adequately effective against the problem? 

The compatibility of these critical reflections with a socialist feminist approach can be 

seen, firsS in their recognition of the challenge to patriarchy represented in the initial strategy 

of the BWM and, second, in the way they argue that the state's response did not challenge 

patriarchy. The question which arises fiom each d y s i s  is: to what extent have feminists been 

active agents in developing a response we find so inadquate? The BWM actively participated 

The question is, when is "something is better than nothing7" Addressing this requires caution, as Cornack 
(1987) points out in hm work on the impact of the b a t t d  woman syndrome. Comack shows that aithough 
the use of the battered woman syndrome defence does, in fact, provide a more lenient sentence for particular 
women guilty of killing their abusive partners, for women-as-a-group, "syndromizing" women's experiences 
individualizes and pethologies wornen's experiences. The question becomes: how can this dilemma to be 
reconciled? 
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in this transformation process whereby the government took ownenhip of the issue and 

responded acwrding to its own definition of the problem. Hilton states, 'without 

rehquishing its PWM's] right to define the reality of wife abuse," femïnists urged the 

government to become the legitimate source of response to the problem (1989:324). Put 

sirnply, although the BWM wanted to define the problem, it wanted the state to provide 

solutions. Yet, in reality, taking ownership of the issue meant the government took on 

responsibility for both responding to and defining the problem. This dilemma is M e r  

compounded by the government's ability to control the flow of much needed money into the 

movement . 

In addition to exploring the response on the part of the state per (that is, primarily 

the state as government) the nature of the response within one of the state's agencies, the 

CJS, mua be considered in and of itself. Indeed, the state's response has been largely a 

criminal justice one; the CJS is that part of the state's social problem apparatus which has 

been given jurisdiction over wife abuse. As such, the foilowing section will examine the work 

of selected writers whose analyses critique fmiinist engagement with the CJS in particular. 

ENGAGING THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

In an article aptly titled, "Battered Women and The State: From the Failure of Theory 

to a Theory of Failure," Dawn Cume (1 990) explores the practical questions raised by the 

BWM conceming what to do about violence against women as, in her view, the BWM 

presents an opportunity to anaiyze and explore the practical aspects of feminist attempts to 

challenge patriarchy. She examines the theoreticai premises upon which feminist strategies 
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were based with regard to the relwance of theory for feminist academics working to 

wnceptualize strategies. 

Accordhg to Currie (1990), the necessity to reform criminal law and the expectation 

that formai avenues to justice can advance the position of women were premises inherent in 

the BWM's strategies. She is critical, however, of this prevaihg liberal view of law as 

ideology since it fails to locate law within social structure, neglecting the matenal basis of 

hw. Currie's approach calls into question the basic premise that formal criminal law refonn 

can advance women's position So, being aitical of the image of a liberal, welfare state, 

Cmie (as does Barnsley and Hilton) conceives of the state as social patriarchy. Yet, C h e ' s  

foais extends beyond ideology (unlike Barnsley and Hilton) toward the way in which law is 

worked out in our everyday lives. 

Although cntical of the process, Cume acknowledges that the BWM could be seen 

as a successfùl reform effort in many ways. Wie battery is now well docurnented, public 

awareness has increased, wife battery has been placed on the political agenda, and federal 

responsibilities have been identified and integrated into the policy agenda (See Findlay, 

1988:9). Yet, Currie States that the BWM carnpaign is now wntroversid, "in that by 

chalienging male power, it transfonned women's need for protection into campaigns for law 

and order" (1990:83). 

In what Cunie calls a 'law and order' campaign, "issues are phrased in terms of legal 

police protection, and criminal justice: technical terms which can be safely met within 

the current system without any rneanlligfùl redistribution of power" (1 99O:g 1). C u m e  asserts 

that before the state dealt with the problem, it redefined the problem itself. In the process, not 
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only the deetion of the issue, but the goals of intervention were shifted. The state's 

definition of the issue followed h m  the assumption, not that men as a gender have the power 

to beat their wives, but that some men b a t  their wives. Following £tom this, the distribution 

ofpower in society is left unquestioned. As did Waiker, C u m e  aiiudes to the BWMYs part in 

making the issue a law and order one. 

Currie acknowledges that the tum to criminal justice was a feminist strategy, but it 

cornpriseci ody part of the BWM's initiai political approach. Nevertheless, the state response 

was almost entirely fmsed on criminal justice or social control; that is, sat iwg women's 

need for protection has been equated with justice for women. Thus, what originally was a 

dernand for a redistribution of social power (radical change) was translated into demands 

which sought expansion of current institutions. Curie's concem here can be seen as one of 

whether or not the movernent actually represented a challenge to the current system, which 

was the initial objective of the BWM. 

Currie argues that attributing this failure only to that of a liberal approach (feminist 

strategies) ignores the fact that the strategy itself was transformed. As the state defined the 

issue in terms of a social problem, it reformulated feminist demands to that which could be 

realized through the state's response. Like Walker, Cume suggests that the BWM was 

concemed with challenging male power, while the state was prepared to do so oniy to a 

lirnited extent (men's abuse of authority in the home, not that authority per se). Therefore, 

"[a]s a practical issue, the stniggle is one whose outcome cannot be explained by apriorz 

intentions of reformersy' (Curie, 1 990: 89). The ideological revision did not occur uniiaterally 

by the state, but was cunstituted through - not against - ferninist discoune; that is, the BWM 
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Drawing on Dorothy Smith's (1974, 1987) work, Currie explains how this process 

of (re)ownership occurs. Smith "highlights ideology as processes througti which society is 

organized and govemed through the production of an account of the way things are which 

obscures alternative interpretations" (cited in Cume, 1990: 92). This account is produced 

not or@ by the relations of niling, but through divisions between feminists within universities, 

cornmunity-based feminists, professionals and battered women. ' Around this tirne liberal 

féminisn becarne the public face of the movement (Findlay, 1989). C k e  (1990:93) argues 

that "in reality, the state exercises power through the engagement of individuals, including 

ourselves as feminists and as academics." 

Currie obliquely refers to this process as a failure of practice since the state, although 

it responded to 'Yeminist demands" or took on a 'homen's issue," merely gave the impression 

it was acting for women's interests ( C h e ,  1990). If state intervention did not act for 

women-qua-women, practicaily the question remains: what did it do for the interests of 

individual women whose partners abuse them (their concems, needs etc.)? 

Laureen Snider's (1 991, 1994) and Jane Ursel's (1991, 1992, 1997) views on the 

potential of the CJS to bnng about meaningful change with respect to  wife abuse are 

divergent, despite the fiict that both d t e r s  start fiom a socialist feminist approach. Although 

it may seem that Ursel's focus is short term imperatives for women, while Snider's concern 

' Walker termS the institutionai forms which organize, regdate and ~ n î m l  society. such as state 
administration, legislative processes, and professional organkations, "reIations of nrling" (1 990) 

If the engagement of individuals implies the employrnent of liberd feminists w i h  bweauctacies, cbis could 
explein how liberal feminism became the public face of the movement 
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lies in long term change (Comack & Brickey, 1 99 1 : 3 1 3). perhaps there is something more. 

Rather, a distinction can be made between these two authors in terms of their different 

theoretical understandings of the CE, more specifically, their acceptance or rejection of 

engaging the CJS as a feminist strategy. What is most important here is how this h e  of 

reference is revealed in the evduation each provides of feminist engagement with the CJS. 

Snider argues that "relying upon the airnuial justice system is praaicaily, theoreticaily 

and morally wrong" (1991:239). In practical terms, entmsting more power to the state 

increases control over women's lives. Theoretically, this directs attention away f?om 

stntctural problems inherent in patriarchy and capitalkm "and towards reformist 'solutions' 

which accept the present socio-economic systern as a given" (Snider, 1991 :239). From a 

moral perspective, this encourages inhumane and repressive solutions pnmarily against groups 

who have been victirnized b y stmctural factors. 

Snider argues that the inherent limitations of c r i m i n ~ t i o n  have led to the faiiure of 

faninists to successfUy enlist the CJS as an aiiy (1 99 1 :255). Her critique is not against using 

law per SC as a strategy, but using criminal law and employing the CJS, a system bent on 

socid control and oppression Her main concern is whether or not battered women have been 

helped or harmed by CJS intemention. Snider's analysis questions whether legai intervention 

is ameiiorating for women by seeking to understand if the results mbstantidy aid '%ctims." 

Abused women "mut  be the prime, if not only critenon for evaluating the success or fdure 

of law refom" (Snider, 1 994:245). Snider cites examples where (pnmaril y lower class) 

women are, in fa% worse off with legal intervention. Women's plight, she argues, wen in the 

short term is worse, not better. She notes that, in Ontario, the first two people sent to jail 
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under the province's "get tough" policy were women for refùsing to test@ against their 

batterers. Rather than being ameliorating, the use of the CJS has exacerbated existing class 

biases. Calling attention to the fact that those apprehended by the police represent oniy a 

select portion of all male abusers, Snider argues that the CJS "will tend to target lower and 

working class people, resist femlliism and support the status quo of economic, social and 

f d a l  relations" (1 99 1 :256).9 Elsewhere Snider (1 994: 8 1) argues that ferninia strategies 

engaging criminal law are not ameliorating for women, but cm play into the hands of those 

who woutd disempower women. In terms of the potential symbolic effects of criminal law, 

Snider is scepticai as to whether criniinal law can be an efficient or effeaive vehicle to change 

social attitudes since "the predominant role of criminal law is to coerce and contain, which 

makes it an inappropriate site for achieving social transformation" (1 99 1 :258). 

For Snider, feminists' goal of a redistribution of power cannot be achieved through 

allninal law, since "[c]NNnaliPng more behaviour, and thereby encouraging the state to step 

up control and repression, in order to advance a movement whose basic aims are to lessen 

oppression, seems a strange as weil as an ineffective and counterproductive one" (1 99 1 : 256). 

Instead, téminisu should ernploy strategies which challenge the present system, not strengthen 

it, and seek legal changes which "redefine the system of social relations which keep women 

and lower/working class groups under control," thereby offering the potential for 

humanitarian and non-oppressive, rather than punitive, social change (Snider, 1991 :258). 

Snider suggests that the strategy with the most potential to do so is what Comack and 

Brickey (1987) describe as the 'jurisprudence of hsurgency.' Rather than employing law, 

Snider looks to Pairicia Morgan's (1 98 1) wodc, who shows how Iowa class. black men are targeted. 
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inæasing punishment and social wntrol (ail calling for more of the sarne), the jurisprudence 

of insurgency attempts to challenge law, or use law against itself, by using the tension within 

the existing system to push forward contradictions arising from the structures of capitalism 

and patnarchy. 

In contrast to the feminist critiques of the BWM, Ursel(1991) argues that the efforts 

of the BWM have, in fact, resulted in positive change. Theoretically, Ursel argues that wife 

abuse has becorne too costly to the state. In the m e n t  social patriarchal order, the laws and 

practices that perpetuate the male as the patriarch in the family no longer serve a firnction to 

the state. The state, as a system of social patriarchy, has no inherent interest in reproducing 

familid patriarchy within the home. Therefore, the interests of the women's movement and 

the state to dismantle conventions of an old familial patriarchal order coincided and the 

movernent was able to use the power of the state to introduce progressive reforms which do 

challenge patriarchy. 

Ursel's main wncern parallels Snider's, that is, the result for battered women. For 

Ursel, the operative question is: has there been a marked improvement in the lives of battered 

women? Ursel is also concemed not only with the impact of the state on the BWM (which 

she sees as the focus of feminist critiques), but with the impact of the BWM on the state. 

Ursel argues that engaging the CJS has proven successfùl in terms of both concems. She 

considers deveiopments within the social service sector and CJS to evaluate both the impact 

of the BWM on the state (in terms of how the movernent was able to get the state to respond) 

and the impact on battered women (in ternis of whether the reforms to each sector have 

produced positive effects in the lives of wornen). 
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Urse17s analysis is more 'grounded' than the other critiques in that she attempts to 

empiricaily shidy the changes introduced. To assess changes within the social s e ~ c e  sector, 

Ursel considers two quantitative measmes: the nimber of prognuns the government tiinds and 

the amount of fûnding provided. In both areas she documents consistent growth. By 1990, 

the number of programs had increased to 25 kom only 2 in 198 1. Govemrnental expenditures 

for community based programs also increased from $5 1 8,000 in 198 1 /82, to $4,347,000 by 

1989190 (Vrsei, 1991). 

In terms of the CJS, Urd examines wife abuse cases in Manitoba tiom 1983-1990 

by anayPng Winnipeg Police and RCMP records and court case fde data. In 1983 (the year 

the new directive was introduced), the total number of arrests within and outside Wuuiipeg 

totalled 629 offenders charged with (spouse) assault in W~nnipeg (96% male), and 507 

charged by the RCMP (94% male). By 1988, a totai of 9,126 charges were laid by the two 

juridictions (94.5% male). To examine court processing she considers the rate and type of 

sentencing. Ursel argues that the sentences most likely to provide for monitoring, protection 

and/or counsehg are: probation +; jail sentences; and counselling as an order on final 

disposition (Ussel, 1991 :280).1° In addition, "[d]ispositions that provide for ongoing 

monitoring and counsehg intewentions have been actively promoted by wife abuse workers 

and advocates" (Ursei, 1991:280) On this basis, Ursel examines the appropriateness of 

sentencing. She found that: sentences of probation increased fiom 9% in 1983, to 20% in 

1987; jail t e m  were sentenced in 2% (23) of cases in 1983, while by 1987 jail terms were 

'O Probation+ as a disposition wouid inciudc a sentence of probation in addition to another requirement such as 
court mandated treatment or anger management cou~~selling. 
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handed out in 7% (639) of the cases; and counselling sentences had increased tiom 9% in 

1983. to 32% in 1987 (Ursel, 1991). 

According to Ursel (199 1:280), these higher arrest rates are indicative of greater 

protection for women provideci by police departments, and the sentencing patterns suggest 

an attempt on the part of the court to be more sensitive to women's needs. To measure the 

outcorne of the efforts on the part of the court to be more sensitive, Ursel examines the rate 

of victim cooperation. For Ur& the cunsistently deciining rate of court Dismissals For Want 

Of Prosecution and the reduction in Crown Attorney's reports stating "vivict's reluctance" 

as reason for a stay indicate that the system is rnoving in the right direction. Ursel concludes 

that there were more arrests, more options and services for battered women, a victirn- 

sensitive Family Violence Court (WC) and more appropriate sentences (probation with court 

mandated counselling). Ursel States that the intention of changes to Manitoba's CJS 

( i i u d h g  a Zero Tolerance policy and specialized W C )  was to provide victims of wife abuse 

with more protection and to make the court more sensitive to their needs. In her view, her 

analysis which Uidicates these intentions have been met suggests "real changes with beneficial 

results" (Ursel, 199 1 :280). 

In a later article, ''Ferni- Punidment and the Potential for Empowerment," Snider 

(1 994) tums to Jane Ursel's (1 99 1) work to look at changes in d e  assault legislation and 

their effects particularly on battered or assauited women. She argues that interpreting the 

data Ursel presents on the CJS (lower attrition rates and "more appropriate sentences") as  

indicaton for success is a weak argument. "[Tlhere is no reason to conclude that arresting 

and charging more suspects is helpfùl to the women involved, or even thaï it represents the 
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option she would have prefemed" (Snider, 1994:86). However, she does acknowledge there 

is some widence of success in the data Ursel presents for changes within the social service 

sector. 

For Snider, the CJS is the least Iikely candidate for transfomative stniggle. Even if 

employing criminal law has symbolic potential (e.g. m a h g  the issue more visible and law 

adaiowledging the problem), she argues that "[tlhe symbolic gains achievable through public 

forays to change criMnal law must be balanced against the losses and costs of this strategy" 

(Snider, 1994249). Thai is, legai banles to secure reforms may have ideological and symbolic 

significance, but they have the potential to produce detrimental results for battered women. 

Here, Snider is pointing to the effects of criminaiization on vulnerable male populations and 

the consequerices for women who are dependent financiaily a d o r  economically on their male 

abusers. 

In Snider's view, the distinct and restrictive roles of criminal law and the CJS as 

mechanisms of social control suggest they are not designed to produce remedies nor offer 

victims altematives. Therefore, their power to serve as tools of social transformation is 

limiteci. As in her eariier work, Snider (1994) emphasizes the need for feminists to develop 

empowenng and ameliorating strategies (such as instituting structurai change in the 

community to which abusers retum so as to replace negative, punishment and injury onented 

agendas). 

In a more recent article, Ursel and Brickey (1996) examine the treatrnent of family 

violence offences by the CTS in Manitoba, a legal reform they define as a success. They argue 

t hat Manitoba's mode1 (specialized W C  and Zero Tolerance policy) is able to address the 
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partidar needs of abused women. To examine the impact of the reform, they look at three 

expectations (which they aate are goals of activists and reformers): police must charge 

regardless of victim-perpetrator relationship; Crown Attorneys must take cases senously; and 

sentencing must reflect the seriousness of the crime. Their evaluation cnteria rest on getting 

the system to respond to these demands or srpectations. 

In their quantitative study, Ursel and Bnckey examine police protocol and the 

specialized court by assessing: public perception (using Winnipeg Area Study data); police 

reqonse (using charges laid by WuYllpeg Police and the RCMP over an 8 year penod); and 

the impact of Zero Tolerance @y conducting comparative court analyses of a FVC data set, 

general court data set and a before specialization data set). The third aspect of their shidy 

receives the most emphasis. 

In their comparative analyses of court outcornes, Ursel and Brickey outlined 3 

indicators for success of the FVC in realizing its goals: 1) a lower attrition rate and a lower 

rate of stays; 2) a lower rate of conditional discharges, and less lenient sentences; and 3) 

longer tenn monitoring (probation +). As expected, they found a higher attrition rate (47% 

before versus 36% &, an 1 1% ciifference), but not the expected higher rate of stays (3 1% 

before versus 22% d e r ,  a 9% ciifference). The before specidization data set did have the 

highest rate of conditional discharge (14% before versus 6% after) and more lenient sentences 

(6% incarceration in the before vs. 16% after), as expected. As anticipated, the speciaiized 

court emphasized long term monitoring to a greater extent than before specialization 

(probation sentenced in 1 1% before versus 49% after) and percentages for sentences of court- 

mandateci treatment were higher in the after data set (1 0% before versus 3 1% after). On the 
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basis of a comparative analysis of court outcornes before and d e r  speci~t ion,  they 

suggest that these goals have been met. 

The authors argue that the most fundamental criterion for measunng the success of 

a reform is whether or not the reform producd an improvement in the day-to-day lives of 

those affected. Ursel and Bnckey conclude that their data suggest the CJS's response has, 

in facS bettered the Life of the victim. "As the Manitoba experience illustrates, it is possible 

for a legal reform to have a profouod impact in an area where victims have been traditionally 

ignored" (Unel& Brickey, 1996:74). For Ursel and Brickey (1996)' this recourse to law 

available to women and the support they receive from the CJS indicate these refonns have 

been successfùl. 

Commentary 

Like Banisley, Hiiton, and Walker, Cmie recognizes both the challenge to patriarchy 

which asking the state to respond represents and how this challenge and an analysis of 

patriarchy has been absent fiom the state7 s response. But her analysis goes fiuther to explain 

how the BWM can inform our understanding of the State "in a way which connects theory 

and feminist practice7' (1 99O:92). Cume seems to suggest that what began as a counter- 

hegemonic project resulted in perpetuating the prevailing hegemony of the social order. Her 

work raises sirnilar questions as the other authors: Was the state prepared to challenge men's 

abuse of their authonty in the home, not their authority per se? If so, has men's abuse of 

authority in the home been challengeci and has women's need for protection been satisfied? 

Severai questions emerge from Ursel and Brickey's work. First, in Iight of the 
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aforementioned critiques, how appropriate are apriori intentions of refonners as criteria for 

evaluation? in this respect, Ursel and Bnckey evaluate a reform based on the intentions of 

reformers without considering how these intentions may have been reformuiated before a 

response was in tact made. In the process, they do not systematically interpret their findings 

in such a way that gives qua1 weight to the data For instance, at one point an 1 1% difference 

is taken as indicative ofpositive change, while at another they discount a 9% merence which 

did not support their expectations. In addition, their data do not lend the degree of support 

to their findings which they imply. Whüe their data do suggest evidence of systemic change 

with the introduction of the FVC, whether it amounts to a "dramatic changey' as the authon 

claim (1996:72) is open to question. Moreover, whether this "systemic change" is, in fact, 

helpfùi to those women directly affectai is not fùlly explored. For example, to what extent 

do more arrests and an increase in supe~sed  court mandated treatment indicate an 

improvement in the day-to-day ïives of those women affecteci? As Snider has argued, it may 

be unwarranted to conclude that these court outcomes mean that the Iife of the victirn has 

improved. 

Ursel's (1 99 1, 1996) analyses would appear to contradia the other authors discussed. 

To reconcile, or at least understand, the discrepancy between Ursel's optimistic view snd the 

scepticism of her colleagues, 1 have taken a difEerent approach in interpreting her work. 

Rather than interpret Ursel's analysis as defining success within a context of Liberal refon 

(that k, the state was asked to do something and it did), 1 suggest Ursel shares the Mew that 

positive change should (or would) challenge the social system which perpetuates and accepts 

wife abuse. Moreover, seen in this way, Ursel's work is not entirely at odds with feminists 
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who remain scepticai of the CJS and state intervention with respect to d e  abuse. The 

difference in form rather than in kind is that Ursel's approach is conditioned by a very 

different understanding of what it means to challenge patriarchy. In this way, there is a 

comection to be made between Ursel's work and the other authors discussed with respect 

to the notion of chdenging patriarchy. For example, chailenhg men's abuse of authority 

would, for Ursei, conshite a challenge to patriarchy, whereas Barnsley, Waiker, Hilton and 

Currie, but most obviously Snider. argue othenvise. Ursel suggests that systemic change has 

occurred in Manitoba, but the implications of that change for abused women have not been 

f d y  explored in her work Thdore ,  rather than criticize her for not considering a chailenge 

to the status quo as integral to respond to wife abuse, it would be more beneficial to take her 

analysis as a starting point. 

The one point of similanty in SNder's and Ursel's work is that both attempt to 

consider the &ect of changes on abused women which, in my opinion, is potentidy the most 

meariingful approach since ab& women are the ones the reforms were designed to benefit. 

While 1 agree that abused women must be the focus of the analysis, it may be that a different 

methodology is required to realize this. Ursel uses chwging and sentencing patterns to 

indicate whether changes are effective for abused women. Doing so assumes what will 

constitute positive change and thus looks for, rather looks to abused women to determine 

critena" Even though Ursel(199 1) and Snider (199 1, 1994) have the sarne cntenon, their 

analyses contrast in tams of the impact of engaging the CJS. Since Snider is raising a larger 

issue, cautioning against employing criminal law, she considers cases where battered women 

" H a  more ment work (ürse1 and Brickey, 1996) seems io follow the same pattern 
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are negatvely affecteci by the change objectively (couter-charging). Yet, she does so without 

considering battered wornen subjectively. In company with Ur& 1 depart from Snider in that 

1 take a more optimistic approach in relation to the potential of criminal justice intervention. 

Snida's point that engaghg the CJS is risky business is weii taken. However, at this point in 

tirne ferninists have engaged and are engaging the CJS and criminai law and, therefore, the 

more appropriate question is how e f f i v e  are changes aiready in place for abused women? 

Only those directiy affkted, the supposed beneficiaries of the change, have 

experiaiced the effects of the Zen, Tolefance poiicy and speciaiized W C .  Taking the reai Me 

experiences of abused women as a starting point requires doing so not oniy in theory, but in 

p d c e .  Further, whether or not the refom has produced an improvement in the everyday 

h e s  of abused women can oniy be understood by looking to women's expenences with the 

change or reform and listening to women's stories. The greatest potential for an analysis 

which is &e, accurate and significant wiil corne fiom he-g from the women directly. 

Therdore, rather than consider whether f&st demands have been met, or develop another 

theoreticai argument against engaging a system in opposition to feminism, 1 wiii take abused 

women's expenences as my starting point and seek to understand their needs and their 

experiences from their stand point. 

CONCLUSION 

Feminists' dernand to end invisibility and inaction can be evaluated in difFerent ways. 

Whereas common police practice in Canada was one of avoidance of arrest (Bums and J&e, 

1983: 309), policing today emphasizes domestic violence as a criminal act and arrest as the 
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primary response to abusers. The preçedllig disaission has show that wife abuse has become 

visible and the state has responded. Howwer, without examining the process and outcome 

of the state's response, assumptions that demands have been safely met are premature. 

Critical refiections by feminists on the relationship between the BWM and the state suggest, 

on the one hanci, that feminists have lost ownership of the issue of wife abuse while, on the 

other, that real systemic change has ocwred which has produced positive results. 

To my Mnd, the possbilty of positive change in the lives of women has not been fully 

explored. In order to develop this line of inquiry, 1 have examîned the works of feminist 

writers, paying particular attention to the way they have evaluated changes thus far. Rather 

than seek to answer whether the BWM has been a success or failure (and cüchotomize 

success/fàilure), 1 am more concerned with whether changes produce b e n e h  andor harms 

for women. What is viewed as "success" must be defined within a particuiar context. To 

fùrther explore the potential for change suggested by Ursel's analysis, a method of 

investigation which speaks to the real experiences of the women the reforms were dwigned 

to benefit is required. This involves placing women's expenences at the centre; listening to 

women's stories and learning the women's perspective. In this way, rather than feminist 

practice informing theory, women's real life experiences become the basis nom which a 

theoretical understanding is achieved. In short, we need to better understand the needs of 

abused women and to question whether the CJS has been responsive to those needs, fiom the 

standpoint of abused women. 



CHAPTER THREE 
EVALUATING THE BWM'S 

ENGAGEMENT WITH THE STATE: 
EPISTEMOLOGICAL/METHODOLOGIAL CONCERNS 

CHALLENGING PATRLARCHY? 

In order to find out more about women's modes of expenence and 
interpretation, it is necessary to observe their responses and listen to 
their description. ( T o m .  l987:4) 

Research which takes as its sâarîing point the experiences of women is crucial to 

understanding women's needs and concems, and their particuiar points of view. Only then 

are we able to question the extent to which the U S  provides supports and seMces which can 

bendt women in abusive situations. Understanding the varied needs of the women who are 

directiy aEected by reforms such as the implernentation of the Family Violence Court, will 

better equip us to evaiuate the effectiveness of the CJS ' s response to wife abuse. 

In interrogating the "criteria" feminists have used to evaluate changes brought about 

by the state's response, 1 have noticed a lack of fit between criteria and the way in which they 

are measured. Mormver, although not absent, it seems that abused women desewe more of 

a presence in our attempts to assess feminist strategies and institutional interventions. 

E W e t h  Comack (1 996) asks rhetorically: Why do we think that, as academic feminists, we 

h o w  what will resolve women's troubles? She States: "A large part of Our difficdty in our 

attempts to assess strategies is the n e 4  to hear more fiom women such reforms are designed 

to benefit. While law may not be able to hear women's voices we can" (Comack, 1996: 155). 
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1 have suggested that, since feminists have already engaged the state and the state has 

responded, the question becornes not so much should it be used, but how effective are the 

changes which have beai introduced. Furthetmore, 1 caution against an emphasis on "criteria" 

for success in the way criteria have traditionally been defined. Perhaps rather than more 

cleariy defining aiteria by which to assess institutionai response, it would be more fiuitful to 

look at women's needs and the extent to which the systerns in place do, in fa* address 

women's needs. As such, attention to the relationship between women's needs and women's 

choices may very weii bridge this gap. 

Ursel has presented evidence suggesting systemic change can be found in the CJS 

response to wife abuse. Perhaps to corne to terms with the impact of such changes on 

women's lives, a different meththodogy may be required; one which moves away nom police 

and court records, and toward women's needs and their encounters with the systems 

respondhg to wife abuse. When we either d u c e  voices down to numbers or allow only pre- 

given categories (which can never really be mutuaily exclusive or exhaustive) to guide the 

anaiysis, something is lost. What is needed is a method of investigation which speaks to the 

real experiences of the women the reforms were designed to benefit; that is, to how reform 

gets "worked out" in women's lives. From this standpoint, interventions which "work" for 

women will be those which address th& varied nais and are sensitive to diverse experiences 

and social locations. Through quantitative methods, we have gained a better understanding 

of the extent, severity and prevalence of abuse. Yet, in order to capture the richness of 

women's real life experiences with the CJS and to explore the impact of the changes on their 

lives, we need to hear women's stories. Qualitative methodology allows for the fiexibility 
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necessary to balance the researcher's desire for explmation and the women's desire to be 

heard. 

STARTING FROM WOMEN'S EXPERIENCES 

As academics, our theor* becornes less useful the M e r  we abstract our anaiysis 

fiom the lives of those we &te about. Proceeding in the direction outlined above offers the 

pot& for explanations that adlyses of legai intervention alone fd to provide. By listering 

to womeo's own accounts, we are able to understand how they interpret both their needs and 

their experiences. Gaining a farniliarity with women's lived experience "in their own words7' 

will allow us to pose better, more relevant questions. As a result, Our attempts to evduate 

reforms can be more sensitive, relevant, acnirate and practical. Epistemologically and 

theoreticaily, what framework would begin with women's accounts? The remainder of this 

chapter foaises on specinc epistemologicai concerns and methodological issues posed by this 

study and outiines the feminist research process in which 1 have been involved. 

ABUSED WOMEN: DIFFERENCE WITH COMMONALITY? 

Taking abused women's experience as a starting point, or the primary cnterion, is not 

selfevident, but must itselfbe problematked. F i  "abused women7' must be understood, not 

as a unifieci social category, a homogeneous group with similar needs and realities. Rather, 

the experiences of women are multivaried and in some cases divergent. As such, "abused 

women" constitutes a standpoint fiom which to engage in analysis, not a monolithic conama. 

Arguably, using the category of abused women is not in and of itself problematic, since 
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muhÿrl eqxrience is not impiicit. As R d  argues: "The term 'wornen' has a specific social 

meaning and refers, of course, to a rd and identifiable social group, yet it is a tenn which 

highlights only one dimension of the diverse members of this social group's status. Women 

share the attribute of possession of a f e d e  body and we live out of the social meanings of 

that arperience" (1988: 13). Women's lives are construaed around many social divisions or 

exclusions (such as race and class), so our expience is shaped by statuses other than gender. 

This is not to say that women do not share the expenence of oppression, only that women do 

not have the same experiences of it. Many women who h d  theme1ves in abusive situations 

are margllialized - economically, sociaiiy and cuitudy. Abuse does not dimimlnate. 

Necessdy7 then, women's experiences must be conceived of in the plural, to allow for 

diversity in location and experience. 

FEMINIST RESEARCH PRACTICE 

Histoncdy, women have been not only dong the rnargins, but absent fkom the official 

production of knowledge. The androcentnc "miths" which are said to be history do not 

represent women's reality as women with dserent biographies experience it. Traditional 

scientific method involves either deduction (where theory precedes research) or induction 

(where observation builds theq) .  Both are positivist approaches which view science as pure, 

unbiased and objective.' In large part, feminist inquiry has departed from viewing research in 

' This is not to suggest inductive and deductive rncthods da not producc "good rcsuirch," oniy that these 
approaches dweloped out of the Pasitivist Schooi. 



this dichotomized way and the research process as orderly, logical and coherent.' 

Alternatively, in rnuch feminist research, subjectivity and value is acknowledged. 

Insofar as feminists daim that there is no knowledge that is value-fke or without a 

point of view, history has by and large beai written from a male point of view (androcentnc). 

Many f d s t s  have directed th& work to producing or, better stated, exposing knowledges 

which uncover the experiences of womai, thus making women visible. ~clcnowledging that 

women's expaïences as women are shaped by other forms of differentiation, such as (but not 

limaed to) class, race and sexuai orientation, feminist writers have more recently drawn close 

attention to diversity in their analyses. It is a h  in this trend that my research foliows. When 

1 began this project, my goal was twofold: first, to make women's experiences visible, 

specifically the needs of women in abusive relationships; and, second, to build a women- 

centred understanding of the CJS's response to wife abuse. 

Rather than separated fforn the research, the researcher is an ever present part of the 

process. Therefore, 1 am located in this work.' Largely in response to critiques fiom women 

2 Ferninist inquixy has raised fundamental challenges to traditional social science research (Harding, 1987; 
Smith, 1980; 1987; 1995). The result is a vexy differait knowledge, both in kind and in form, than Cartesian 
sciatism, as it ''breaks out" (to borrow from Stanley and Wise) h m  traditional mainstream approaches whidi 
adopt their mcthod from the namal sciaces. 

Feminist writers have chalienged the idea of a distinct fcminist method of inquiry (Stanley and Wise, 1979; 
Herduig, 1987). Rather than outiining e methoci h m  which fcminist rescarch shouid be conductcd (thereby 
rejcçting fcminst rescarch with d y  particulor rnethods), Liz Stadanly and Sue Wise (1 979) espouse a 
"feminist research process," which sirnply stated includes research which is on, by, and for women. However, 
some writers have found the dictum "on, by and for" problematic (Cain, 1986). Cain argues that the "on, by 
and for" must be intefpreted in a social and political context. 

4 Joan Acka and ha coleagues point out that we m o t ,  nor shouid we, assume that chose who participate in 
the rcscarch (abuscd women) &are the samc politics as the researçher (Acka et al., 1983). P h p s  a better 
distinction is found in Helen Roberts use of the concept "reflexivity," which she describes as the process 
through which feminist researchers locate themselves within their work. As such, the researcher's involvement 
in and experiencs of the research are viewed not as problematic, but valid (Gelsthorpe, 1990). 
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of colour (hooks, 1987) against of the BWMys predominantly white, middle class, and 

educated composition, feminsts have recognized the importance of locating ourdves (our 

biases and assumptions) in our work.' Presuppositions find themselves in al1 research, 

whether expiicitly acknowledged or not. As such, my attempt here is to account for myself 

in, and for whatever bias I bring to, this research. 

My present location is both asaibed and achieved. A key part of my identity is being 

a wornan in a patriarchai society. I corne nom a middle-class background. 1 have post- 

secondary education and have been employed part-tirne thoughout rny graduate studies. My 

social location makes my experience in a sexist, racist and heterosexist society different fkom 

some of the women I met, p r i m e  on this basis. However (as implied above), I do share 

with these wornen the experience of oppression, dthough we do not have the same experience 

of it. 1 have not experieaced the impoverished conditions many women live with daily. 1 have 

not been on the receiving end of overt and systemic racism. Yet, the experience of sexism and 

being cunfionted with obstables because 1 am a woman and as a wornan are al1 too red. As 

a woman, Ui ail cases I am offknded. Another important aspect of my sense of the world is my 

concern for wornen, especially for the conditions in our society that create barriers for 

women, that limit women's choices and put women's livw in jeopardy. 

Much feminist work has taken as a guiding principle the notion of 'praxis' or 

knowledge for social &ormation (Stanley and Wise, 1990). The underiying philosophy of 

praxis is that we should not oniy study the world, but understand it in order to change it. 

' Criticisms r a i d  have also corne from women in otha rnargindized positions. such as fbm Aboriginal 
women, disabled women and lesbian women. 
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Janice Ristock and Joan Penne1 (1 996: 1 16) define praxis as "the joining of theory and action 

so that each is idonneci by and changes through its relation with the other." As theory and 

praaice are then seen as inextricably woven, so too are theory, experience and research 

(Stanley and Wse, 1993). The goal of praxis, understood in this way, underlies my work of 

developing a theoreticai adysk based on the practical implications of the CJS's response to 

wife abuse. In so doing, theoretical insights derived from this work can be used to M e r  

infonn practice. 

Standpoint Feminism: A Framework for Understanding Women's Lived Reality 

S tandpoint is an epistemology which wnnects the snidy of discourse and everyday 

practice (or eveyday tives and experiences). Standpoint feminism was devised by Dorothy 

Smith (1974, 1987), and rearticulated by severai feminist writers, most notably Sandra 

Harding (1986, 1987) and Maureen Cain (1986, 19911.~ Accordmg to Currie (1990:92), 

"Smith directs us away from the study of ideology in abstraction to the study of discursive 

relations which underlie the production of ideological material and which are thernselves 

situated within what she calis 'relations of niling.'" ûver the last two decades several 

revisions to this fhmework have been presented (see, for example: Comack, 1997). In 

cornon, though, is the epistemologid basis h m  which a standpoint is wnstnicted; that is, 

experience. A standpoint feminist epistemology can be located in, and proceeds from, a 

grounded analysis of women's material realities. Smith's idiom, "the everyday world as 

6 Standpoint is mted in realist ontology (Cain, 1986). Cain argues that "knowing is a political proc+ss, and 
therefore potentially t.raLISformativen (260). 
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problematic," has corne to be seen as the underiying tenet of such work. Rosemary Hennessy 

defines a feminst standpoint as "a way of concephialking reality from the vantage point of 

women's lives" (l993b: 14). 

Knowledge is always produced h m  a parti& vantage point or standpoint, whether 

opaily stated or not (oniy, traditiodyY this position - of privilege - was seen as objective and 

therefore required no explanation). AU knowledge is partial, and particularly so here. 

Elizabeth Comack (1996: 13) has already captured this point so 1 will not attempt to better 

state it here. Recognizing this avoids the "danger of seeing the women as embodyhg 

victimization, of imposing an artifidal uni-dimensionaiity to their iives. Quite the wntraryy 

there is much more going on in a woman's We than can be captured in a master status of 

'victim of abuse.' " The women's stones, as  told to me, are partial in that they are only a 

partial telling of events and experiences they choose to share with me. So, although 1 cannot 

fully know the standpoint of the women, 1 can attain partial knowledge of their standpoint by 

listening and being sensitive to the women's accounts of their expenences. 

Standpoint ferninism derives from a materialkt understanding of society (Hartsock, 

1987). In my dysis ,  women's @ences and women's lives are situated within the nexus 

of class gender and race. Structures like capitalism, patriarchy and racism play a role in 

conditioning and contouring the life experiences and choices of women.' 1 attempt to locate 

the women's experiences and the women themselves in structural terms (in the context of 

capiiahn, patriarchy and racism) in order to consider how these structures are experienced 

' This attention to structure is one of standpoint fmiuiina's strengh,  while at the same cime is at the centa of 
criticisms against it (Smart, 1995). 
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in women's everyday lives. However, their social locations include, but are not limited to, 

gender, class and race. As a fhmewo& standpoint allows the researcher to be sensitive to 

the contextual situation of those being studied by taking into account other f o m  of 

"othering." Research must be grounded somewhere. For me, grounding the research has 

meant "ensuring that the study rernains based in the research participants' [the women's] 

realites" (Ristock and Penn4 1996: 103). Recall in the first chapter, where 1 argued that d e  

abuse has developed nom within a context of male domination over women both inside and 

outside the M y .  The concept of domination is key to srplainhg the way relations are not 

only gendered, but stnictured by marginalization. 

However, women's experiences of their lives are not synonymous with ferninist 

knowiedge of women's lives (Harding, 1991). Therefore, there are two lwels of analysis at 

work with standpoint epistemology. The women's stories themselves have a level of 

interpretation and anaiysis; their standpoint. My task becomes using their experiences and 

understandings to deveiop a feminist theoretid anaiysis; a fèmbifinllnist standpoint. A key concept 

and practice for identifyhg standpoints and producing knowledge fiom a feminist standpoint 

is "theoretical reflexivity," which refers to thinking about oneself in terms of a theoretical 

understanding, paying attention to the swpe of class, race, age, and gender relations (Cain, 

1986: 133). 

Without presuming an essentialist, homogenized notion of "woman," ferninist 

standpoint involves observation and theory which begins from the perspective of women's 

hes. Yet, standpoint does not speak for women, it offers a way to make sense of women's 

Iives and their experience of those lives. Further, standpoint feminism allows me to occupy 
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a particular site or vantage point fiom which to  produce knowledge about women's 

experience. As a feminist researcher studying abused women's experiences, 1 cannot know 

the standpoint of the other, but 1 can align myself with the point of view of knowing subjects. 

Cain (1990: 129) suggests that "there are as many knowledges as there are people. And it is 

to deal with precisely this point that standpoint epistemologies have been developed." 

Standpoint, as an epistemology, is not without criticism For example, standpoint 

episternologies have been c r i t i d  for being essentiah and for being impossible to idenrifL 

because of cMèrences between women8 In reqonse to the &CS, Cain argues haî, aîthough 

writers within criminology who focus on women's experiences have tended not to 

problematize masailiniS,, not all standpoint epistemologies have done so (Cain, 1 990: 1 28).' 

Rather, feminist standpoint epistemology recognizes diversity in experience, opinions and 

contextual location of those who occupy a particular standpoint. Cain (1990) argues that 

rather than being formed by biology, stand points are constitut ed b y politics, theoretical 

refiBgMty and choice of site. Therefbre, difrences arnong women, their hctured identities, 

are recognizeà in theory as an integral part of standpoints. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The larger objective of this research is concemed with the extent to which the state's 

response, primarily within the CJS, has empowered women, or at least produced benefits in 

Smart (1 990) argues that standpoint epistexxlology ignores mascuiinity, chat is, in focushg on women's 
experience of oppression there has been a tendacy for ferninists to write of an "essential woman," ratfier than 
me in a reciprocally constnictive relationship with maieness. 

9 For exampIes see Stanley and Wise, f 983; Cain, 1 986a 
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their iives. On a practical b e l ,  this requires questionhg whetfier or not the changes made 

have beai saigtive to the women's needs, and the impact and implications on women's daily 

lives. The foliowing descnies the more speciiic research questions which this sîudy addresses 

1. What are the varied necds and concenw o f  women in abusive relationships or 

situations? 

Here my aim is to Iocate the women in the socid contexts in which they encounter 

abuse. In so dohg, 1 have attempted to expose the conditions under which the women calleci 

upon the CJS. My understanding is guided by such questions as: What are the women's 

biographies? How do women deal with that which they are enwuntering? 'O How do the 

women understand, interpret and articulate their concems, expectations and, most 

importantly, their needs? 

2. To what estent bas criminal justice intervention responded to wornen's n d s ?  

My goal here is to understand the women's encounters with the CJS and what 

response on the part ofthe police and the courts the women received. With the intention of 

critiquing the effectiveness of the Zero Tolerance Policy and the Farnily Violence Court, 

origuially it had been my idea to focus primarily on these two levels of the CJS. Durhg the 

10 Questions were raiseci in the ethical rewiew of this project as to why the women would need to speak (i.e. 
why include abuse in the interview?) about heir abuse cxperiences during the intaview. These comments 
troubled me for several reasons. First, implicit is tht assumption that womcn are, and should be, able to 
separate their needs as womm in abusive relationslips md the way the criminal justice systern or social 
services sector responded to their abuse. Second, for me to not acknowledge the abuse itself serves to silence 
the women and suggests their experiences are not as important as their interactions 'post-abuse,' witb the 
police or courts. Firially, it was my experience that the women thexmeives offer this kind of information without 
being asked directiy about it. 
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course of my research, however, it becarne clear that the women were in contact with and 

sought support fiom various other systems, such as sheiters, Family SeMces and through 

other legal means (such as divorce proceedings and child custody hearings). It became 

ciBicuit to limit the scope of the examination to the CJS. In effect, then, this study offers not 

ody the women's evaiuations of the US'S treatment of wife abuse and its ability to respond 

to women in need in a way which is attentive and sensitive to their experiences, but also 

provides insights into the needs of women and the avdability of choices and options to assist 

them in d d i g  with, and healmg fiom, abuse. 

3. How do the women make sense of  their upcriences? What are their interpretations? 

This portion of my work considers women's own interpretations and evaluations, 

primarily in th& own words. What factors are important to the women (in keeping with the 

literature's language - their "criteria for success")? In addition to what women have to say 

about their experiences, of concem are their reasons, attitudes and opinions about their 

experiences, the system and what needs to be done. Of prime importance is not ody what can 

be learned from the women's standpoint about the CJS response -, but just as significant 

is the way in which the women's interpretations are shaped. 

LAYING GROUNDWORK: SUPPORTS AND BARRIERS 

My goal was to have a sample of between 12 and 15 women who had been in contact 

with the criminai justice system (as 'victims') of wife abuse ('family violence'). Establishing 

contact with the women was a rewarding, yet arduous task. I wanted to ensure that the 
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women's participation was completely voluntary. To allow for this, 1 decided to place an 

advertisement for my study in various places women m u e n t  to access resources or other 

savices [se: Appendix A]. 1 was also concemeci that my sample reflect diversity in wornen's 

experiences and social locations. By targeting certain agencies, 1 attempted to ensure diversity 

in my sample with respect to race, class, citizenship and age. 1 selected a wide range of 

organizations and agencies which d provide some resource or service to women. Initidiy, 

1 went directly to several of these places to request that my sign be placed there. 1 wrote 

letters to the dûeaors at numerous women's organizations, associations, social service and 

health agenaes to infonn hem of my research, and to elicit their support for my study [sec 

Appaida B for 9gn and Appendix C for letter]. 1 hoped the organizations would support my 

work and i dom or encourage womm to take part. In theory, a good idea. In practice, a task 

more daunting than 1 anticipated. 

The response was mixed. In retrospect, the research process was not what 1 had 

scpected, yet it resuited in more than 1 could have imaghed. Initiaiiy, 1 received little response 

from my letters, so 1 made phone cals to the Executive Directors at each contact place. 

Ahhough 1 was not able to comect with a number of places, several who did respond were 

eager to provide th& support. As weli, 1 gave two presentations about my study, one at the 

Portage Provincial Co rrectional Facility and another at MaMawiWiChiTata, an Aboriginal 

resource centre. 

I designed referrd cards (sec Appendix D) that women could take from bulletin 

boards, information tables or be given by sa. The cards briefly describe the study, list my 

name and telephone number, and are small enough so that women c d d  conceal them if 
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necessary. I wanted to provide a non-obstnisive and inconspiaious way through which 

women wuld become infomed of my research. On my telephone answering machine, 1 left 

a message about the study asking the women to either lave a number where they could be 

reached or a t h e  thqr may cal1 back. With the advertisements in place across the city, dong 

with the referral cards, graduaily 1 began to receive calls for the study. 

INTERVIEWING WOMEN 

The inteMews were both pnvate and confidentid. Confidentiality was assured 

through severai means. F m  with the women's permission, the in te~ews  were tape recorded 

and then transcribed (as soon afker the i n t e ~ e w  as possible). 1 was the only person with 

access to the i n t e ~ e w  tapes, the resulting transcripts and other related research materials. 

Once ai i  interviews were t ranscn i  the tapes were destroyed. Second, 1 chose pseudonyms 

for the women as a way of keeping their names confidential. The pseudonyms replace the 

womens' reai names with names of women in my own Me. Third, in my analysis 1 refrained 

£kom providing any information which wuld expose the women's identities. One way to do 

so was oniy makuig reference to something about the woman (such as a characteristic or 

definhg fwiture) only if she shared it in cornmon with two other women. For example, as you 

wili notice in the next chapter, three of the women possess an immigrant status. Had there 

been only two, 1 would not have used this part of their identity when describing their 

partidar stones. Fourth, 1 asked for the women's permission to use their words verbatim in 

my work. 

Fieen women who have been in abusive relationships and cailed upon the police for 



support participated in my study. Abuse cuts across al1 social locations, and this was most 

evident in the group of women with whom 1 had the opportunity to speak.l1 1 conducted 

open-ende semi-structureci inte~ews with each wornan in person [see: Appendix E for 

Interview Schedule] . 

My first contact with each wornan was over the telephone. When a woman phoned 

me 1 would briefly describe the nature of my research and her involvement, and m e r  any 

questions she had. At this tirne 1 informeci the women that their participation was voluntary 

(they were under no obligation or pressure to participate because they had cdeci) and thek 

responses to my questions would be confidentid. We would then arrange a m u M y  

agreeable time and place for the inteMew.'* 

Before each u i t e ~ e w  began, 1 would bnefly describe the purpose of my work, 

reassure hm of confidentiaüty and outline the consent fom. The women freely gave informecl 

consent to participate. AU but one woman gave wriaen consent [See Appendk F for Consent 

Fom]. Protection and respect for women are key issues when studying sensitive topics. 

Whenever possible and with the women's permission, the i n t e ~ e w s  were tape recorded. Of 

the 15 interviews, al1 but 4 were tape recorded. In one case, language provideci a barrier 

which 1 felt would hinder my understanding of the interview tape. Another woman, for 

l' in light of the ovedoad and rapid incrase in cases proceJsed thtougtr the FVC it would also be intasùng 
to compare women who experieaced the systern at the t h e  of implementation with those whose contact was 
more recent. Due to the nature of the sampling frame, 1 was unabIe to detemine befm the interviews when 
women came in contact with the CJS. With a sample of 1 5, such a cornparison was not feasible. 

'* Three of the women (not currently living with th& ab-) fclt most comfbrtablc having the interview in 
their home. For chc other woxnem, a neutral location was more appmpriate. Seven of the intavinvs were held 
withiri an office in a women's organization, social &cc agcncy or institution Of the othcr five, thrct 
inttrviews tmk place at local coffee shops a cafeterias, one in a d e n t  lounge, and the otha at my office at 
the University. 



personai reasons, refùsed to be tape recorded. Environmental factors (noisy, crowded, public 

p h )  duenced my decision not to tape record, or even mention the possibüity, in another 

interview. F i ,  in another case, a combination of mechanical and human error on my part 

made hand written notes my only option. 

Recording the interviews aliowed me to pay closer attention to listening to the 

women 1 had hoped that, by creating a more "conversation 1ike7' atmosphere where 1 could 

fully attend to the women's words, the women wouid be more cornfortable and thus more 

inclineci to speak opedy and honedy with me. Comments fiom the women about the 

i n t e ~ e w  indicate that this was, in fàct, the case. In any evenk the women were, with one 

exception, very eager and wiiling to taik about their experiences. l3 Each i n t e ~ e w  took on 

a life of its own, becoming a more guided conversation, where often my primary role became 

listena; only to probe and clari& when appropriate. The openness and interactive nature of 

the interviews provided the women with the opportunity to speak about what they deemed 

important. 1 endeavoured to create space for input h m  the women in guiding and shaping 

our interaction. The questions 1 asked and the responses the women provided did not o m r  

in a linear fahion, in a similar way across al1 the interviews. Some women preferred to be 

directfy asked a question to which they would respond, while others told me their story - al1 

about their experiences with the police and deaiing with the abuse - in response to the query: 

"Tell me about yourself" As each interview drew to a close, however, 1 was confident that 

l3 One interview was particularly awkward at times. It was my sense this woman had neva tdkd about h a  
abuse, or even referred to het experience as abusive. She approached me after one of my pnsmtatiom eager to 
participate. During our intenriew, however, it was obvious to both of us that she was apprehezlsive to respond 
at times, largely given the fact that she was confuscd about her feelings toward her abuser and had mixai 
motions about her experience. 
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1 had addressed each research question. 1 was cautious about ending the interviews abruptly 

and making the women feel uncomfortabIee. 1 did not want to force closure upon the women. 

Bâore we parted, 1 tried to have a debnefmg penod with each of the women. For some, this 

meant talking about her kids or her plans for the fùture, whiie for others it involved her 

thoughts on the interview. I offéred to provide a summary report to each of the women. W~th 

the exception of one, ail of the women waated the report and seerned anxious to read it. 1 told 

the women (with teiephone access) that 1 would cal1 them to let them know when the report 

was completed. For those women without telephones, I made different arrangements with 

each of these women to ensure a copy would be available to her. 

I made the decision not to send transcnpts back to the women der  the h t  few 

interviews for several reasons. Although this would be a way to provide feedback and have 

the women more uivolved in the research, 1 was hesitant to do so in large part because 1 could 

not guarantee 1 would be in contact with ail of the wornen. Another important consideration 

was the length of time and amount of resources another interview would take. 

GIVING BACK 

GNai the political nature of feminist research practice, 1 found myself pondering the 

question: "What's in it for the women?" 1 also hoped that 1 could contribute in some smd 

way to women's healing. At no point, however, did 1 assume this would be the case. 1 was 

humbled to find that wornen acknowledged that talking to me has helped them. For some 

women, 1 was the fûst person they had opened up to. Sadly, though, some women told me 

it was the first tirne someone wanted to listen. Others relayed several instances where they 
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were discouraged fiom speaking about their abuse. The expenence of the i n t e ~ e w  process 

involved breaking the siience for many of the women. 1 o f f a d  each of the women who 

participated a sumrnary report of the research. 

The anaiysis was guided by the three main research questions set out in this chapter. 

Bnefly: What are women's needs and concerns? To what extent is the CJS responsive to 

women's needs? What are the implications of criminal justice intervention for the women? 

1 attempted to address these questions fiom the vantage point of the women, not only their 

experiences, but their own interpretations and d y s i s .  

Interview tapes were transcribed as soon after the i n t e ~ e w s  as possible. 1 began 

preliminary adysis and coding of transcripts when half of the i n t e ~ e w s  were completed. 1 

consulteci Kirby and McKema's (1 989) 9 for direction. Two key 

principies guided my analysis: intersubjectjvity and d c a l  reflection. The former refers to "an 

authentic dialogue between al1 participants in the reseach process in which d are respected 

as equally knowing subjects" (Kiitiy and McKema, 1989: 129). In practical terms, for me this 

meant ensuring that each woman was given the opportunity to speak in the analysis (each 

voice was heard). As such, when reading through each transcript 1 was attentive to the 

similaries and differences in the other interviews. When examining each research question, 1 

was carefùl to be inclusive of every woman's experience. The latter involved examining the 

women's reality "within which people exist and out of which they are functioning" (Finson, 

198551); that is, close attention to context, contextualizing patterns and how they are 
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susfaineci is crucial. Practically, 1 found myseif examinhg how the women's experiences fit 

witfün the context of the structures that condition and contour their Iives. These principles 

aüowed me to hear the wornen's words and lem about their experiences, without neglecting 

the importance of the structures that inauence their experiences. 

Once the interviews were transcribed, 1 cullapsed the information into a fht order 

(basic) level of &g, or what I called "organizing categories." These categories cornprised 

the key issues and wncerns that formed the basis for the research questions. For instance, 

Research Question 1 asks: What are the varied needs and concems of women in abusive 

relationships? The women's responses which focused on their needs or concem were 

categorized uiitidly as ''needs/wncerns." 

Other organizing categones included: social characteristics; abuse experiences; 

emotioflS/thoughtdfeelings; contact with police; CJS; expectations; supports; her 

understanding/account/interpretation; abuser's impact; residual impact; women's heaiing; 

need for change. Although 1 began to see patterns in the women's stories during this part of 

the process, 1 first tried to reflect on each interview separately until 1 was confident that 1 

understood ail that she was trying to Say. Reflections became second nature in the sense that 

their stones were never fiu from my rnind. Criticai reflection prepared me for coding the 

interviews. Coding involved reading and reviewing the women' s responses using the 

organizing categories listed above first. The second part of this process involved breaking 

down the codes into their ciiffirent properties and dimensions, and also coiiapsing codes (For 

exampie, women's needs/concem were categoried by type). 

Searchg for emergent themes within and across the women's stories dlowed me to 
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needs and concerns 

to those needs and 

the women's own 

understandings of their needs. Thematic coding ailowed me to provide more theoretically 

dnven codes. Dividing the data into context and process mes assistai in this process. 

Research Questions 2 and 3 necessitated that 1 analyse the women's encounters with the CJS 

in the context of their needs and concerns. To do so, I looked at the extent to which the 

wornen's needs were met by the CJS. Perhaps, the categories reached saturation, but more 

than likeiy 1 was the one who became saturateci. u1 any event, when 1 was cornfortable that 

I had captureci the women's accounts and that 1 had made my own sense of th& accounts, 

analysis drew to an end. 

Reliability, as feminist researchers view it, refers to something distinct fiom its 

traditional scientific usage. Having trust and confidence when speaking about the description 

and analysis of the data irnplies reliability (Kirby and McKenna, 1989). Similady, validity 

speaks to whether the material actually says what 1 purpon it to (would it be recognized by 

the research participants as such?). In this respect, I have endeavoured to be carefùl both in 

my presentation of the women's standpoint as well as in the elaboration of my own ferninist 

standpoint to present the range of views stpressed by the women and to not exceed the limits 

of what can be 'concluded' based on the information made availabie to me. 

During my intefactions with the women, 1 was continuaiiy attempting to break d o m  

po wer Serentials that exist between "researcher" and "reseached." 1 emphasked to the 

women their part in this work and encouraged them to provide Our direction. The voices of 
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the women who chose to corne fonvard and share with me their stories are at the heart of this 

work Ahhough oniy I can put a tàoe (and wiU dways do so) to their stories, 1 hope that their 

words wiil be able to touch readers in some way. 

LANGUAGE 

Close attention to language is crucial, especially in this wntext. Words carry with 

them different connotations and at times may be read as something other than the author 

intendecl. Therefore, at this point, I wouid like to clanfy meanings by d e h g  key terms 

which will be used in the remainder of the discussion. 

1 have attempted to move away tiom the tendency in the fiterature to taik about 

women as 'battered women,' sin& out one feature of their expenence as defining who they 

are. Therefore, when possible, 1 will refer to the women as being in abusive relationships or 

abusive situations, or sirnp$ as women However, I may use the term 'abused women,' albeit 

cautiously. 

'Abuse' wiii be conceived of as both behaviour as well as process. Rather than ody 

a particular event or instance (such as hitting or kicking), abuse, seen in this way, 

conceptualizes the nature of a woman's relationship with her partner. Inclusive in the terni 

abuse, then, is physical, sexual, mental, psychological and emotional abuse. 

When referring to the women's partnen I will likely use the term "abuser." The 

abusive nature of the relationships and the extent of the physical, psychologid, mental and 

motional abuse the women have endured cannot be highlighed using a tenn such as batterer. 

As wel1, abuser also captures his control and abuse of that control (i.e. to abuse is to take 
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away control; see: Cornack, 1996). 

The 'criminal justice system' (CJS) will refer to those agenices involved in the 

administration of criminai law, inclusive here as comprising the police and the wurt system 

(proseaitors, judges). 'Govement,' as it is used here, wiil refer to elected officiais in 

positions of authority and the bodies they represent (Le. F d y  SeMces). 

The concepts of 'need(s)' and 'choice' are developed fiirther in Chapter Four. What 

is important here is that needs are seen as interna1 to the women and choices as extenial to 

the womea That 4 choice is not seen as objeaively d&ed options. Rather, choice is located 

within a structural context. 

Comrnoniy used ternis such as 'assistance7 ' 'resource(s), ' ' help' and ' response' wiU 

be used throughout the pages which follow. It is diflinilt not to impose the traditional 

meanings for these tenns. For our purposes, the notion of 'helping women' WU be seen as 

subjective, defined by the women as producing benefits or a E " g  something positive. 

Assistance is not seen as synonomous with help. Police assistance could mean only being 

present on the scene. This does not imply women are helped by the police. That is, 'coming 

to the assistance of may or rnay not 'help.' 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, 1 sought to outline my own feminist research process. 1 argued that, 

in order to question the extent to which the response to wife abuse has been beneficial to 

women, we must begin to understand women's experiences and their needs. As such, this 

study endeavours to: first, understand the standpoint of abused women by speaking with 
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women directly; and, second, use their standpoint to provide a basis Corn which to inforni a 

fimin& standpoint which addresses the questions, concems and issues surroundhg the BMW 

engagement with the state and the CJS. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

WOMEN IN NEED 

The purpose of this chapter is twofold: Brst, to provide a contextual basis in which 

to srniate the ways in which women manage th& ne&, generaiiy, and their expenences with 

the criminal justice system, in partidar, and, second, to outline the women's needs as 

identifïed by the women t h d v e s .  Before examinhg the nature of the women's experiences 

and their needs, the women as a group must be situated in tenns of their abuse histones and 

social Iocations. 

LOCATING WOMEN/SITUATING ABUSE 

BIOGRAPHES 

As a group, the women in my study share in common the experience of abuse - 
p hy sical, psychological, emo tional and sexuai. This shared experience provides the women 

with a particular vantage point. To vaqing degrees, despite different social locations, their 

abuse experiences have uifluenced and shaped their expenences as womm Each of the 

women had, at least at one point in the ,  called upon the CJS for assistance. It should be 

noted that the women did not caii the police at the first sign of violence. Often the 4 1 s  to the 

police were a last resort, or an immediate reaction in the face of feu, sometimes in a life or 

death situation. Although as a group they are not a representative sample, they share 

characteristics with the majority of those who end up as victims in the CJS (not victims of 

wife abuse ger SC as abuse cuts across dl  social, cultural and econornic boundaries). 



For the most part, the women who chose to corne forward had physically removed 

themselves &om their abusive partners, with one notable exception. At the time of Our 

meeting, the majority of the women were no longer in crisis.' This seems to suggest that the 

decision to come fonvard may, in fact, be more complicated and perhaps too ~Wcul t  for 

women still directly living with abuse. This was certainly the case for one woman who was 

initiaily eager to participate based on her past expenences of abuse. Sadly, she found herself 

dealing with &use in her m e n t  relationship which necessitateci directhg aii of her energies 

toward her immediate situation. 

Ali of the wornen experienced abuse f?m their d e  intimate partners. nie  length of 

their relationships with these men vaîed fiom 2 years to 18 years. Of the 15 women, oniy 

3 were in dating relationships. Among the women in maniage or cornmon-law unions, four 

women were married for at least 10 years (two for 18 years). The average length of 

relationship for this group of women was 7 years. The rnajority of the women had been in 

the relationship between 3 to 4 years (8 of the 15). 

Statistics show that women who report abuse to the poiice and, consequentiy, those 

ending up in court are relativety young (Family Violence Coun Tracking Project, 1995). This 

should not be taken to mean that abuse is c o h e d  to younger women. Elder abuse and abuse 

that has CarCieci on throughout an woman's lifetime into later adulthood, while just as 

cornmon, is under reporteci. Many olda women who are involved in abusive mdages today 

As generally defineci in the therapeutic commiinity, a & for women may arise as ri resuit of a traumatic 
event, if a woman interprets an event as traumatic. if she lacks coping resoaces to dcal with an event or if she 
defines th- to be a lack of copùig fesources. In essence, a aisis exists when there is a gap between an event 
and resources to deal with it 
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entend the relationship during a t h e  when a patnarchal household was an acceptable nom. 

Given this, the women as a group in this study were relatively Young. The mean age was 30 

years Oniy three of the woma were in th& eariy forties and one was in her Iate thirties. The 

majority of the women were between the %es of 23 and 3 5. Three women wqe distinctly the 

youngest of the group, one having just tumed 18, one 20 and the other 22 years of age. 

An of the women, either at present or did previously, hve within the city of Wuuiipeg. 

Community of residence, however, was more varied. Only three of the women resided in 

middle- class or weaithia neighbourhoods. More cornmon was living in the core area, the 

North End and Downtown. In class terms, the women were largely workllig class and 

unemployed. Of the1 5 women, only two had graduated fiom universiw with professional 

degrees, three had completed some university education, four had completed grade 12 (one 

is working toward her diplorna) and five had not finished high school (grade 9 or less). Each 

spoke of workmg for wages at one the, yet some were airrently unemployed and relying on 

social assistance. In large part, those women working for wages were in semi-skilled and 

lower paying jobs. As evident in Canadian society, the feminization of poverty has had its 

impact on these women. With the exception of the two women currently in fidi-tirne studies, 

only two of the women working above minimum wage were employed in a professional 

position. The class positioning of the women will either enable or lirnit their access to 

resources and subsequmtly the choices and options women have available to them. For many, 

economic marginaiization aione has created several obstacles. The fact that several wornen 

considered thernselves as king "îrom the streets" or "street-wise" speaks to their experiences 

as women in desperately impovenshed situations. 
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Attention to race must be paid in locating the women in structurai terms. Of the 15 

women, 6 were Aboriginal, a disproportionate number (especialiy given the sampting 

procedure) yet representative of those who come before the court as victllns in domestic 

violence. Consistentiy each year, almost haif of the victims in cases heard within the FVC 

were Aboriginai (Family Violence Couxt Tracking Project, unpublished resuits). Their stories 

raise wncems and questions about living as Aborigid women in a classist, Wst and racist 

society. Two women were landed immigrants and one was (at the time of her abuse 

experimces) a refùgee. Similady, th& accounts raise severai important issues about the 

implications of ailtural differences within the CJS. Six women were white or Caucasian. To 

what extent were the experiences of the women in this study contoured by Uieir race? 

Only 3 women 1 inte~ewed did not have children. In large part, this speaks to 

women's role as mothers. "Given their reproductive role, and the fict that child rearing 

continues to be defined as women's responsibility in Canadian society, the demands of that 

work wiU figure prominently in a woman's life" (Cornack, 1996:32). This was especidy so 

for the immigrant women whose cuihires didated that a wornan's sole purpose was as a wife 

and mother. 

THEORIZING WOMEN'S LIWS 

A systernic perspective need not be problematic, despite the widespread tum to the 

postmodem of late. Rosemary Hennessy insists we explain social systems of power, such as 

patriarchy, exploitation and imperialism, "because those regimes of power t hat regulat e 

knowledge and people's lives have not disappeared even if they have been reformed" 
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(1993b:21). To my rnind, rather than deny social agency, a systemk perspective emphasizes 

the role of individuals acting within structures. Further, attention to the way in which 

structures condition and contour the lives of individuals in t e m  o f  the way people act, how 

they see themselves and the world, allows for a more grounded anaiysis based on women's 

lived reaiities. 

Violence against womai must be seen within the context of the social, econornic and 

political hequaIities that women gus women experience. Despite recent claims that women 

are as violent as men and men are abused as fiequently by their female partners (Pearson, 

1997), women are, in fàct, disproportionateiy abused by th& male intimate partners. Statistics 

Canada's 1993 national study of violence against women reporteci that over one-haif of 

Canadian women have Bcpenericed physicd or sexual violence at least once, since the age of 

sixteen (Johnston, 1996). One could say that a woman has a 5050 chance of experiencing 

male violence. Abuse at the hands of a male partner was experienced by 25% of the women 

in the Statistics Canada study. The fàct that violence against women is a gender related factor 

may seem obvious, neverthelm attention needs to be directeci to the gendered nature of 

social relations. Violence against women denves fiom, and is reinforced by, power relations 

between men and women and wornen's inequality in society. Several issues and concems the 

women in this study are dealing with either directly or indiredy arise because they are 

women. Moreover. they enwunter their struppies and experiences, especially their encounters 

with abuse, as women2 However, gerider m o t  be looked at in isolation from race and class 

positioning. in large pad 'equality gains' for wornen have been reaped by upper and middle 

Thanks to Elizabeth Comack for cladjhg this point. 
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c h  white women Arguably, one of the most devastating impacts of gender, class and racial 

oppression is the plight of Abonginal women who find themselves within an abusive 

relationship. 

In what kinds of situations do these women find themselves? With what are the 

women confionteci? Further, to what extent do the women's biographies or social histories 

shape their abuse srperiences? This next section explores the women's expenences of abuse 

in their own wotds It should be noted that most of this information was gained, not through 

direct questions, but rather offered on the wornen's own volition. 

WOMEN'S ACCOUNTS OF ABUSE EXPERIENCES 

Reiteration is ne<.Rssary here. The abuse experiences of the women individuaily must 

be located within a larger social contact; that is, the abuse must be recognized as systemic. 

However, this must be done without loshg sight of the very real, very i n d ~ d d ,  and very 

personal effects or, as one wornan put it, "the human side of it." The abuse and control hit 

womeds bodies, minds, and souk Abuse had a profound impact on the women, to varying 

degrees and in dinerent ways. It is important to recognize that the women experience abuse 

within the context of their daily lives. As a group, the women ail experienced each form of 

abuse, motionai, mental, psychological and physical. There was a particularity to each 

woman's expenence of the abuse. For some, abuse was the nom, while for others their 

partners were only abusive at certain tirnes. Although the women's experiences of abuse may 

have differed in kind, freguency and intensity, underlying the abuse for each woman was 

power and control. The sexuai overtones of the abuse are not seen only in sexual abuse, but 



in jealousy and possessivemess. One manifestation of this was accusations of cheating. 

Ownership of the women is reflected in their parnier's attempts to control their actions, 

behaviour and even thoughts. 

Ahhough physicai violence was not a criterion for inclusion in my study, each woman 

had experienced physicai abuse. At times, the men in the women's lives were forcefiil and 

physically violent toward them. Some wornen experienced physical violence throughout the 

relationship, while others were physically abused oniy when their partners were drinking. 

However, as the women attest, their lives with their partners were not entirely violent. That 

is, each woman did express love for her partner and identify the bond between them. The 

women acknowledged that they did have good times with their partners, but people could not 

understand that bond between them. Julie comments: "It doesn't just happen, you meet this 

guy and he's abusive . . . but the thing is, when it is someone you care about and have built 

up a refationship with and loves does it to you, you don't interpret it iike that." The women 

have their own reasons for becorning and remaining involved with these men. Cassandra 

explains that she stayed with Paul "cause 1 don't have anything to show anybody else that I 

can give hem - you know? Like, materialiy." Roberta suggwts that: 

Mmy just don 't ullcterstand why you warld ewr have feelings for him. 
'ObviousLy it had to have been bad before, l ik,  why diral't you leme? 
(sacustid&) niey haw no d r d n g  ojrhar It 's not thut eery to  l e m .  
Your self esteem is taken away. dfiinanciaiiy, Y 2 think about i f ,  he hari 

finoncial control because I paid ail the bills. . . . 1 just di& 't haw the 
income tu suy 'Screw il. I will rnove. ' Financialiy, you c m  % not everybody 
cm jusi pick up and go. 

To understand the women's ne&, it is important to highlight the context in which 
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the women acperience abuse. As such, the foliowing will provide a brief introduction to each 

of the women, 

Janice's Story 

Janice is a working single mom in her early forties. After staying at home to raise her 

two chiidrai throughout her marriage, she is presentiy working toward upgrading her grade 

12 education in order to support them. Janice recails the physical and emotional abuse she 

endured throughout her 18 year rnaniage, stating that she would take being lonely today over 

the abuse without question. Her partner used his violent behaviour to keep bis wife in check. 

"He kept pding the r e i p  tighter and tighter where 1 wouldn't be able to move." Her 

experiences have left her with a bittemess as weli as a fighting spirit. She is determineci to 

overcome adversity . 

Elizabeth's Story 

Eihabeth is an Aboriguial woman and singie mother in her late twenties. She and her 

two chitdren amatiy suMve on provincial weifàre. Her childhood t e k  a tale of neglect and 

troubles with the law. She looks back: "1 grew up in the children's aid systern . . . first in 

foster homes, then group homes, thai lock ups, and then when 1 was 18 they just gave up on 

me and just let me go." In her early twenties, she met Jason, a man she won found was 

physicaily, mentaUy and sexuaiiy abusive toward her. For Elizabeth, the abuse got continually 

worse, and heightened when she was pregnant. The physical abuse was life threatening. On 

more than one occassion her partner fired gun shots at her. At the time of our meeting she had 
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broken away from him. Since then she has contacted me and told me that she was currently 

in shelter. 

Julie's Story 

Julie is a young university student still living with her parents in a middle class 

neighbourfid. She is working toward a career in justice while she spends t h e  volunteering 

within her community. M e r  a long ftiendship, Julie and Case began dating. His extreme 

jealoudy and lack of respect, wupled with his increased drinking,, came to a head four years 

lata in several violent episodes, where he "went crazy." This left Julie feeling somy for him 

and blamllig herself. After finally accepting that he was out of wntrol, Julie recognized that 

she needed help. She has since ended the relationship and has committed herself to a career 

of helping wornen. 

Come's Story 

Corrie is a young Aboriginal woman who is street wise and undereducated. She is 

unernployed and shares the respowibility of her young child with hm extended f h l y .  Like 

many other women, Come's M l y  of ongin was characterized by abuse and neglect. Corrie 

witnessed her fàther' s abuse towards her mother throughout her childhood. At 1 7, Come got 

involved in a relationship that went spinning out of control. During these three years, Come 

experienced numerous physical assaults, and psychological and semai abuse on a regular 

basis. 



Suzanna's Story 

Suza~a is a sngle mom stmggling t O make end 
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years of an abusive 

mmiage in an duent  home. Suzanna's expenence, she admits, may be considerd atypical. 

"1 don't see it [my expenence] in that cycle. He used more terror to keep me and gifts to 

reward me." Atter years of a relatively happy mmiage, Suzanna's ex-husband began to 

ernotionally, verbally and psychologicdy abuse her. Mental cruelty and child abuse 

charactetized her home &er her children were bom. Suzanna's ex-husband's behaviour 

mntinually becarne more abusive es his mental heah deteriorated. Today, in her mid-thirties, 

with a professional degree and no prospects, Suzanna is rebuilding her career through adult 

education. 

Cassandra's Story 

Cassandra is an Aboriginal woman in her early twenties. Today she is dealing with 

troubles extending beyond her abuse history. Cassandra dropped out of school early and has 

only worked in low paid jobs spendig much time living on the streets. Cassandra's 

experiences with men have al1 been power and control relationships. Her most recent 

relationship started almost five years ago. Almost 60m the start, Cassandra's partner 

physicdly beat her continually and trapped her in a web of lies, so much so that she is only 

now coming to realize the abusive nature of the relationship. At the time of our meeting, she 

was physically estrangeci fiom him, but vowed the relationship was not over. 
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Kuui's story 

Karen has been struggling with abuse and family dysfunction siince childhood. 

Overwming obstacles, she strugpied to make a üfe for herselfuntil her reiationship with Steve 

tore that Mie apart. Mer a three year relationship she went from employment Ml-time, secure 

employment and independence, to living alone on social assistance. She regrets: "1 mean, 1 

lost everything." The abusive nature of her relationship escalated until it came to a head for 

Karen in a hospitai bed. Karen is now trying to rebuild her life and deal with the emotional 

abuse she experienced. Karen has since becorne an advocate for women who have 

expenenced abuse. 

Lory 's  S t o y  

Today, Lory is independent and ernployed full-tirne in a serni-professionai job. Mer 

an abusive rnaniage and messy divorce, however, she is estrangeci from her children. Lory's 

maniage, typical of the patriarchal culture she ernigrated fiom, was one of subrnission and 

control. She was kept under the dominating thumb of her husband. Lory endured for over 

tai years, remainllig dent until M y  leavhg. She regrets, however, that her attempts to save 

herseif and her children resulted in only solace for herself. 

Celine's Sto y 

Cehe is a weil educated woman employed in a professional career. She is in her early 

forties, newiy rernarried, and raising her four young children. Throughout her first mmiage 

her ex-husband was abusive toward her physically, emotionally and psychologically. She 
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srphns, "1 was in a prison, not him who desewed to be." Mer 18 years of rnarriage, Cehe 

finally divorced her husband and attained sole custody of her children. During their 

separation, she experienced more threats, harassrnent and sanial abuse. Celine has since 

become involved politically and professionally in the fight aga& violence against women. 

Nena'~ Story 

Nena is an Aboriginal woman whose mothering role began eariy. At the young age 

of 20, she has sole responsibility for raising three children. Committed to fhishing high 

school, she attends each &y with her baby. Nena r d s  how things were: "'Cause here 1 am 

only 17 with a baby, TWO babies and uh, you h o w  an abusive boyfriend!" Nena experienced 

all f o m  of abuse at the hands of her partner- physical, emotiod, psychological and sexual. 

When her partner was drinking he became particularly possessive and jealous, which 

excacerbated his abusiveness. The abuse heightened when she was pregnant. She credits 

herself for being able to get out early whiie her children were still young. 

Tina's Stoy  

Tina and her ex-husband emmigrated to Canada five years ago. She recalls that 

throughout that time, "he hit me and argue with me, things like that." Today, Tina is in her 

late M e s ,  now divorced and solely resporisae for the Gare of her two young chiidren. With 

only unskilled job expenence, she is unernployed and undereducated. Her stniggles are that 

much more apparent given her inability to communicate in English and verbalize her pain. 
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Keliy's Story 

Keliy is an Aboriginai woman who has hown only abusive relationships. LXe on the 

str- violence and abuse are dl too f d i a r  to Kelly. M e n  1 asked Kelly about the abuse 

she said: "They [her boyfiiends] were dl abusive, but 1 don? know which one was worse-" 

Keliy has experienced the continuum of abuse in al1 of its forms. She is out of her last four 

year rdationship with Eric and struggling to corne to tems with the impact of abuse and her 

abuse history. At 35 and with a grade nine education, she is living on welfare with two of her 

five chïidren. 

Roberts's S t o y  

Roberta was a young aspiring professional when she met Max two years ago. Today 

she works full-time in the service sector and lives done in an area where her safety in 

tentative. For Roberta, the physical abuse was infrequent, but the psychological abuse- the 

manipdâtim, criticism and control techniques- occurred on a regular basis. The insults and 

snide remarks began as only joking comments but becarne more serious over time. However, 

when her paruier was physically abusive, his violence was life threatening. Roberta admits: 

"1 know if he caught me he would have killed me." She only recently lefi her partner and is 

only beginning to redire the impact of his abusiveness. 

Brandy's Story 

In her early 40ts, Brandy is struggling to rebuild relationships with her six children. 

She left her relationship with their father and only later came back for her children. Brandy 
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explains "1 was being abused for almost dl of it [her 16 year mamiage], when we were 

drinking, or when he was sober, and he was mad dl the time. As he was growing older it got 

worse and more ofienn As an AborigLial woman with a grade six education she had lived on 

and off the reserves. Brandy still feels the ernotional scars, although she has been out of the 

relationship for many years. 

Jeanette's Story 

Jeanette emmigrated to Canada with her ex-husband in the early 1990's. Jeanette 

associates coming to Canada with being abused. Mer four years she lefk her partner and 

found that, even with her post-secondary education fiom her home country, she is out of 

work. Now in her early thirties, she lives alone with her two children on sociai assistance. 

Jeanette's partner had a t m  to refer to the beating he would inflict, his 'tortures.' She states: 

"[Tlhe tomires he used to do to me. . . he hit me in the head and punched me and hurt me 

with a knife and a belt." 

CONCEPTUALIZING ABUSE 

Throughout our discussions, overt signs of physid abuse, slapping, kicking, pushing, 

shoving, choking, biting ... were ali too comrnon in the women's descriptions of their partner's 

behaviour. Howeva, rnany women did not recognk their partner's behaviour as abusive. For 

Janice, it twk seeing a pamphlet about abuse and having the letters stare back at her in bold 

type to r e a k  "Yeah, it was me." Looking back, Janice saw how homfic t hings were for her, 

but acknowledges that it was difficult to see how things were while she was actually in the 



relationship. Julie suggested that she had "tunnel vision." KeUy explains: "1 wanted to 

believe hùn that he loved me, cared about me, was sorry and he knows he's screwed up and 

he was an ass-hole." 

These 15 women have been shot at, tormented, attacked with knives, humiliated, 

kicked in the face, chased through the streets, beaten bhck and blue on the inside and out, and 

expiencexi numerous other abuses by th& partners, the men in their iives who c lah  to love 

them The foflowing accounts by Nena and Elizabeth highlight the women's expenences: 

I was an my si& and k was on thejioor, like. on our bed And he fier son/ 
was&s~ a M y Y  Andl wcrs Iyng there sleeping- and then he came in mrd he 
kicked me righl here in the shmIder blade- he kicked me reaily chmd d l  
soid ' What, what did 1 do? ' And he said 'Get up. It 's time to get up. ' And l 
smd 'Ok ' A n d t h t ' s  how he m I d w a k e  me up, lik, kicking me. pushing my 
head or whutever, like, yankïng on my hazr just IO wake me up. (Nena) 

Ajer &opping me h n ,  he d=aaed me art by my k i r .  look me into the cm 
and he tmk me home. And he laid a red@ beuting on me at home. He sat 
on top of me, right on my stomrrch where the baby was and he put me out. 
l ik ,  wilh his hand he pushed stremr[oz~s]&. And 1 would bhck out and then 
I 'd corne to arui he 'd do it aguzn. He Repr doing ir over and over again - I 
don '1 know how many tirne he did it. And then he startedpnching me and 
my head st~lreti to bleed @use) thar 's when he freaked out. He got 08 
medlrundownrhestreet. Iwasnimungdownthestreetandhe hadagun 
and heflred two shoots al me. (Elizabeth) 

Corrie, Jeanette and Celine disclosed sexual abuse by their partners. Corrie reveais 

that "he would be really mad and dnink and 1 would say 'Lave me alone please.' And he 

would just start hitting me and telling me, 'Corne on now.' And he kept hurting me and 1 

didn't want it, but he forced me, so 1 had to." Jeanette preferred not to talk about "what he 

did sexually speaking." In Ceiine's case, &ter her divorce her ex-husband would sneak into 

her home and be waiting in her bed, forcing her to have sex with him. He would pressure her 
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until she relented. 

Several key elernents are evident among the different control tactics the men in these 

women's lives used. The women's behaviour and relationships especially for immigrant 

women, were very much structured and controiied. Jeanette recails how "he locked the door 

and he take the phone away. Doesn't let me taik to no one. No communication with anyone." 

Similafly, for Lory, "he didn't let me to talk too much, you know. Even before talking, 1 had 

just before a fkiend and she used to cal1 once in a while and I wasn't to cal1 her too much 

because of him. 1 was not allowed to M c  to her . . . because he believes, like, the more 1 have 

people around the more 1 leam, maybe 1 h o w  things, rnaybe somebody was here to teach 

me." Isolation was used to control the women, partiailady but not exclusively in immigrant 

homes. In Janice's case: " N e  would try to isolate me fkom my family." Sirnilarly. for 

Sumnm, devaluing, dependency, alienating her fiom friends and financial control were used. 

Intimidation techniques were used in private and in public. Julie States that "he 

belittled anything I would do." Jeanette's husband would make her "feel stupid. He would 

throw food (fiom our culture) and he said he wanted only Canadian food." Control was also 

exercised through gestures and body language. Evii looks were used especially when others, 

notably the police, were present. Elizabeth explains how her partner would look at her: "He 

lwked at me - he went W<e this, eh (shows me a dirty look). He nodded his head for me not 

to say anything, otherwise 1 was going to get it worse." 

Each woman had been verbally threatened by her partner. Some threats were direct; 

that he would hurt or kili her, do somethmg to the children or others she cared about. In some 

cases, he was more indirect; thratenhg to kill himself and blaming her for ruining his life. 
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Lory's partner would say "I'm going to put you under the ground, you know." Use of the 

children as  pawns, for guilt or as messengers of threats, can be found to some extent with aii 

of the mothers. For Ceillie, this was evident when her daughter said, "Mom, 1 don't think you 

should go back to the house tonight, I'm scared for you." Celine's husband would also say 

"ifyou leave me, 1'1 destroy your Me." Ianice explains: "The weak spot he found i f 1  was to 

go in with the kids . . . he threatened to take the kids away." Lory felt her children were 

pawns in her ex-husband's game of control. "He te& the kids to run away. Sure, he teach 

the kids to say 'we don't want to stay with Mommy.' Like, he knows not to look bad in front 

of the law, you how? You know, so, they listen to Daddy, they listen to Daddy. He's a very 

wntroiîing man. So he got them last year and moved away." He, like others, would "build 

stories" or make her out to be the one at fault so that the kids no longer wanted to be with 

her. 

The power/control dynamic evident in the women's relationships manifested itself in 

other foms of abuse, such as economic abuse. In Robena's situation, she "was paying the 

rent and the biiis and then he would work here and there and have money but he wculd never 

give me any. So, then when he did get a job he didn't share the financial situation. It was like 

you do that, like, 1 was never ailowed to have extra money. So, he knows that I couldn't 

afEord to do everything." Lack of financial control was most egregious in the immigrant 

homes. Jeanette's husband spend his money on himself, neglecting to purchase even basic 

necessities for his wife and his children. She found herself in a Catch-22 situation since her 

husband and her culture's traditions forbade her fiom eaming an income. Lory, too, 

remembers hm husband taking money and taking control of everything to the extent that she 
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was not pnvy to infomtion or allowed to make decisions. 

Exnotional abuse, such as mind games and name calling, constant put downs and 

belittling, basically "crazy making," d l  with the intent of debasing the women, was al1 too 

common. Continually, the women's insecunties were played on and tested. Roberts's 

experience is telling: 

Yeah, it was on a &iiy basïs. Like, he used to do it jokingly so, you hm, 
everybody bugs you about your big but2 going through school ami that. I 
ahuays heard joks . . . and then it h~rnedfrom m~ being joking zo being 
more and more criticizing. L i k ,  um, zt eume to a point where he warlriii 't 
allm me to eat more once a ahy. Or, if1 waiked to the fridge he would 
oink or m m  or he w d  startd in the wqy. 

The emotional abuse struck very deeply for most of  the women. Celine reveals: "1 would 

rather be hit, than to have him say such awful things." 

Psychological abuse, through hurt, fear, anger and denigration, although not referred 

to by the women as part of the "abuse," was cleariy &dent. Kelly taiked about how she often 

wondered what she had done. The Sie between the emotional and psychological abuse, 

aîtacks on the women's self esteem and sense of who they are, that the women experienced 

in and out of the relationship seemed blmed. in taking with the women, the impact the abuse 

had on them after they were physically removed from the relationship, the residual effects, 

becornes clear. Nena admits that "he didn't min my life. he just made it very hard to live for 

three years. He made me . . . ah, he took away my fieedom, (tears), my self esteem, 

everything . " 

in Suzanna's case, "abuse is not valued against types of psychological abuse. It's not 

seen as abuse, but feeling hombly. The type of behaviour. the degree of manipulation and 
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Total control was most evident for immigrant women. Lory's account is revealing: 

K ~ z  it was like back home, you krow, women they don Y, they me notfiee. 
like here. Like. whenyuu morry he  h e M i s  the boss. like boss, you hm. 
Y m  hrn>e to ~lay in that controt. Doesn 't matter what he 's suying. what he 's 
deciding. Y m  have IO foliow hiF won& y m  kiow. So. sure he d m  't feel 
g d  (naw thal she le)) beccase I breuk f&ly law. you know. Li&, he got 
very upset ond that's why he braimashed the Rids. He made the kids zo 
believe and 1 don 't know how. kit& are very good And ifym 're taking right 
naw wifh the kidr you will believe he 's a perfec! man a d  he 's ri@ NI 
ewryhng, &ut you need to [ive with him in the house and day &y dqy to see 
whor kind of m m  he is. 

This is not to suggest that submission is limited to immigrant homes. Celine's words are 

instructive: 

I ured to rhink he was crll knowing and aii powerful. I k>ow some say vicfims 
give zoo much power to the abuser but Mer describing him to you (the 
manipulation, the lies, the deceit and abuse) ils remonable !O believe what 
he 's capable of: 

The above discussion highlights the ways the women's partners used abuse to 

establish and maintain control over thm. The abuse SUStaitlS? and is a reflection of. patriarchal 

control. The cyde of violence, the heuristic device often used to describe the pattern experts 

have stated emerges in abusive relationships (Walker. L. 1990), is only useful here if given 

a context and recognized as a tool for understanding rather than as a description of the 

prototypical case. For the immigrant women, a honeymoon stage (characterized by loving 

hugs, tender kisses and lavish @fis) was non-existent. Recall the nature of Swanna's abuse 

which was not direstly physical, but psychologically abusive. "1 don? see it . . . it's not 

typical, you can't apply it to each case." What becomes important is the way in which the 
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women's partners - as a fùnction of their abuse - have infiuenced the women's sense of self, 

their definition of reality, and theù interaction and communication with others, both during 

and after the relationship. The women's stntggles with their partners' influence and impact 

on their hes is a key theme implicit throughout the women's expenences of abuse and their 

attempts to heal and rebuild their lives. 

DEALING WITH WOMEN'S CONCERNS: WOMEN IN NEED 

"We understand that each woman has differerit needs" 
(Rachel Massicotte, Shelter Worker, Free Pr=. 1998). 

In Women in Trouble, Elizabeth Comack (1996) describes "troubley' as a state of 

extreme need. The women in this study have found themselves in a state of extreme need or 

trouble. The question becomes: to what extent does law and the lens of crirninal justice 

understand women's needs, and M e r ,  how has the CJS responded to women's ne&? 

However, in order to examine this the notion of "women's needs," conceptually and 

pracbdy9 it reqwes problematiPng. During the interviews, I found that the women did not 

interpret needs in the way 1 had expected they would. Almost al1 required clarification when 

asked the question: 'What sorts of needs did you have?' Some explicitly stated that they did 

not know what they needed. Others struggled to copnitively process their expenence in terms 

of needs. The question was interpreted somewhat dflerently by each woman. In many cases, 

identdjmg needs as being one's own was foreign. This goes to show how deep their concems 

for others were and what linle attention they afforded to their own needs and concems. For 

the most part, the needs of their partners and their children were paramount. Given the fact 
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that the majority of women had since left the relationship, issues around the extent to which 

women currently in crisis are able to attend to and manage their own needs becorne more 

criticai. This raises an impoxtant issue in relation to the role of the date. If the state is to 

intervene in women's lives, then, fkom a feminist perspective, intervention shodd result in 

benefits for women. Yet, if women are not attending to their own needs (for a variety of 

reasons) should the state have the power to, in a sense, decide what is in their "bat interests" 

and intewene without women's consent? What becomes most clear in reading the women's 

accounts of their experiences is their complexity. This complexity is similady evident in our 

attempts to resolve the issues raised above. 

RECONCEPTUALUING NEED 

In the social science literature, needs are by and large referred to as stable and static 

'things' which one requires. However, the women's needs were not static, but changed over 

tirne, sornetimes even in an instant. Needs are intluenced by a woman's sociai positioning and 

her particular situation at any given point in time. The women's stories suggest that a more 

useful conceptualization would be to view women's needs as 'process.' Their needs are in 

flux. They do not remain stable. Some needs are imrnediate, such as for short term safety, 

while others. when satisfied, may allow for long term survival. Women's needs are both 

directly and indirectly related to their abuse situation or experience(s). Their attainment 

ranges fiom the difference between life or death, to concems for quality of life. Women's 

needs c m  change over time, depending on many factors. As a group, the women have 

arpressed sllnilar needs. Disparity between women is more evident not by kind, but in terms 
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of severity, impact, temporal location and extent. Some needs are material while othen are 

more intangible. The relationship betweem the women's needs and the choices available is not 

a linear one. Rather, women negotiate choice with respect to their needs. Therefiore, attention 

must be paid to this process of negotiation when analyzing the CJS's response. Benefits will 

not be arbitranly produced for women. That is, the m e  objective response will not have the 

same impact or &kt upon women's lives. Consequently, some women may accrue benefits 

frorn crimùial justice intervention, whiie others rnay suffer irrepairable hanns. Here lies the 

complexity in ferninist attempts to evaluate structural reform- 

NEGOTIATING CEOlCE 

We aii d e  choices everyday. Some take M e  effort or thought, while others require 

closer attention. However, the extent to which Our choices are made freely and openly varies 

between decisions and across individuals. C hoices are influenceci by Our social posit ioning, 

that is, the extent to which we can exert influence or power over Our "choice." Choice is not 

so much related to an arbitraxy range of available options, but has more to do with access to 

the means neçessary to make decisions or to obtain resources which would facilitate or limit 

decision-making. To cl&@ this point, Hemessy's work is instructive. As she puts it 

(1993b:20), the notion of choice "has to be rewritten so as to make visible the systems of 

exploitation and oppression that affect historical variability of particular positions to some 

subjects and not others as well as the possible movement of social subjects across and 

between than" For the women in this study, to varying degrees, choices are stnictured and 

often made under duress. Rather than simply chwsing from a variety of available options, the 
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women were rather continuousIy negotiating choice with their partners, with the police, 

within court, and with social s e ~ c e  systems. 

The women's partners directly influenced their identification of their own needs and 

a h  coloured their definition of the situation. This being the case, an important aspect of the 

women's decision-making is their negotiating with the power and control of their abuser. To 

a certain extent, choosing seems elusive. Some would argue that the women could just 

"choose" to leave. The women's comrnents seem to paint a different picture; one of a reality 

more stnrctured and constrained than could be accounted for by such a naive assumption. If 

women's choices are wnstrained and women must negotiate both choice and the abuser's 

wntrol, thai pahaps women's empowement (although a lofty goal for those working with 

the system) may not be the most important concem here. Maybe not al1 women are in a place 

to be ernpowered. More hunediate concems may take precedence. Nevertheless, the women 

did make choices as to how they dealt with the abuse or manage their neeûs. The question 

becomes, to what extent are their options lirnited and what factors may facilitate choice? 

WOMEN'S NEEDS 

The tacit assumption held tbroughout the i n t e ~ e w s  and analysis was that women 

would be in some need. Direct questions about the women being in need verified my 

assertion Objectively, each of the women were in need of assistance and help. The extent of 

this need, the level or severity, or even the kinds were not assumed but came directly from 

the women Needs are then seen as subjectively defined and objectively managed or worked 

out. Some expressed their need for intervention explicitly, while others implied the sarne 
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indirectly. Each and every woman identified irnmediate physical safety as a pressing need. 

Wornen's need for safety viewed in isolation is fiu too simplistic. The women's experiences 

show a stmggie between their own selfidentified needs and their concerns about the needs 

of others. The women take risks and negotiate their needs in such a way that satisfjing one 

may, in fact, mean negiecting several others. As 1 alluded to above, women's needs do, in 

faa, change over tirne. The needs identified by the women are organized below according to 

the following categories: understanding; reprise; suNival; children; meam; remedies; and 

rebuiiding The remainder of this chapter wiIl explore each of the needs the women identifiecl 

in order to provide a basis fiom which to examine the extent to which the CJS response has 

been bendicial for women in abusive rekionships. In other words, has the CJS been attentive 

to wornen's needs? 

UNDERSTANDING 

The women's need for understanding comprises their concerns for being believed, 

getting recognition and having their experience validateci. Moreover, that the abuse be taken 

seriously was a grave concem for mariy, especially those whose expenence suggests 

othenvise. Ahoa  half of the women expresseci a need to be believed. As a fiinction of being 

a need, it was not satisfied. If these women's accounts were seen as credible, a need to be 

believed would be supeduous. Celine rernarks: "I'd have to say I needed to be believed. My 

desire to be believed, 1 guess . . . it became more - you have to beüeve me!" Karen recalls 

that "what came across to me in a year is that 1 did need to feel that someone beiieved me." 

Similady, Roberta explains: "Yeah, you have to prove it. Like they don't believe you every 



tirne . . . it was Iike, 'Prove it to us."' 

For ahost all of the women, either expliatly stated or inherent in their accounts, was 

a need to be heard and listened to. Given the women's cornments, it seems implicit that few 

had been. The women ais0 needed to have their abuse be recognized as abuse. For Karen, 

recognition meant that she, in fkt, did neeâ help. She states: 

J m  the feedbok the ~ t .  t h t  the ~nrfh was going to final& set me free, 
living it over mui over again, b i n g  nightmares of every assaz~lt, every 
bearing thut I ever go[. Sbmetimes they corne. sotnetintes they go. But now I 
<ion 't feel Iike I have to c o n t i ~ i y  vali&e how I 'rn feeling. 

For Suzanna, validation took on a dinérent meaning. Suzanna needed her abuse to be seen 

as worthy of police assistance, as vdid. Janice adrnits "what 1 wanted really was for them 

(police) to recognize what was going on and maybe get help for him, and to take things 

seriously." Living through it was dificult and painfùl enough without having to justie and 

provide explanation for th& abuse. Janice exclaimed, "1 want a say in this . . . They have to 

take the women's point of view seriously." 

REPRISE 

Reprise consists of the need for protection, for d e t y  and for an escape f?om the 

abuse. At some point, each woman rewgnized their need for protection (half of the women 

made their concems explicit). For each of the women, stopping the abuse in the immediate 

instance was paramount. That is, in large part, while women were experiencing abuse their 

focus was on short temi safkty rather than long tem intentions. For some, protection meant 

having their partners taken away. Obviously, safety was a key concern for the women. 
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During and immediately after the abuse was taking place, women describeci their needs in 

terrns of saf", rather than what they would do next. Celine feared for her safety until she 

"just could not iive with ail that f w  anymore." Othas agreed. They "just wanted to get away 

for the meantime. " When I asked if she was thinking about what would happen next, 

Ekakthresponded: "No. It was an immediate thing." For Janice, she'kanted to feel d e  

[and 1 couldn't feel d e  unless 1 knew what was going on]." Safety takes on different 

meanings for the women depending upon their immediate situation and their perception of 

danger. 

Police response was not identifmi directiy by any of the women as a need. The women 

were, however, concemed about being able to cal1 upon the police. The most notable 

exception was for the women whose expeience on the streets had taught them to be sceptid 

of police intewention. For them, reliance on the police was much more of a final resort than 

a planned strategy. Some women wnceptudized this need for reprise as "an escape." For 

Come, this need meant to "get him outta here." Sirnilarly, Cassandra wanted the police to 

"take him out." Nena states: "1 just wanted him to go." When that did not work she needed 

somewhere to go and somewhere to stay, "somewhere where he can't find me." 

SURVIVAL 

AU of the women's needs are, in tact, needs of s u ~ v a l ,  though the need for medical 

attention and meeting basic human needs are life sustainhg needs, s u ~ v i n g  in the most literal 

sense of the word. Almost half of the women expressed that afker the incidents of physical 

violence they required medical attention. In Elizabeth's case, she did not seek treatment for 



her injuries, but admitteci later that she needed medical attention. At times for the women it 

came right down to basic hurnan needs: to eat, to sleep, and so on. Janice adrnits: 

[At timesj it was just basic survival. Case. y m  know, we 'd be up 'fil, like. 
5.40 in the rnorningflghting. nien you got to get up at, like, 8 to take the 
kids to daycare and ail that s t u f l d  y m  know you 're hained because 
you 're being beat up ail the time. Ym 're being told you 're worthless. You 
gotta clean fhe heure and by rhe time ewrything 's done its like. 'OK. I 'if just 
sleep for IiRe h a v m  hmr- 45 minutes. ' A d  then you gel up and do tt all 
over again. 

CHILDREN 

The women with children ail identified needs for the chiIdren as central to their own. 

For ali of the women (with children) the chüdren's safety was an ongoing concem. Suzanna's 

biggest concern was "protection for the children." Further, the impact of the abuse, and their 

partners' infiuence on the children, in terms of modelling/learning, emotionai trauma and 

psychological effects, was clearly important to many women. For Nena, the tuniing point 

came when her son verbally recognized the abuse. She recalls: 

Michael corne out and he goes, 'Mommy what 's wrong? ' and I .ys 
'norhing. ' And I w m  warhing my face because. yar know. I was all swollen 
and he said, 'Mommy did Dadtyfight you? ' and 1 Imked over at him and 
that what just -Oh! You know? I said, 'Yeah, yeah- Do you want to go see 
yovr Nam?' He soid 'Yeah. Mommy I w m t  to go, I want to leave, ' he said 
And I looRed at hirn, he 's just 2 yems of4 how the hell dws  he know aboui 
this? 

. . . I think it 's a cycle. Like his D a  I talked ro his Mom. his Dad used to 
kt her up M y  rmd he 's seen i f  and he could even tell me stories about it, 
his Dûd beatzng up his Mom. And that 's why I diah 't want this to happen to 
my babies. Because they me going to think its alright. They never seen a 
figh, but ihey 've seen myfae  ofter. They 've seen the crying. And I thought, 
'No way my boys ore going to grow up to Be mean iike their Dad ' And l 
don 't want tiiat. I don 't want t h  beating up on their girfriends and 
~rading the resi of their lives in jail. Su, that 's PQT~ of the reason I leji, for 



my chifien, mastly the reawn why I lep, actually. And becaase my &ghter 
dith 't want to be around him. 

Interestingly, the women's children factored into women's decisions to stay as well as to 

leave. Nena also remarked at another point in time that: 

1 coufin 't make up my mind. or anything, part of me wmted to forgive him 
tw, Clltdparf of me wanted to feaw him bec4~1se I was pregnant mid thd was 
his buby and I didn 't wunt to be alone. I hnd of thought, 'Well, mrrybe I 
cmHput up wirh it, rake the lickings, and at Ieast Sarah would h4w a dad ' 

For Celine, Lory and Suzanna, custody became their most pressing concem once they had left 

th& husbands and found d a c e  h m  the abuse. Brandy was particuiarly concemeci with her 

relationship with her children after her relationship with their father was over. 

MEANS 

The women also needed means to cope, to either manage the abuse or to leave their 

partners. The women talked both directly and indirectly about the need for coping 

mechanisms and resources to manage the abuse or its d e r  efEects.' Come, for instance, 

spoke of needing constructive coping mechanisms to deal with the abuse. 

Six of the women directly mentioned the need for counselling. Kelly saw a need for 

long tem counselling to deal with the emotional abuse and manipulation which still haunts 

her. Come admits: "1 need counselling, 1 know that ... if 1 did go to counselling 1 think 1 

would be in a better place right now." 

Some of the women expressed that they needed information. Various kinds of 

' This will be considend in morc detail in che next chapter on the ways women copc with the abuse. 
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information were mentioned, fkom knowledge of the abuser's whereabouts, and procedures 

and policies, to places to contact for help. Elizabeth describes the information she needed as 

"the options, and what roads to take." Roberta admits that "you need more information 

[about abuse] because 1 was already too far in to get out at that point. Like, 1 should have 

been able to recognize some of the signs." 

In almost all cases, financial concems were present. For ten women., money was an 

overwhehhg need. Rather than a need in and of itseif, it was seen by the women as a means 

toward several ends or as the obstacle to obtaining resources. For example, Keliy, Karen and 

Elizabeth suggested that money would have dowed them to get help. 

REMEDIES 

As remedies the women identifieci things ke advocacy, resources, directian, support, 

accountabiiity (not so much punishment and criminal justice intervention). The need for 

closure was an essential part of the healing process for many of the women. Karen equated 

justice with closure. She explains: "That's what 1 needed to feel. That 1 had justice and 1 

didn't. 1 had validation, as to this happened, but 1 did not have justice for what he did." Many 

women wanted their partners to take r e s p o ~ i b i  for their actions, only then could they find 

closure. Julie and Suzanna verbalized their concems about getting some direction and 

knowing where to go for help. 

As is evident above in the discussion around children, women often put the needs of 

others More their own. More than halfof the women identified the needs of her partner first, 

such as to get help, to leam, to change. in some cases, women wanted consequences for their 
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partners by way of punishment or restitution- More comrnon, though, was for their partners 

to recebe help through counseliing. Many mentioned consequences for other women should 

he continue to abuse without help. Karen commented, "1 just fear for the next woman he gets 

involved with" For some, the need was by extension their own need; that is, 'if he would get 

help or change, I would be protected.' For others, though, their partner's needs were 

paramount. Keiiy States, " 1 was [calling police on him] because 1 care about him and 1 want 

hin to get some hdp out of this." Corning to see that they did not need him was an important 

hirmng point in some of the women's lives. One day Julie wuld findy say, "1 don't need you 

anymore." For others, rather than putting the needs of their partners first, they rationalized 

thar concern for hlln as merely a way toward stopping the abuse. in other cases, such as for 

Corrie and Casancira, punishment was important. They wanted hun "to do time" so he could 

lem.  

REBULDING 

The women' s needs in this area of rebuilding include such things as her need to heal, 

motionai seainty and long term swival. Although less than half of the women identified her 

own healing as a need, at the time of our meeting each of the women were in a place where 

they were either considering or making plans for long term s u ~ v d .  Each woman spoke at 

some length about her healing process, which more often than not involved gaining back 

exnotional secunty. Most often the women recognized this need after they had moved away 

fiom the relationship. For Roberta, this meant "getting a sense of security back to the point 

where 1 could Çiction in society and then slowly building back the self esteem part because 
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you lose your self esteem and you actuaiiy, or 1 did 1 lost my respect for myself because 1 

couldn't believe it happened to me. But, to go back where 1 wuld live by myself and, you 

know, get a job." 

RESIDUAL EFFECTS 

It was clear thai the women were as much in need after they had moved on from the 

relationship as when they were in the midst of it. The women were confionteci with several 

residuai d i  or issues a f b  they eeed theanselves physically from the abuse. Now that they 

are separated physically f70m their abusive partners (al1 but one), the women are expenencing 

several motions cornmon for those losing loved ones, such as loss, loneliness, and grief The 

most obviously traumatic residual effects for the women are ones 1 have identified as 

'lingering' and 'shadowing.' 'Shadowing' refers to the physical presence of the abuser in the 

woman's Wb, for instance, stakmg or harasshg. In some cases, the women' s partner refusai 

to let them go (at least without a fi&). Cassandra remarks that "for the weekend that he was 

gone 1 remember just being around the house looking out the window dl the tirne. 1 would 

reaily lock the door. 1 just was to myself for the whole weekend." Celine explains, "he had 

me believe 1 wuld never let go." The abuser's presence becomes a dark shadow over the 

women's attempts to rebuild their lives and let go of the relationship and the abuse. Janice 

admits that, "he still doesn't go away- he's stiil in my shadow." 

'Lingering' involves the mentai, psychologicai and emotional trauma women 

experience in the fonn of such things as hearing his voice, seing his face or flashbacks. 

Celine explains that, "the verbal abuse haunts me." Janice admits that her partner was "di11 
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trying to hurt me, big. I guess his cornments stiu haunt me." For Kelly, Eric's residual impact 

made its way in that "he's still putthg me down even though I'm not with him, you know?" 

Ehbeth admits, "I don? know, sometirnes its like when 1 feel bad about myseif 1 can hear 

a voice in my head putting me down, like, the exact same. The exact same words that he said, 

eh? Like an echo." As stated earlier, abuse is experienced as a process. The residual effects 

of living in an abusive relationship, the shadowing and lingering processes women find 

themselves experiencing, protend that women are very much in need not oniy during the 

abuse but after as well. 

CONCLUSION 

in simple temis, the women in this study are very much 'women in need.' The purpose 

of the above discussion has been to locate the women in structural tems, to describe their 

abuse experiences and to examine their needs and concerns. These women have found 

themselves within disempowering and controlling abusive relationships. As the preceding 

discussion attests, the women's needs and concems are varied and negotiating choice is not 

a simple nor straightfonvard process. The women were in need of different things at different 

points in tirne. The kinds of needs identified are important, not in that they provide an 

absolute wnceptuaihtion of women's needs, but rather as they are able to dlude to several 

issues women face and are challenged by while living in, and when moving away fiom, an 

abusive relationship. Moreover, the analysis of women's needs presented here offers insights 

hto the way in which wornen experience abuse. Understanding women's needs in this fashion 

will enable us to examine the way in which the CJS has responded. In short, these women 
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were codkonted by control, manipulation, deceit and an onslaught of verbal, psychologid, 

emotional, sexual and physid violence. In tum, women want understanding and a 

cornmitment to respond to their ne& and provide remedies for themselves and their children. 

The need for help and support to manage their abuse and to heal fiom their expenences was 

consistent throughout. They require the means to s u ~ v e  and to rebuild their lives. hiring 

and &er th& rektionships, they are wntinually contending with the abuse as they negotiate 

choice with their partners and with others- The question becomes: To what extent, then, does 

the U S  provide the rernedies necessaty to help and support women in abusive relationships? 

The next chapter moves the disaission to the ways in which the women manage their 

needs, paying partidar attention to the place of the CJS in this context. Here 1 wili examine 

the women's coping strategies and the resources they used in order to deal with their abuse 

and to lave their abusive partners. 



CHAPTER FWE 

MANAGING WOMEN'S NEEDS: 
COPING STRATEGIES 

Liz Kelly (1988) in her book, & r v t v i e a l  Violence, used the concepts coping, 

resisting and surviving to examine how women deah with their experiences of sexual violence. 

She narrowiy defined coping as ''the actions taken to avoid or control distress" (1 988: 160). 

This recognizes coping as a process rather than simply "action/reaction-" Arguably, the 

experience of abuse is Iife changing for alrnost every wornan. Kelly (1 988: 162) goes on to 

define resisting and surviving as distinct fiom coping in that the former involves actively 

opposing and the latter is "the positive outcorne of coping andfor resistance. h my view, 

however, coping with the abuse involves resistiag and surviving' For our purpose here, 

coping is seen as the way in which women manage their needs in the context of abuse. 

Elizabeth Comack (1996:43) points out in that wornen's "struggle to 

contend with the effkts of abuse experiences is often wmpounded and wmplicated by the 

ongoing naaire of abuse in their lives." Furtfiennore, coping is a process of managing not only 

the abuse, but its manifiestations and its impact. This process is not time bound, as we saw in 

the discussion in Chapter Four of residual effects. Rather, women are continually making 

choices as to how to deal with the abuse. In this context, we must recognize that severai 

''fictors and conditions are operating to limit choices avaiiable to her" (Comack, 1996:43). 

It scms caifusing to denote rcsistïng and surviving as coping strategies but conceptudize coping itsel as 
dinerent phenornenon. 
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This chapter will examine the coping stratepies the women used to manage their abuse 

andor move away fiom their abusive partners, paying close attention to the role of crirninal 

justice in this process. The women's coping strategies and their interactions with ùiformal and 

formai support systems wiU provide a basis on which to locate the women's accounts of their 

experiences with the CH, the subjezt of the next chapter. 

WOMEN'S COPING PROCESSES 

The women used a variety of süategies to manage their abuse and access support. By 

and large, the women's coping process initially involved denid and despair. The term 

'wnning' seerns to aptly describe the techniques of pretending and rationahhg which the 

women used. This suggests that women are not necessarily in a place where f o d  

intervention can assist them. Women often told themselves the abuse was not as bad as it was 

or that things wili get better in order to distance themselves from their abuse. Cehe woufd 

make ratiodizations, such as, "if1 stayed with him, he'd calm down and stop following me." 

The women also referred to times when they lost hope and spent hours (secretly) crying over 

the abuse. Compounding their struggles to manage the abuse were the very real feelings of 

love the women had for their partners and, for some, economic dependence. Eüzabeth's 

comments surnmarize many women's sentiments: 

Ym carldstil be in Iove with the person even th@ they do  that to us, you 
kmw? And it c o u I d ~  be t h  we need some help with our self esteem. 7hat 
wefeel so low rhar we hink thai 's ail we deserve, you ktow? I know t k f  it 's 
hard for women when they 're in thut situation. It 's h d  for them to leave 
because the way a man can maRe you feel i i k  you m e  nothug. Sometimes 
women wilI/icst be depetlident an them andsometimes lhey think they deserve 
a licken. 



To a a ment, the women remained silent about their abuse. Come recalls, "but 

1 was trying to hide it too. 1 was hiding it right until the end. People knew, though. But, 1 

would say 'No we were just wrestling.' Like, people knew about it and they wanted me to 

leave him" EIizabeth too adrnits: "[f 1 really, really wanted to get out the fint time he hit me 

I should have hown that there's going to be more to corne, I guess. I just fooled myself into 

thinking that maybe its just going to stop, but it didn't. It just got worse." 

The women did not use coping mechanisns in a linear patteni; that is, beginning with 

looking inward, foilowed by accessing informal supports and then seehg outside formal 

intervention. Rather, the women both called out for support and supported themselves, 

though they did so in no p a r t i d u  sequence. Since coping is very much a process rather than 

isolated actions, it is important to wntextudize the way the women coped with the abuse. 

Therefore, 1 will highlight three of the women's coping pattern in the context of their 

biographies. Foiiowing this, the strategies the women in this study used to manage the abuse 

wiii be acplored under three headhgs: wodcing 'within' the relationship; looking outside; and 

involving the crimimi justice system. The discussion wil1 conclude with a description of each 

woman's experience with the CJS. 

Celine's Story (Continued) 

Celine remained convinced for most of her 18 year marriage that either she was not 

being abused or that she was to blame for how her partner treated her. She would monitor 

her behaviour accordhg to her husband's moods, constantly "walking on egg shells" to avoid 
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an attack- Her fear of independence and the constant affirmation from him that she could not 

make it without him kept Ceiine fkom trying to leave. "1 was afraid 1 couldn't suMve because 

1 had never been alone and, in a way, 1 was really dependent on him. 1 didn't know how to 

drive anywhere, didn't have keys to my own house or my own car. So 1 jua felt 1 couldn't 

üve without him. But I was getting to realize how dangerous he was becoming." She tried to 

encourage her husband to seek counseuing, but she realized t was pointless because he 

refirsed to acknowledge he had a problem. 

When she began sharing some of her experiences with a co-worker, Celine started to 

realize that her relationship was unhealthy. In response to her stones, her wlleague would 

say: "You don't deserve that, you don't deserve that!" This was a turning point for Celine 

in that she had extemal validation that what was going was unacceptable. As she struggled 

to manage the abuse she would repeat her colleague's phrase, 'You don? deserve this,' to 

keep from blaming herself and to gather the strength to move away fiom the abuse. 

Keeping the abuse fiom her family and fiiends meant she could not rely on them for 

support. She continued to look inward to find the strength to deal with her partner's 

continued abuses. For the longest tirne, Celine refused to ask for help. She recalls feeling that 

"it was better to keep your enemies dose to you, than to try and make a break from someone 

who was a maniac." Celine explains: "1 could never get away from him. It was very, very 

complicated to try and leave someone like him." Celine later contacted a women's shelter and 

began rea5ving counselling and support. She gainai a new understanding about her partner's 

behaviour and found straigth to do something about it . S he continued to cal1 upon women's 

resource centres and organizations to help her to cope. Celine used 'self talk' a lot to rernind 
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herself that she was desening of happiness. 

Celine waited mtii she thought she would d a t e  to cal1 the police. She knew at that 

t h e  that she needed the police to intervene to show hirn that he could never do it again. She 

explains: "That's why, in the end, 1 knew 1 had to leave with help because he would never 

allow me to leave. And I was womed that one day when he hit me 1 would, you know, do 

something really horrible to hirn to make hirn stop." She continued to cal1 the police and to 

do the things the shelter and the police told her to do for protection, always trying to take an 

active role. She became increasingiy womed about her cMdren and whether he would 

victimize them. 

F d y ,  she lefl on her own resources. When she did make the cornmitment to leave. 

her W y  was supportive. Moving away was a difficult process since her partner continued 

to harrass and stalk her for years after. Her ex-husband made it airnost impossible for her to 

h e  with her choice to leave. Fommately, hm kids understood what their father had done to 

her and the older ones were able to offer support. Years later, she met her new husband and 

he became her biggest source of support. Celine's own words provide explmation here: 

"He's seen his wife hysterid, sobbing, suicidai, he's seen the impact on our kids terrible, 

temble impact and he's hung in there with me. I'm sure it hasn't been easy to live with a 

depressed person. He's given me lots of love and support." Celine is continually remindeci of 

her ex-husband's abuse when she sees the impact on her children. She is still coping and 

healing, although she has rebuilt her Ne. 



Roberta's Story (Cont'd) 

Roberta continuously found herself forgiving her partner and believing that it would 

d l  get better- She stniggled to just get over his violent outbursts and tried to close her ears to 

his verbaily degrading rernarks. She had one supportive family member who helped her 

through a terrible bdng She did not, howwer, talk about her experiences with her extendeci 

family. Her coping in large part has involved relying on her own strength. She finds it a 

wntuiuous sûuggle to believe in herself given the impact his insults and threats have had on 

her self esteem. Roberta explains: 

The tumingpoint pm&abIy w m  when Ifinr d l e d  the police with the eksault. 
That was u tuming point because I had ahuays just ded t  with it on my own 
and p s e d  it off As well. I c m  deai with it and Z don 't need help und it wiI1 
get better. I ahvuys believed thut it couid get better. It wus a bad thing tu 
beliew but. in pur mind. you ahvays want something to get better so p u  try 
to believe that it 's going to get better. 

When she did seek police intervention, Roberta was harasseci and disparaged by her 

partner's family. She reveals: "His mother wil1 cal1 and its, um, 'How could you do this to my 

son? Why are you lying? You're going to min his life! You're the same as al1 the rest!' Well 

lady. if there others and we're saying the same thing - like?!" Roberta managed to use these 

remarks in a positive way by affirming she was not at fault for his pattern of behaviour. 

After she had finally broken away fiom her partner, Roberta went for wunselling at 

a women's shelter and attended a support group. She got a new job and moved to a different 

place. As she had exduded her fnends fiom her Me when she was involved with her partner, 

she slowly began to build those fnendships back. It was difficult for Roberta to seek outside 

help since "1 thought i could do it without anybody else's help. I was always told 'You're 

gohg to be independent and you can solve your own problerns ifyou just sit there and work 
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thrwgh them "' She explains: 4 had some gooâ fiends and h i l y ,  like, fiends that he didn't 

know about. I've only recently . . . because 1 thought I wuld do it without anybody else's 

help." 

For Roberta, heahg is a process iwolving 'baby steps." She needs to prepare herself 

for social outings and get p s t  the fear he instiiied in her. She is continuously aware of the 

abuse since her partner is yet to be apprehended. She feels, in a sense, that she is in "limbo" 

since she needs the case to be resolved before she can gain a sense of closure. 

Elizabeth's Story (Cont'd) 

Elinbeth adniits that she "just fooled herseif into thinking that maybe it would stop, 

but it didn't. It just got worse." After her daughter was bom and the abuse escalated, 

Elizabeth went to a woman's shelter for a while. She also moved out of the province but 

eventualiy retumed. She found that the counsellors at the shelter helped her cope. Elizabeth 

did what she could do keep her kids d e  from their father. 

She looks back on it and States: "Sometimes I look at him beating me up as a chance 

to run away. And 1 would call [the police] and he would take off and they would corne and 

it would be too late." Formai intervention did not manage her abuse, so she knew she needed 

to leave. However, Elitabeth's eirpenence necessitateci that she cope with the abuse primdy 

on her own. She would remuid heneifthat: "1 was somebody before, 1 can be somebody after 

this." She finally left to ensure her children's dety. They were her prirnary concem. She 

shielded them, at the expense of her own health. 

Elizabeth admits that "there's still a lot of things 1 haven't dealt with, like the things 
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he put in my mind about me. You know, he made me reafly insecure, um, (sobbing) 

sometimes those words, the exact words that he said are still in my head today, you know? 

The mental abuse sticks around longer." Now Elizabeth stays away from relationships. She 

cannot bring herseff to get close to another man. Elizabeth explains: "1 use it as a leaming 

experience. Al1 oc like, what he put me through - mental abuse, emotionai, physical. And 

back then 1 thought everything he was telling me about rnyself because 1 finally broke away 

and 1 use it as a leaming experience and try not to focus on what he did to me." She knows 

now what to look for and "what kind of man to stay away from." 

STRATEGIOES: WORKLNG ' W H I N '  THE RELATIONSHIP 

As the stories of Celine, Roberta and Elizabeth rweal, women's coping strategies can 

take a variety of foms, some of which involved working 'within' the confines of the 

relationship in the endeavour to bring an end to their partner's abusive behaviours. In the 

process, each woman has had to reiy, first and foremost, on her own inner stnngth to wpe 

with the abuse and the negative effixts is has had on her self esteem. This is partiy due to the 

'silencing' which ocairs around the issue of abuse. Many of the women in this study were 

unable to talk to others about their experiences, of'ten because they were too embarrasseci or 

just could not find the words. Waving to rely on her own imer strength, however, oftentimes 

led the wornen to develop aeative ways to cope. lanice, for instance, would use her partner's 

pressure to find her own strength. Whenever her partner would tell her that she could not do 

something, she would say 'Witch me!" Janice would "try even harder just to prove the point 

that I could do it." Kelly made severai attempts to change how she interacted within the 
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relationship. She states: "1 was trying to somehow, I don? know, find out new ways of 

talking. 1 guess tdking it out without yelling and shouting and screaming, you know, like 

that." L i e  Celine, many of the women modified their behaviour, always trying to figure out 

what aies may set off their partner's abuse. Also like Celine, some of the women urged their 

parbiers to get hdp. Julie's partner did enter a program. In her case, however, he resented her 

for it, which made matters worse for her. 

But the women nelied on mon destructive coping strategies as well, such as drugging 

and drinkhg. For a fm of the women, the hi& provided a temporary escape fiom the abuse. 

For others, almhol became intermeshed with the beatings. Like the tum to  drugs and alcohol, 

some women sought cornfort in eating. 

The women's decigons to seek 8Ssistance outside the confines of the relationship were 

often infiuenced by their own assessments of their ability to manage the abuse themselves. 

Janice felt that she "just needed somebody to give her a little push." She states: "And 1 got 

that push It was seessed to me fiom the women who had been in abusive relationships who 

became my menton that 1 had to make a decision." The nature and extent of the women's 

support network Mned accordhg to their social positioning and their relationships with those 

close to them. Brandy acknowledged that fnends and f d y ,  especially, as weil as her own 

cornmunity on the reserve "knew what was going on," but they chose to be silent. In some 

cases. support for the women was conditional. For instance, in Celine's case, her farnily 

became supportive only der she made the decision to l ave  her husband. Similarly, for Julie, 

until her family realized the severity of her assaults, they thought she should just 'let it go.' 

In both cases, support was oniy offered "on their ternis," not the women's. 



STRATEGIES: LOOKING OUTSIDE THE RELATIONSHIP 

Each woman at some point in t h e  recognized a need to involve others. The women 

called on a combination of fiiends, îàmîly, relatives, strangers, neighbours, CO-workers, 

counsellofs, religious/spiritual persons, medical s e ~ c e s ,  women' s s helters, poiice and legal 

~ervices. Moa of the women reached a marked tuming point where they looked outward. 

Janice admits that "1 had to stop thinking of him and start thinking of me and the kids and 

making a change that was really tough. 1 had so much focus in what he was doing or wuld 

do or would do that 1 took the focus off of what 1 needed or what the kids needed." For 

Suzamia, she could no longer stay in a situation where she knew her children were in danger. 

She l& and stayed for w& in the basements of niends and f d y  mernbers. Roberta "went 

to my Aunt's house on the Mght that 1 was assaulted and she was really good and she sat up 

with me al1 night." Come called on the help of strangers when she beliwed her life was in 

jeopardy. She recounts: "1 was screaming, he was covering my mouth, 'Help me! Help me 

please!' We were in the park. 1 told this couple wdking by to call the police." Most of the 

women seemed to reach a saturation point where they felt it was necessary to seek out formal 

intervention, such as shelters or the police, for assistance. 

Ofthe 15 women, eight had aîcessed shelter seMces and, of those, only four stayed. 

The women made use of the shelters for information, for counselling and support, and for 

advocacy. Julie and Lory accessed the crisis lines for guidance and support. Lory and Celine 

both sought the assistance of shelter workers through counselling and advocacy throughout 

their marriages and when they were leaving. Julie called upon the shelter one year after her 

case went to court to join a support group. Come contacted a shelter a few times throughout 
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her relationship. Those who stayed were seeking d a c e  or temporary refùge. Lory and 

Elizabeth stayed in shelters whai they lefk ternporarily, d e  Ti and Karen went into shelter 

after they lefk their partners. However, the women were not always successfûl in accessing 

the help the needed. Sometimes women were turneci away or not granted extensions. The 

women dso attended support group meetings held within the city. Some joined agency 

sponsored prograrns. 

STRATEGIES: INVOLVING THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

Many women called on the police only after they had exhausted their efforts to work 

within the relationship or had accessed (or exhausted) their Uiforrnaf supports. Kelly, for 

instance, explains the circurnstances surrounduig her first cal1 to the police: 

WeU. I tokihm, I said if he ever did it again fhf I wouid start phoning the 
police on him. I hadgiven him chances clfter c h c e .  So. /inai&, l ih,  one 
&y h r e  he rhrew me up agaimt my microwove mtd l wentjlying up across 
the wunfer and hi2 Ihe wall cmd pur a den! in the wuiL In the mean fime, I am 
yelling to my neighbouc 'Phone the police! ' 

Kelly's motivation for involving the CJS came fiom her desire to alter her partner's 

behaviour: "1 was only calling on him because 1 care about hirn and 1 want hirn to get some 

help out of this. You know, 1 want hirn to realùe, 1 want him to see he can't do that." 

For other women, the motivation for involving the police derived from their own fears of 

what they would do to resist their pariner's violence. Celine explains: "But when things 

started to get really, really bad and 1 felt like 1 was going to kill him, that's when 1 had to get 

the police to intervene ..." In Janice's case, the decision to cal1 was prompted by a concern 
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for ha children's &&y: "1 just can't go on Wre this, wondenng who he's going to hurt. If it's 

not me, the kids? So, I phoned the police. First 1 phoned my lawyer and she said to contact 

the police." Brandy, like other women with limited financial resources, "phoned when 1 was 

able to phone and or i f1  had a phone." But the women were not always the ones to involve 

the CJS. An4 as we will mon see, when criminal charges were laid, the women's partners 

were not the ody recipients. Four of the fifteen women in this study were subject to assault 

charges. 

Once the police beame involved, the women found thanselves in contact with other 

lev& of the aiminal justice system (the courts, c o d o n s  and probation). The court process 

was not a centrai part of the wornen's coping process. That is not to say that the prosecution 

of their partners was not part of their healing process. For some, it was important for 

establishg closure. However, the wornen's encomtes with the court system were infiquent 

and limited. Having to go to court and speak to lawyen about their abuse experiences was 

difnailt for the women, especially when their partnen' violence escalated as a result of 

criminal proceedings. Three women were more involved with the courts for reasons other 

than criminal charges. Each went to Divorce Court and were involved in aiaody battles. In 

these cases, their involvement with the courts was more a part of a larger goal of building a 

new life for themselves and their children, not so much cathartic in and of itself 

The women also managed the abuse by obtaining non-molestation and restraining 

orden against their partners. For Janice, "he was threatening to take the kids away and 1 

d d  see that thq. were under a lot of stress and turmoil and distress, so 1 put this restraining 

order in." Like other women, Janice found that doing so made her feel stronger. 



WOMEN'S EXPERIENCES WITH THE CJS 

The nature and extent of women's atperiences with the CJS Vary between the women 

in this study. As such, in order to provide some context for the women's analyses of their 

involvement with the police and court system, a brief description of each woman's story 

follows. 

Janice's Story (Cont'd) 

For alrnost her entire marriage, Janice did not involve the police. In 1994, after an 

a l t d o n  where she admits she 'got out of contrai,' the police were called and both she and 

her partner were taken into custody. Mer taking their staternents, she was charged with 

dt, but no charges were brought against him. She spent one full day in custody until they 

W y  reIeased h a  to pick up her children fiom school. The charge was later stayed. Finally, 

several years ago when she realized that he was not going to change, Janice contacted her 

lawyer and exphed her parnier's behaviour. Her lawyer indicated that he could be charged. 

Swn after, she applied for a restraining order against her husband and began the process of 

a legal separation. However, even &er she le& he would stiii continue to abuse her. She 

d e d  the police and was told they wodd talk to him. She r d I s  that they finally caught up 

with him weeks Iater. She explains: "mhey said 'We picked him up and we taiked to him and 

we released him." She found out from him later that he had spent a day in jail as a result. Al1 

charges against her parter were subsequently dismissed. 
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Elizabeth's Story (Cont'd) 

in the early 19905 afta Ebbeth  and her partner were together only two weeks, the 

police were d e d  to intenme. A neighbour phoned 9 1 1 after hearing Elizabeth bang on her 

wall, and police arrived won thereafter. Frozen, Elizabeth, as did her partner, indicated that 

everything was alright and the police lefi. 

One time in 1992, after escaping f?om her partner, she called the police From a pay 

phone, then hung up and drove to the police station. When she d v e d  she decided against 

layhg a cornplaint. However, in the meantirne, witnesses to the assault had called the police. 

Elizabeth is uncertain of what became of the charge. She testified at a prelunlliary hearing, but 

heard nothing ffom hirn or the courts after that. Similady, on several other charges that were 

pending, Elibeth is unaware of the outcorne. 

Julie's Story (Cont'd) 

Julie reported only one incident of abuse to the police. In 1 995, &er the third incident 

of physid abuse, she fled to her parents' home and calleci the police. A charge of assault 

causing bodily h m  was laid against hùn. After several remandq the case was hally heard 

in court almost two years later. The Crown accepteci his plea bargain to a lesser charge of 

comrnon assault and he received a conditionai discharge and a $3 5 fine. 

Come's Story (Cont'd) 

Come made several ariempts to phone the police 6om a pay phone, but the police did 

not respond to these d s .  Mer  a beating that continued outside in a public park, Come 
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manageci to c d  out to strangers to cal1 the police on her behalf She went back to their home 

to wait for a unit but lefi two houn later before they arrived. Another time, she d l e d  upon 

the RCMP, but when they amved to question her she refùsed to give a statement with her 

partner present. As a resulf nothing was done. Finaliy, in 1997, d e r  a violent beating in her 

home, she cailed the police and rernained with him until they mived. When police anived 

thirty minutes later, she proMded a statement. He was appdended on a warrant for a robbery 

charge and charged for assaulting hm. Come was unaware of the court date as she had since 

broken up with him. Later, she leamed that he pled guilty to the robbery in exchange for 

having the assault charges dropped. He received 9 months incarceration for robbey. 

Suzanna's Sto y (Cont'd) 

The police were never cailed to interne in Suzanna's case. As such, no charges were 

ever laid against him for his abusive behaviour toward her. Child and Family SeMces were 

called on her children's disdosures of child abuse. However, their testirnonies were not seen 

as credible in coun. She found herself then involved in the court process by divorcing her 

husbmd. in Divorce Court, Suzanna's abuse history was inadmissable. M e r  several months 

Suzanna was granteci sole custody of their two daughters with unsupe~sed visits for their 

fat her . 

Cassandra's Sto y (Cont'd) 

On a few occasions, Cassandra upon called the police, but then refùsed to cooperate 

(Le. not attending court). Her reluctance seemed to stem fiom her sense of confusion over 
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h a  -ences or her ambivalence toward legal officiais. The charges on these counts were 

dropped. Restrainllig orders were put in place but thqr both would breach these. In 1997, she 

had a wamint out for her arrest on an unrelated matter which her partner used against her to 

stop her fiom calling the police. To spite her, he called the police after one of their disputes. 

When they amiveci she was apprehended on her warrant and he was charged on two wunts 

of assault against her. She was not present in court but understands that he pied guilty and 

r&ved a S250.00 fine with conditions He lata feceived a $300.00 fine for fading to wmply 

witk the conditions attached to his sentence. 

Karen's Story (Cont'd) 

In 1996, shortly after obtaining a restraining order against her partner, Karen calleci 

to report that he had violated the order. Two days Iater the police responded, but no charge 

was laid. Another time, ater  taking staternents from both Karen and her partner, wunter 

charges were laid. Karen admitteci to using assaultive actions in self defense so she was 

subsequently charged under Zero Tolermce. Her partner was resistant, requiring six police 

oficers to apprehend him. Karen's charge went to a Crown opinion and was dismissed. She 

testified against her partner. He pled to a charge of resisting a police officer and was 

sentenced to 30 days. Around the same time, he was sentenced to 10 months in prison on a 

break and enter conviction. Upon his release, he was assigned a probation officer and ordered 

to follow several conditions which, to date, have been breached several times. 



Lows S t o y  (Cont'd) 

In the eariy 1990s, after years of silence, Lory wntacted the local RCMP to 

intewene.' Her husband was arre~fed, convicted and later sentenceci to probation and a % 1200 

fine. Soon thereafter, Lory applied to divorce her partner and obtained a restraining order. 

She soon fond herselfin Divorce Court in the middle of a custody battle. Subsequently, her 

partner was granteci sole custody of their three children and rnoved with them out of the 

province. 

Celine's Sto y (Cont'd) 

Celie called upon Winnipeg Police and the RCMP numerous times. Mer  her first 

di, which she made several years ago after Zero Tolerance was introduced, she notifieci the 

police of every incident. Only some of her cornplaints were treated as domestic disputes. 

Once, after king apprehaided, her partner spent a Nght in jail. He was charged with severai 

wunts of assault, but only convicted of one for which he received a suspended sentence and 

supe~sed probation. 

When her partner began staking her, she frequently calleci the police to inforrn them, 

however, offenthes these cails were not responded to, or were attended to days after the 

incident. In no case was a charge laid in these instances. Days d e r ,  Celine made allegations 

of sexual assault against her ex-husband. Police officers indicated to her that there was 

insutncient evidence to proceed, so the charge was dropped. 

* LOry was living in a mail town outside of Winnipeg. MB. 
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Nena's Story (Cont'd) 

Nena made several attempts to contact the police about her partner. Sometimes she 

wodd explain it was a misunderstanding when police arrived, other tirnes police just did not 

respond. One time in particular, neighbours heard screaming and called the police. She 

refised to provide a statement insisting that she did not want them present. 

ûther times, however, she pursued the charges, was cooperative with the police and 

provided a detailed statement. She made her fast cd to the police in 1997, nght before she 

lefi him He was gone More police aniveci. Consequently, a wanant was issued for his arrest, 

but he was not apprehended for several weeks. Nena's ex-partner's most recent case had not 

yet been heard in court at the tirne of our meeting. She later d e d  me to indicate that, of 

numerous charges laid (mciuding assault with a weapon x 3, ' assault causing bodily harm and 

seveml breaches), he was found guilty on two charges. He was sentenced to tune sened in 

the remand centre, which was 60 days. 

Tina's Story (Cont'd) 

Recentiy, after several years of marriage, Tina informed her doaor of the abuse and 

he evenaially reporteci her partner. The doctor advocated on her behalf to the police, as she 

was non-English speaking. The police &ove ha to a translater's home to assist her in rnaking 

a statement. Her husband went to jail as a result of these charges, but the duration of his 

sentence was unclear. Tina was unable to provide more information. 

The natuz of a least one of the weapon charges involved h g  shots at Nena. 
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Kelly's Story (Cont'd) 

Kelly initiaiiy chose not to S o m  police of numerous incidents of abuse in past 

relationships. Finally, with her ex-partner, Kelly started to involve the police. During one 

assault she yelled to her neighbour to cd 91 1. When the police arrived, they charged both 

of them with assault. Both charges were later stayed. Keliy recounts that she must have called 

the police twenty times and that he went to jd ten tirnes. She did not indicate the duration 

of his sentences. At times, orders were put in place for him to have no contact or 

communication with h a ,  but they would reconcile and breach the orders. 

Roberts's Sto y (Cont'd) 

Roberta suffered emotional and psychological abuse for which she did not seek 

outside support. In 1997, after the £%st incident of physid violence, Roberta did contact the 

police. When police arriveci, her partner had already fled. He is yet to be picked up on 

warrant. Since this incident, she has reported several break and enters, but has heard nothing 

from the police regarding these or two assault charges. Her ex-partner has yet to be 

apprehended or charged. 

Brandy's Story (Cont'd) 

Brandy informed the police on her reserve of her abuse on a few occassions in the late 

1980s. There were three charges laid, but she stated that there was no record of two of them. 

He pled guilty to the charge and was sentenced to a $100 fine. During this tirne, she was in 

court for wtody of their two younger children. She was granted sole custody and years later 



is now taking her ex-husband to court for child maintenance. 

Jeanette's Story (Cont'd) 

At no point during her abusive relationship did Jeanette contact the police for suppon. 

The police, however, did intervene d e r  they were separated when her ex-partner caiied to 

intimidate her against applying for custody. Her ex-husband called and accused her of 

shoving him. A charge was laid against her, but later dropped due to insufticient evidence. 

M e r  mstody hearings in court, Jeanette was granted sole aistody of their daughter. 

CONCLUSION 

From these brief'descriptions of the women's expenences with the CJS, a number of 

issues emerge. For one, four of the women reported being charged for assaults on their 

partners. For another, several of the women appear to be 'reluctant' in their decision to 

involve the police. On several occasions when police intervened, for exarnple, the women 

were hesitant to provide a staternent. Finally, whïle reseaining orders were imposed in several 

cases, the women themselves were often complicit in their violation. At fïrst glance, these 

issues could be interpreted as evidence that the women themselves should be held 

accountable for any 'faihg' of the CJS to adequately respond to abuse. Nevertheless, such 

an expianation is too superficial. It not only fails to locate the women's involvement in the 

broader context of the women's processes of wping with their abuse experiences (as well as 

the s p d c  nature of the cycle of violence which characterizes many abusive relationships), 

it does not benefit fiom a Mer understanding of the women's own analyses and accounts of 
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th& holvernent with the CJS. The purpose of the next chapter, therefore, wiii be to provide 

such an understanding by exploring the women's standpoint. Infomiing their d y s i s  is the 

central question of t h  thesis: To what extent is the CJS attentive to women's needs in tems 

of helping them to manage the abuse and to move away fiom their abusive partnas? 



CEAPTER SIX  

EXAMINING WOMEN'S ACCOUNTS 
OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE INTERVENTIONS 

The women's own accounts of their expenences with the CJS, in particular, and 

f o d  Uitewention, more g e n d y 7  provide the basis for the discussion in this chapter. These 

acc~uttfs wiU be o r g a d  hto two separate sections: women's encounters with the police; 

and women's involvement in the court system 

Whiie both the women's experiences of abuse and their encounters with the CJS are 

diverse and mdti-varied, the aim of this discussion wiU be to arrive at an understanding of the 

'women's standpoint.' As 1 discussed in Chapter Three, to share a standpoint does not 

necessitate nor imply a homogeneity of experience andor opinion. Neither does it deny 

partiailanties in the women's experiences with the police and the court syaem, nor diversity 

among the women themselves in terms of their social locations. Rather, to assert that the 

women 'share' a standpoint suggests that they have ocuipied a simüar position; in this case, 

one tied to their involvement with the CJS and other forml interventions as these relate to 

the women's experiences of abuse. By listering to - and hearing - what the women have to 

say about this involvement, we can betta assess the extent to which such formai interventions 

have been effective in responding to women in need. 



WOMEN AND THE POLICE ' 
In g e n d  tams. the womem do recognize that, as a group, abused women today are 

better off that they have beni in the past. Keiiy, for instance, agrees that "the police are pretty 

good" in the sense that "they haul the guy away as before they wouldn't." Julie found the 

police to be ''totally supportive." She States: "[Tlhey made me feel in that we're going to get 

him, and this is not right what he did, and reassuring me. And that aspect was reaily good and 

well handled." Julie noted: "[Tlhe poiice officers 1 had were reaily great. 1 had a female and 

a male. 1 guess 'cause they knew the situation maybe they sent a femaie, but the male officer 

was really good about it, too. They were, like, totdly on my side - they totaiiy believed me 

and, um, they were, like, 'Oh, this jerk. How could he do that?' They were very good." She 

adrnits, however, that 'Wh the police, 1 know the police are individuais and 1 rnay have had 

two reaiiy good officers hancile me, but 1 have heard of other people who have gone through 

it and whose officers weren't that great. But 1 think, with the Zero Tolerance policy, 1 think 

that was really helpful." 

While women like Kelly and Julie did have positive comments to make about their 

involvement with the police, the majority of the women's comments were more cntical in 

nature. Despite the diversity of their experiences, strikingly similar themes emerged from their 

accounts. These will be discussed under the following headings: 1 .  the conception of abuse; 

2. protection.safi, 3. police (rnis)understanding; 4. ratting out; 5. minimizing abusdignoring 

women's fears; 6. othering: discrimination; and 7. systemidorganizationai baniers. 

Each of the women had mtact with the police (wiîh the exception of Suzanna). Each of the womai's 
commcnts will bc includcd in the analysis (Suzanna's analysis concenu why she àid not cal1 the police). Of the 
1 4 women, al1 were involved with the police post Zero Tolerance, except Brandy. 
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1. CONCEPTION OF ABUSE 

In Chapter One, it was noted th, in the same year that the Zero Tolerance policy was 

introduced, a new protoc01 for handling domestic calls within the police department was put 

into e îk t .  Unda this new protocoi, 'domestic violence' was defined in a way which included 

not only physcal abuse, but elernents of emotional and psychological abuse as well. Despite 

the adoption of this definition, the women's wmments suggest that the conception of abuse 

widely held within aiminal justice d e s  is narrody defined as 'assault = abuse.' Brandy, for 

instance, argues: "Mou don? have to be ali beaten and bloody to be abused. You could be 

all black and blue on the inside, but they want it aiI out in the open" Similady, Karen asserted 

thaî "an officer of the iaw thinks, like, he's an officer. 'This is my job. This is how I gotta do 

it. This is what the requirement [physical evidence] is. ' He (sic) doesn't look at the emotional 

side, certainly not the human side of everythuig." Karen alludes here both to the rote of the 

police as objectively responding to individuais as either 'offenders' or 'victims, ' and to an 

emphasis in police work on that which is visible and readily verifiable. To the extent that such 

an approach downplays those aspects of a domestic situation which fdl outside of the police 

definition and operating criteria, we need to question whether the police will be able to 

effitively attend to the partidar needs of victims of violence within the home. 

2. PRO'IECTXON/SAFETY 

One of the most tiuidarnental changes brought about in response to the BWM is a 

recognition of violence between intynae partners as a aiminal matter. Those victirns of abuse 

in the private sphae are now said to have the ability to realize d e t y  and protection through 
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police intervention. Karen, however, disagrees: "PJon't say that we have a strong charging 

directive across Canada when we don't." Karen's partner breached his restmining order by 

chasing her down the Street. When she called the police, it took them two days to respond. 

''The majority of the time police officers don? follow through with restraining orders, it takes 

them two days. They say they are a priority but they aren't." 

Nevertheles, the state's response has almost exclusively cornecteci women's need for 

safety to the police. The women in this study found that the extent to which the police 

attended to their need for protedon and depended on the police's understanding of the 

danger women fàced.Yet, officers o h  downplayed the womai's fear, thereby excusing their 

less than thorough response. The ofncers' misunderstanding of women's fear is evident in 

their direct comments to the women. In Roberta's case, an officer asked, 'how can you be 

sure you're in danger?' Sometimes, the women were met with overt resistance. Celine's 

expenence is iilustrative. Still in fear, Celine applied for a protection order when her ex- 

husband's probation ended. When the police respondeû to ha cal, she told them of the order. 

They checked their cornputer and indicated to her that none existed. She replieci, "LLook, 1 had 

to go to court and pay $750 to keep this in place because he fought it. 1 know 1 have one." 

The officers responded with, "Oh, we can't check it out 'til the morning. In the meantirne, 

we'll go talk to him." Another t h e  when she tried to seek redress, the police told her that 

there was never a report written about the assault for which she was seeking compensation. 

In regard to that she states, "it's unbelievable that they can lie like that just because they want 

to cover their own asses, because they didn't document properly. And, of course, once the 

police Lie to thar supervisor they're not about to change their word, no matter what evidence 



1 could produce they're not about to say 'Oh, rnaybe we were wrong'." 

For some women, instances such as those dwcribed above were interpreted as failure 

of the police to do thar jobs; that is, 'ifthe police wae working hard enough, my needs wuld 

have beai met. ' Celine argues: ''Because at any point dong the line, if the probation officer 

had done his job, if the police had done their job, they would have stopped him. 1 r d y  

believe they just needed to do their jobs and it would have stopped for me and my kids." 

Other women were more sceptical, considering the reason to be ignorance. Karen States: 

niey .y lhrrlpfice oflcers get 17.5 h of educutiomi training and every 
par lhey get ~~ I 'ü like to s e  how thait is The police stift haw a very 
high amount of ignorunce to these sifuatiom. n>ey cion 't understand the 
cycle of abuse, they &n 't - without t k t  bue education. 1 mean, police 
oflcers me citisensfirst cutd it jwt seems to me thut they forgez t h  when 
fhey gei k i r  lmim on. ïhey don? underslcrnd thai, as a citizen, that they 
swear to uphod [the faw] andprotect. ïhey sharld be not so aggressive 
when Iliey 're @ng to yai tmd c e r f ~ ~ n l y  more umkrstcarding of the si~uatzon 
md they um 't possibiy get thai in 17.5 hours in one year. I mean, they see 
it aff, and they 'w seen a lot - a lot of oflcers have seen dead women - in 
riaeirfimf asïuft.  A d  the thing is they need to Ieam Thai 's a e q  Cmswer 
for anybodjr, but r e m  d e s s  lhey & r d  rhe djmmies mrrmnding why 
t h t  person is there. nere me so many dynamics. 

While the Zero Tolerance policy has ben heralded by some commentators as a way 

of inmashg womai's dés, and protection, for many of the women in this study it has had 

negative implications. Of the 15, four women were charged as a result of the policy. Two of 

these women admitteci using assaultive actions in self defmce. while the other women's 

partners made false allegations to the police. What was so upsetting for Karen was that, 

because she retaliated in defence of her own life, she spent three weeks "with a charge of 

assault hanging over [my] head for those actions, which didn't make rny emotional expenence 

any d e r ,  es-y with the physical disabilities that 1 encountered in the 32 hours later &er 



my injuries." Karen, iike others, saw Zero Tolerance as working against her. She argues, "the 

Zero Toierance iaw is baloney. And if police officers wouid enforce it and a d l y  identi& 

a primary aggressor in an assault, thai we wouldn't be wasting the court's thne, the Crown's 

time or Viiaim SeMces' tirne, which would allow for the money that is out there to be helping 

women!" Here she suggests that enforcement and appropriate charging (primary aggressor) 

are key. 

in otha cases, it appears that the change in policy has not been reflecied in practice. 

AU of the women, as did their partners, saw thernseives as (responsible for) laying the charge. 

Nem suggests that "even though the policy reads that charging is not supposed to be up to 

the woman," women are, in fact, responsible. She reveals: 

Weil rhen why dm Y lhey [ihe policejjust chmge him. why do you have to go 
about it? You know ? It is Zero Tolerance, yeah, 1 know, the police c m  
charge him. its just they need us to test@ und if we don 't then t h ' s  it. the 
charge is gone. They shmidfind some way mound it because i f a  wornan 
sigrts a stlrlement .ying iha this is whol happene4 then why shouId they be 
able to throw it out, you kmw? She said i f s  bue. It 's a signed Iegd 
Ctocument thai zs really hqpened Even ifshe doesn ' f  want to tdk  abart it. 
it still hcppened and she taIked about it afrea@ at this tirne wifh the @ce. 
ï k t  's what I thznki 

In Roberts's case, the responding officers refûsed to accept that she and her ex-partner were 

no longer ciassed as comrnon-law, thereby disqualifjhg him from a break and enter charge. 

They claimed he could not break into his own home, even though she told them they were 

separated and that she paid the rent. She stated, "I'm not cornmon-law, we've been separated 

for 6 months, that bond has been broken. There's aiways a road block, it seems." 

The women also identified other ways the police failed to protext them. Brandy, for 

example, recalls, "[ne police] didn't protect me. AU t h 7  did was drop him somewhere else." 



Sometimes, the women's experience was reco@ed as abusive, but did not 'fit' within 

existing Iegislation. In Celine's case, there was no stalkllig provision in the Criminal 

Compensation Act, leaving her without legal recouse &er the relationship ended. 

3. POLICE (MIS)UNDERSTAM>MG 

In Chapter Four, the women refèrred to a critical need for understanding. Given thai, 

for many women, the police are the first on the scene der  or durllig an a s d t ,  the extent to 

which the police bMg with thern a sense of understanding has a direct bearing upon the 

women's evaluations of the police response. Some of the women did refer to the police as 

understanding. Lory' for example stated: ''1 t&ed to [the police] and I think that they were 

undentanding." Nowhere is misunderstanding more apparent, howwer, than in the women' s 

enwunters with the police. In one instance when Karen called the police, she recalls: 

I basidiy got told thal it 's much easier to believe him, t h  to prove he 's 
Ming- which is cm attihrde t h  was certain& not qpreciated or acceplable. 
Sometimes l could trust an oflcer, others you mn % ntey have no 
u d r s t d n g .  ïhey &ring a lot of ignorance to the problem. 1 mean, u fm 
bad qvples maGar it ha7d And l mn rtot saying hcû all police oflcers are like 
thrir, but the police oflcers in my &srnict were vev  u~prec ia t ive  of the 
situation %y certain& dith *t u m k r s t d  the reiemce of some of hzs 
actions îmd his behiour  unii how it would plqy on the etnotional &stress 
tkü 1 wm mng and the people who were Qing to g w d  mid keep me d e  
from him were k i n g .  

Karen questions whether police officers recognize the incident they respond to in the context 

of women's lives. She argues: 

l cdon 't hink lhey d r s l c m d  w h  the hectim or person whose lep the assaIt, 
p u  kmw, th whde scemrio of violence, goes thrmgh everyw. It 's cm up 
anddown roller m e r .  Y m  're emotional one day md the next moment your 
stronger. Y m  lefr andyou were going to m e  your lije ut t h  point. They 



rbn 't & r d  whai kind of guiit, what kind ofshame is t k e ,  4 how we 
fike to bime ourseives d we don't adnit t h  the person shoufd take 
responsibiiity. You ahvays think it 's ywr f m f ~  

In addition to misunderstanding the dynamics of abuse, the women also found the 

police unappreciative of wmmon characteristics of abusers, such as being manipulative, 

contmlling and jealous. Roberia suggests that: "The police don? understand that they 

[abusers] just don? In it rest. They keep on harassing. And they don? understand how you 

could ever have feelings for him." She has become sceptical in that, "in a sense it was easier 

to deal with the abuse than be explaihg it ... you don? know what to expect with the 

police." She began to feel like, "what's the point in reporting it when no one's going to take 

action? You get re-victimized by the police." Revictimizing the women was not seen by al1 

as malicious, but as tied to ignorance about abuse resdting from stereotypical asnirnptions 

about women. 

Perceptions about abuse held by officers were partinilady taxing for the women. For 

example, Celine redis, "one comment that [the] police have made a few times is 'You know 

u d y  if something's gonna happen it happens shortiy after you leave them. "' She argues, 

[uhai is such a folre da&ment You herP of women being Med  ihree years 
&et, mmy years later, afl the iime in the newqqer. n e  police need a lot 
of e&catlcatlian ïky need to kww W ihese men are very manipic~tive~ They 
need to be mare t h  they c m  open use the police to furher harm their 
wives. niey need to be a lot more sensitive in their imcguage io women 
who 've experienced abuse. 

InserisiMy through language, conduct and attitude suggest misunderstanding on the part of 

police ofncers. Celine stmggied to prove to the police that, after two years, her ex-husband 

was still stallcing her. 



Karen believes that "the police have a basic understanding. " S he suites, "1 don' t think 

they have a true understanding because 1 honestiy believe that had they understood they might 

have foliowed up on my medical injuries, they rnight have found out that 1 did d e r  assault 

causing bodily injury, and they never did that." For Karen, failure to do so made getting a 

conviction more difiïcuit. ( R e d  that Karen needed closure and believed that she needed 

justice to find it). 

Many women received the impression that the police assumed that abuse exists only 

in select parts of society. Karen adamantly responds: "It does affect werybody, not just one 

elment of society. We have members of Parliament who we now know are abusive and that 

says that it doesn't matter how rich you are, abuse a E i i  us aiî. And 1 y e s s  it's more known 

at poverty levels, but don't make it a poverty issue. It's not. It's an issue that society has to 

deal with and they don't." Karen saw the police as excusing her partner's behaviour, 

rationaking it as a problem among the poor. 

A significant number of the women were partiailariy distressed about the police taking 

a statement from them whiie in front of their partners. Elizabeth recalls: 

Iw~bangucgmlheneighbotrr'swallbeçausekwa~be4lingme upmidshe 
mucthawkwwn.~&pt#uted911dihecopscame. Theywerestdng 
k r e  rrsking me questions abart whar hppened and I war going to m e r ,  
but I knew thal if1 ollswered and he - they mested hirn und they took him 
out of tk heure - he wouldgo k c k  to Stoney. A d  he looked at me - he went 
Me this eh? (shows me). He n&d his head for me not to say anything, 
orhewise I was going to get it worse. Sol at that point I c o u l .  't really tell 
him what went on I was just, I don 't hm, 2 just gave t h  a story thar we 
were arguing und mthing ?qvpenecl I di& 't gel as=rauIted And they &d 
hirn too and he said 'Every thing 's O. K. ' And they lep. 

in these situations, oficers underestimated the women's safety nsk and failed to 
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recognke the control these mai hadmave over th& partners. Elizabeth argues: "They should 

separate the people. Take the man out of the rwm This way the woman won? be intimidated 

to say what's redy going on Because it's hard to tell in front of him. Like, you know, when 

he just finished beating you up, it's hard to teil the police when he's standing right there 

giving you those glares when you know you're going to get it worse, iight?" 

Desaibing a detailed account of the violence is onerous for the women because "we 

don? interpret it like W." Cehe admits, "it was a crazy situation, it's diffidt to clearly 

explain what's happening, especidy when you're so afiaid. So, after a while when 1 was 

reporting 1 would just 'stick to the facts'- it seemed inconsequential [to them] since when 1 

explained it in the contexi of my history of abuse they would say 'Get back to the facts. ' But 

when 1 did, they asked me to explain it." Brandy argua: "You can't explain it that way except 

that you're hurting." Since the women did not experience abuse as the number of blows, 

explaining it for the police in this way was almost untenable, especially for those whose 

assaults were verbal and emo tional. 

4. RATrLNG OUT 

Calling the police was an incredibly painstaking move for three women in particular. 

Throughout th& hes, they have been taught to be sceptical of the police. Kelly explains that 

she was reluctant to cal1 the police largely because: 

I cüdn 't want io be culleri, like, a 'rat. ' %t 's whai they wiii Say. Welf, I 've 
liwd in the North M aii my ifle and rmdgng up more or Iess being a Street 
wise kid A& ytm h. k i n g  W i e d  as a rat. 'Oh she 's a pussy, she ccm 't 
put up with a siup' or something like thut eh? So I never did But then I 
thought. p z  forget this. If1 haw a next reiatiomhzp. 1 am getting out of 



relutiomhips like tfhat! Ihe next reldomhip the guy ever hits me again, 
thol 's if. I ' m  stmting tu charge him. 

Elizabeth rationalized not calling the police: "If he did go to jail he would get out anyways. 

At that time al1 our tiiends, there was a bunch of us , a group of fnends, he told them that 1 

put him in jail and then 1 end up looking like the bad person. Like, I'm a rat- that's what he 

told them. So everybody's calling me a rat and he kinda excluded me fiom the group." But 

for Elizabeth: 

Even if he was beuting me up I war supposed t o m t  let it go righl? But I 
cou~ciit't, it got too when someone 's shooting ut yoic you cmt 't jus2 let 
rhrrrpms beccnrse ane of ürese rkrys k 'll kd'ipu. Righi? So, #ter that he got 
pickd up md when he got out he rold ewrybody right? Tlaat I pu# him in 
jail. And he dirln 't tell them w k t  for. He diah 't sqy 'she was four monrhs 
pregnant. I stmngIed her. I was beuting her up and I shor ut her. ' No, he 
Ciz'abt't tell onybcdy t h .  But he soid I war a rat, so then everybody Iabefled 
me a rat midl M a  hmd rime on the Street. Like, you hm, a lot of people 
excluded me from their group and I w m  't always weicome mmnd t h e  
anymore. So, t h  's one of the things rhey .y, "Don 't taik to the police , eh? 

Cassandra's aperience was similar. "Weli, ifyou're h m  the street, wbich is where I'm from, 

you don't talk to the police for anything, right? 1 grew up on the areet, um, he grew up on 

the street, he's in a gang and he sells drugs right?" That the women who are marginalid or 

%om the street' have this ambivalent attitude toward the police helps to at least partly explain 

the women's apparent reluctance to involve the CJS or provide a statement once they are 

called to the scene. 

5. MINIMIZING ABUSWXCNORING WOMEN'S FEARS 

MullmiPng abuse and ignoring women's fears wae  themes which emerged fkquently 

in the women's accounts. Many of the women expressed concem about the lack of 



understanding and sensitivity exhibited by the police. Ceiine explains: 

So the police uane back & oh, the police oflcer suid to me t h t  n i g .  '1 
a h  5 wtdersland whyyar 're ajFaid?*AndI, I said - 'Ym don't understand? 
Have you t o k d  ut the recordr? Of course, I 'm araid! mis guy 's been 
bassihg me for purs! * It k, iike, ignorant c o m m s  iike t h .  And they did 
nothing about it. 

Janice relates that: ''1 explainexi to them about the abuse. And they said, ' So, why did you take 

him backT' In both Celine and Janice's situations the police appear to have little conception 

of the degree of fear and the amount of control that characterizes abusive relationships. 

Roberta's wmments are suggestive of her concem that the po5ce minimized her abuse. An 

officer refused to go upstain in Roberta's home, as he feared there would be mice. Another 

. . . (un a matter of two cdays there were two break-ins and they di& 't even 
send a cruiser out. ïhey said, 'Weil, whal did he steal? ' [She cxllswered] 
'Weii, 1 ubn 't knaw, ltbe whole house* tae tumed Ihe whie hmse outside down 
cmd I don 't kKnv what 's gone. So [they repliedl 'How do you knaw that yac 
were broken into? ' It was iike prove it fo us without t h  seeing. And then 
tky warld wme here d i t  wm l ik,  ' WhPI did you do to provoke it? ' I ha! 
one cop actuaify arR me what I did to provoke him IO kick the doors out! 

She laments: "It gives you a sense of less seainty. Like, if they don? believe me and they're 

supposed to be there to protect me then I should just live with it. Maybe I'rn just wasting my 

At times the women themselves were held suspect, and sometirnes they were 

intemogated by the police. Janice explains: 'The roles were reversed . . . 1 was the Maim, but 

1 was being pointed [to] as the abuser in the incident. And, 1 felt I wasn't being heard. 1 had 

no rights whatsoever." Whatever the forni, women's experiences were rninirnized and their 

fears ignored. For Roberta, it seans like "you always feel like you have to justi& and explain 



evexything." Similady, Karen adds, 'lou know, it's very scary to go through the police. to 

phone and another thing to have it questioned whether you were assaulted or not when you 

have bruises al1 over yourself and you thi& 'How could 1 possibly have made a l i  these 

In some cases, the police overtly reftsed to help women visibly in need. Celine 

q l a l i s  what happenexi when she phoned the police to report another incident in a long string 

of harasment and stalking - her coat bemg slashed by her ex-husband: "You know what they 

said? This has beai going on for a long tirne. What do you want us to do about it?' And one 

other time when 1 reported something to the same detectives that were at my house - he 

covered the phone and said to his partner 'Guess who?' as ifit's the total pest again." 

Nena recails one situation: 

I was ~nnr'ng down I/re stteef (mayfrom him Mer a terrible beafingl ... ond 
I remember this cop cm was rolling by, realiy sIowly, so I ran up and I um 
ail beat up eh? And 1 'm bmrging on the window, like, 'HeIio, cun ym heip 
me?' And he rolled down the window and he 's, like. 'Wmt's the problem 
here? ' I said ' ï h t  guy over there he ju.stf»tshed beating me up bady. ' I 
told him everything. And the cops j a  said 'We c a d t  & this right now. 
You 're going to have to go to Seven-Eleven and phone 911. ' and I 'm tik, 
'Rhat are you talkng about. you 're 91 1. ' And they said ' We haw another 
call right now. Tnis isn 't mr &strict. We can 't he@ you. ' And they &ove 

Way. 

Lookhg back, Nena concedes, "if the cops can't even help me, whatever? you know? What 

the hell, he might as well [do it]. If the cops can't do anything about it, what am 1 going to 

do? They're supposed to protect and shit üke that and they didn't do nothing. They just drove 

away. And you could tell there was somethhg wrong. 1 had no shoes on, you know. 1 was 

bleeding." 
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Some of the responding officers (mis)handled the situations in a creative, yet 

destructive way. A fw months later, when Nena cailed for police assistance, her partner had 

already fled when police amved. They asked for a picture of hirn and one of the officers 

a d d e  "Ifwe fuid him what do you want us to do to hirn?" Nena did not take thern senously 

and asked for clarification. He replied "Off the record, what do you want us to do?' Nena 

said "break his nose for me like he did mine." Nena heard nothing for a few days and then 

received a phone d l .  She recalls: "1 get this phone cal1 and you c m  hear a bunch of guys in 

the background and I'm aU 'Hello?' The guy on the phone said '1s Nena there?' and then he 

goes, Wang on"' Her partner then got on the phone and says "You charged me didn't you?" 

Nena explains: 'Tot even two minutes later the cop calls me back and says 'Nena?' and 1 

said, 'Yeah?' He said, 'OK. We arrested hirn and we did what you asked. ' 1 said 'Did you?' 

He said, 'Ifhe phones you tell us and we'll go and take a r e  of him some more."' She later 

learned that the officers had broken two of his ribs and nit his eye open, leaving a scar above 

his eye with their boots. 

Although "they beat him bad," when 1 asked Nena about how &eaRe the police were 

she cumparrd thar response to the other times when they ignored her completely or refused 

to listen. This time she felt that, "they were pretty good, because my statemmt was seven 

pages long and those were long pages and he had to write them out by hand so that was 

pretty good. And it took like, an hour and a half for me to get it al1 out and for hirn to write 

it d o m  word for word. So, they were pretty good and patient with me." In this instance, the 

police took the time and energy to foUow proper procedure with the victim. We have to 

wonder, however, whether instances where police themselves resort to violence are not only 



are unhdpfùl for the women, but exacerbate the women' s situation by enraging theu already 

violent partner. 

Anotha tirne, when Nena and her partner were arguing, a neighbour called the police. 

The police again fi@ they knew whet was best for her. When they amved, Nena told them 

that (at this the) nothing was mng. The responding officers disagreed and apprehended her 

partner. They refùsed to tell her what they were doing as they dragged hun out of their 

apartment. Minutes later. she could see fiom the window that the police officers "bat hirn 

up outside. about four of them." She remembers: 

I was watching. I soid 'wb t  are you guys doing to him? He's not fighing 
p u  guys And rhe cop ha! wcls a wamm she said 'Why are you comphining- 
he beatpu up? %dl sahi 'So, p u  you s t # n r b  ' f  beat him up. It 's not your 
problem. ' I wus on his si&. ïheien she said Are you going to churge him? ' 
and I said 'No. He di& Y do nothing to me. I didn 't tell you he did ' 

Both of the above cases show an insensitivity to the implications for the women whose 

abusers already blame them for gening charged. 

In a simiIar way, Celine found the police response to be lacking in sensitivity . Celine 

tried to pursue criMnai charges against her husband for sexual assault. Aithough she was 

originaily told there was sufncient aiidence to proceed, later she was informeci otherwise. She 

remem bers, 

[T]kse two detectives t h  broke the news fo me about the rape chmge not 
working d d  if in sudt a cdd and rcnfeeiing wqy. And they were in a big huny 
to gel to tkir n e ~ l  mlL It was jusi awfu I I spilled my guts out about the 
most personai thing (the rape) rhai couhi ever h m  happened to me for 
ILOQJILUIgf It seemed ü&e, 'Wy didyou put me through this? Why didyou get 
me to reprt it? Wïy didyou get me to pl2 everything out for everyone, and 
then, do nothhg abînit it? ' And years la~er o f i r  I 've gone thrwgh 
counseliing I felt ewn migrier thar I'd been assmfted like that. 



Roberta, too, admined that at times interaction with the police ' k a s  iike talking to a brick 

walLW She stated that she fdt treated k e  "just a Mme and number." Other times, women felt 

that the police were at the very least uninterested in their wmplaints. Elirabeth explains: 

Sometzmes when I wmH c d  the police lhey would have this attitude, 'ûh, 
we 'w k e n  hmgh bis so rnuny times ' Likq you ktaw, 'Women uhuuys end 
up chargng their boyfiiends cmd then they don 't end up going to court. So 
are you sure? . . . We don 't wunt to do all this paperwork i fym me not 
going to follm thrmgh wilt, if. ' So sometimes they w o u h  'r really be t h  
interested in it 'cause, Me, I p e s  a lot of women end up chg ing  their 
abusive pïutners md then they wake up later cmd they don ' f  want to go to 
COWfCOWf So, sometimes it 's iik t k i .  Couple tzmes I huda femaie o@cer und 
she w a  r d &  there for me. Ye& more sensitive. And she, she knew how to 
deol with it better. She dcih 't mk me if1 war sure if1 wanted to do it m>4 
you b, not womedabout t.k pper  worA jusf guing to press chmges, eh? 

Having a f e d e  officer, however, does not assure the women a sensitive response. 

Roberta explains one of the most blatant cases of outright minimization cited by the 

women: 

I hrd one cop. he 's interviewing [in my home] and he went to the w m h m m  
while I was tufking! W t  's t h ?  Ifyou haw to go to the w~shrwrn, flne 
excuse yourseF Just say, 'Hou on a second ' So. I stop [talkng] d he 
suys, 'Don 't stop, I c m  still hem you. ' It 's a fact of unproje.ssiomIism I 
think 

Elizabeth believes, "sometimes its iike they [the police] don? really care. They don' t 

give a shit you know? Like, they've seen it and heard it so many times before. They're just 

nurnb to it, you know?'After escaping a beating, she 

. . . ran out the streei. I was nmning down the street und he had a gun Md 
he fired two shoots ut me. And um. I made it to cl pay phone and l pied to 
teil the police that my boyj?iend was shooring ut me and couid they corne 
right away. nten, I jumped in a cab mid I weni to the police station myself 
because they said they c m i h  't m e r  the d l  because I war callingfrom 
a pay phone. So I weni to the plice station myself and when I got t h e  I 
thought 'Furget ii. ' I rlon 't w m t  to walk in there because I was covered in 



blood So, I went back home. 

6. OTHERING: DISCRIMINATION 

Whiie mïsundef~fandings, mininiizations and misconceptions help to contribute to the 

view of the women as 'other,' 'othering' was more evident in comments the women made 

about the ways in which the police disahhated on the basis of stereotypes. Roberta, for 

example, cornmenteci on the racist implications inherent in comments which a police of£icer 

made to her: 

n)ey &ays stereorype it to p r  neighbourhOOiCJS und a miturai thing, tm.  
Like, 1 I un oflcer m& a comment. He wus, like, d txkd  that I wusn't 
N a i h  when he came. He mi4 'Oh?, You 're mt Narive?!' L i k  whaî zs thiai? 
Do you fhink it on& hqppem in Native homes? It doesat 't! There 's just so 
mmy stereotpes. If 's so hard Y w  have to break the stereotypes before you 
m teach people how fo deal with it. 

Roberta recounts that, on another cali, "1 got told that maybe if 1 had gave 110% in my 

relationship 1 wouldn't have got kt. That's what an officer of the law told me." Such sexist 

overtones in cornmats made by officers, as in Roberta's case, operate to block the women's 

choice to cal1 for help. 

For immigrant women, however, there are several obstacles to overwme to attend to 

their needs. Coming fonvard to reveal her husband's treatment is not oniy seen as a betrayd 

of him and his trust, but going against her family and her culture. in their patriarchd home 

countries, doing so is seen as disclosing personal, pnvate information. Culturaily, they are 

taught that faniiy &àin should not be made public. Therefore, any problerns should be kept 

secret, outside of public view, as it was in Canada until the mid 1980s. As in many cases of 

abuse in immigrant families, it is usuaily not the woman who makes the cail. In Tina's case, 
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her doctor was responsible for wntacting the police. Cultural prescriptions dictate that 

women be protective of their husbands and submissive. This hold over the woman and her 

chüdrai oflai is stronger than her desire to seek assistance. While, in Tina's case, the police 

&ove h a  to a translater's home to assis her in making a statement, the two other women in 

this study who could not speak English were not provided with access to a translater. One 

of these women, Jeannette, told of how "mean" the police had been to her. 

Jeanette's ex-partner had picked up thar daughter for a visit. He became enraged that 

Jeanette had not packed a jacket for her. She recalls "The police charged me one year ago. 

He msuhed me. He called the police to tell them this. Two police men came and he say that 

1 shoved him. No [I didn't]. So mean, the police [were]. inside thq. say, 'What is your 

problem? You're so stupid, you idiot. Don't be so stupid!" When her boyfnend overheard 

what the police were saying, he asked for their badge numbers and threatened to report the 

incident. In reply, one said "1 don? Carey do it." Jeanette did not want him to charge them, 

so he let it go. Simply, Jeanette explains: "Police don't help me." 

Language is often used by the women's husbands to exert a power over their wives, 

signüicantly limiting their 'choice' to cal1 for help. It would appear that the police are ofken 

cornplacent in this, M i n g  into the husband's web of cuntrol. If he understands and speaks 

English and she is unable to wrnmunicate, when the police arrive they take a statement from 

the man who denies his dpability and sometimes wili accuse his wife of wrong doing. Since 

the women ofien cannot express themselves, the police often lave with a one-sided, often 

fhbricated, interpretation of the situation. Celine concludes: 

F m  what I've seen, the system is terrible. I get calls on the Crisis Line from 



women who say that a#er ihey have been assauïted the oflcers corne on and 
Say 'What did you do to cause ihis? What did you do? ' Sb, they can tdk all 
t k y  like about uI1 the big changes. but I lhink the mentafity for police o m r s  
- ifthey hate going out to domestics and they make jokes about the women 

jrcst going bat% to the m m  d some of hem are abusive to their own parfners 
and identzb with the uggressor. I've seen thut more than cl fov times. 

The discussion to this point has focusseci on police practice, policy and procedure. 

Attention must aiso be directed to the organizational system with which women were in 

contact- Some of the barriers preventing women from accessing the help t h 7  required were 

systemic and organizational. Dealing with 'domestic violence' is only one s m d  element of 

the police department's responsiiriity. P o t d y ,  this is a barrier. These structures may have 

contributeci to minimiring women's experiences. 

Oftentirnes, when the women asserted their rights, stood up for themselves (and their 

children) and questioned the response they received more obstacies were created. Celine 

When I becarne nof such a victim - sitting shaking und crying everytime I 
repwied mmething - they treated me Iike a victim then rmd took actioa But 
once I berne sironger d ~ e d  i W n g  ttsey taAe notes, and telling them 
that I had a proteciive order mtd it soid in t h e  ofleers were siyposed to 
enforce if, and reporting to superiors - ihen I iost al1 support. A d  my ex 
hzcsbarad alFo went to the police chef ami toùi him thut the inspecter ihai had 
been heging me was sleeping with me and stepping outside his bm-ies, 
and so he gof the iqxctor  in trouble and none of thuî was ttue. 

Suzanna, Karen and Janice, like Celine, found more obstacles confronted them and fewer 

resources were made available to them when they took a more active role. 

The duration of the criminal justice process was an important variable for the women. 

In Roberts's case, the police department has still not located her ex-partner. She States, "it 



makes it really hard for me, too, beuuise the lawyer said I'm beginning to forget details and 

you just Mturally do that. And when you go to court you need ail the details. So, the longer 

it takes for the police to arrest him, the better chance he's got of walking." In other cases, 

what was troubling for the women was not the response time of the police, but the time lag 

between laying a charge and the first court appearance. This issue of time lag might provide 

some ches as to why women become reluctant to pro& with charges. As Elizabeth 

Sb, I t h  't 'l, their 'respollse, ' liRe lhem coming there in a huny? YecU. 
ïhut 'Sm Ifhe 's rhete by the time rhey get there and they take him away. 
Y& thut 's g d  But. b e r  on. like. sometimes they remami it. so the cops 
don 't even remember or they forgei about whcli 's going on. It just doem 't 
matrer aymare-you how? It 's not a big deaL As time gws by Iliey tend to 
fade. righl? If they got in mrd they got the thing deait with right away, say 
wifhin a month, and the person goî sentenced and bomb it was out ifthere, 
yeah. t h  w w ù i m e  womenfiom dwmging k i r  mi& tm, about testlfing. 

In t ems  of police mmmitment, Celine claims: "It 's a joke! ! They don't want to go. 

They hate them [domestics]. It's weü known they hate going. They make jokes afkenvards." 

In the end, Celine a-: "1 really blame the system for me eventually having a breakdown." 

She States, 

IRmnv so much about their systems and how they faiI thai it 's hard to how 
any faiirh at ail in them. But al1 1 saw was r h t  it wîzs panek of men thcil 
mode these decisiom. And I newr wcrs one to feel like a victim in the men- 
women @ause) whal everyou want to call it. I uhuays feit equai. But going 
thrmgh Ihe system made me feel very unequul. And it made me feel a loi of 
i ~ q u a c i e s  in the system. 

It seems that pnorities are somewhat amis when the police respond dmost 

immediately to (acaisations of) a stolen hockey jersey, but dismiss the (aileged) sexual assault 
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of a woman 'Ilus was Ceiine's eqxrience. When her partner filed a (fàlse) report stating that 

she sole his hockey jersey, the police amiveci on her doorstep to question her. She replied, 

'Be raped me, he beat me, he stole fiom me, he bumed my car d o m  slashed my coat- and 

you do NOTHING. And yet you corne here because he says 1 stole a hockey jersey?" 

WOMEN AND COURT 

In Chapta Four, where 1 outlined women' s needs, 1 refmed to 'reprise' as the need 

for an escape, protection a d o r  safkty. The women's need for closure, and for their partners 

to accept respoasibility for their actions, was categorized as a 'remedy.' As these needs for 

'reprise and remedies' represent ody one dimension of women's needs, it follows that the 

courts wül be able to meet women's needs in a h t e d  sense. As the following cornrnents will 

iUustratev the courts did help women a little. but also produced certain h a m .  For instance, 

many of the women agreed that their partners receNed the message that they could 'get away 

with it.' Celine argues, "and of course he's not gonna stop if he gets that message. He got 

away with wery single thing he did. Never held accountable, never suffered any 

consequenus. So, he learned to manipulate the police. He learned that if he crieci a story to 

them they would believe hirn over me." This section explores the women's expenences during 

the court process, including the Family Violence Court and Divorce Court, and the themes 

or issues which emerged fiom their accounts. These include: 1. the criminai constniction of 

' Eleven of the wmen had the cases they were uivolved in heard in the Family Violaice Court Of the 
rtmaining four, Suzanna's and Jcancttc went to Divorce Cou.  for child custody trials; Lory went to court in 
rurai Manitoba and 1 have no information about court procctduigs for Tina. Thirteen of thc wmen's stories arc 
ùrcluded in this discussion of tht court systan. 
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abuse; 2. women's role as 'criminal Mctim'; 3. othering; 4. (mis)understanding; 5. 

systernic/organizational barriers; and 6. (mis)communication. 

1. TEE CRIMINAL CONSTRUCTION OF ABUSE 

As disaissed previousiy, the law reads abuse only as physicai assault. This was plainly 

apparent whai the womai found their way into court. Karen undastands this as a failure to 

recognize the essence of abuse. On the basis of her expenence in the F d y  Violence Court, 

she argues: 

I thinn they I d  ut it too co~~sauctivelj~. îRey don 't udrs tand thut ubuse 
ïm 't COltStrUctive, ït l &sb~ctÏve. ney comtruct it as  làw amd the way rhey 
go adking to the he, bui when you don 't fir the fonmriiq you knwI you Ire 
m t  apermn thut 's been in the reliztiottship for ten years. or when you don 'Z 
fil an ideci (eveghdj has heir opinion of domestic violence). And l think 
its lrm, h v ,  Irm: law, h, jw&e, Np, courtI court- it is not the person, the 
citxzen t h  hm been h e d ,  you know? They have a certain structure k t  
they have to by to follw thtough, but abuse is not structured 

Suzanna's case raises questions around defining abuse only in narrow legal terrns. Doing so 

invalidates womai's experiences that fd outside these boundaries. While Suzanna' s partner 

never fàceù niminal charges for abusing her, his abuse became an issue in the context of their 

divorce. Neverthelesi, her abuse history was deemed to be inadmissable in Divorce Court. As 

Swanna noted, "psychologicaf abuse is not recognked. It wasn't by my lawya and it wasn't 

something that they could take into court." She adrnits, "he wasn't going to put anyone in 

the hospital with bruises but he was certainly as destructive in what he would do mentaily. 

My impressions fiom getting feedback with my lawyer in the court room was that, because 

1 didn't corne in with that type of homendous physical abuse, it wasn't given credence." 
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Suzanna's lawyer i n c i i d  to h a  that, "not once were the threats valid for police 

a s h n c e  or for court," so she did not c d  upon police for support. Suzanna recalls, "when 

1 told my lawyer, she said that people do awfid things to each other when they're in a divorce. 

There was no recognition of the impact on myself. 1 got no response from my lawyer. She 

%und t tedious to hear these thmgs." When she obtained new counsel, she received the same 

message. Her second lawyer told her that bringing up the abuse would be irrelevant. For 

Suama, abuse was defined as '%haî is medicaily, physicaiiy provable." She now believes that 

"there is the understaading that swial abuse doesi't o c w  unless physical evidence is there." 

We see here the same conception of abuse that was held by the police. Perhaps as Karen 

argues, part of the problem is a constructive approach to a destructive problem? The 

definition of abuse is that which can fit within the legai code within only rninor modifications. 

Karen lamerits: "And it says to me that women are not equai in this society. And so much time 

on this issue and yet nothing is changing? 1 expected that the human aspect of everything will 

be looked at . . . and it's beyond me how police officers and judges and magistrates have 

gotten away with this kind of treatrnent to women in this city, in this province." 

2. WOMEN'S ROLE AS CRIlMINAL VICllM 

Given the adversarial nature of the legal process and the limited role of victims 

gaiediy, it is not surprising that the women found themselves marginalized once their case 

entered criminal court (se ,  for example: Brickey, 1 986). What makes the role of women as 

victuns of domestic violence distinct, and in this case their absence more problematic, is the 

centrdity of the "crime" and the "aiminal" to their daiiy lives. Nevertheles, many women felt 
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excluded 6om a process that would very rnuch influence their lives. Janice 'Yelt totaily out of 

the loop." When asked about her place in the court process, Julie exclaimed: "Absolutely 

none! ûtha than behg the one to press the charges." She admittexi, that, if she had been more 

seuue in testifymg., things may have worked out better. But, she iaments, "Redy, who is? 

It's a scary thing. And 1 was w w  1 said '1 am not dropping the charges if 1 have a choice.' 

He gave me a dioice - he said . . . 'It's been so long, he's missed so many court dates' ... and 

I'm iike 'OX So what you're saying is because he hasn't show up to court a few times, oh, 

just forget the Hmole thing?'" The women's discontent seems to stem from the hct that they 

were not a part of the system, and &om the misrepresentation of their experience by those 

within it. Julie states, T m  the victim - 1 should be. Not just you [the Crown Attorney] 

against him- but us against him." Come, like Julie and Janice, agreed that she was not 

involved in the process. She mes, "Yeah. It's not up to them. It didn't happen to them. They 

don't know how it felt." 

Nena ~cpeded that her partner w d d  be punished for his assaults. Before he went to 

court she honestly believed that "they're not going to let hirn out this time 'cause he's a repeat 

offender and I'm not the fkst woman and 1 thuik there's, like, three before me." She states 

"1 still don? know why they let him out. I'm just going to say that to the judge if he asks me, 

i'm going to tell him, 'Please don't let him out, he's a repeat offender. Obviously he's going 

to do tbis to someone else, if not me, ifyou let hirn out. 1 don't want hirn out. 1 don't want 

him anywhere near me or rny chiidren"' Unfortunatdy, Nena was never given the opportunity 

to tell this to the judge. 

The comments of the women in this study suggest that women's needs to be believed 



and heard are not satisfied by the court system. Janice explains how she, Iike other womeq 

never felt she was k i n g  heard. She states, "1 think they have to look at the women's point 

of view seriously. The women aren't taken seriously. A lot of times it's just imagined." 

Celine argues: 

And #er d k t  's tupy>end r h a r e  told t h  I waa, 't o victim in "this " 
refm-ng to ncc Because I hÛd amwered the phone tu confinn t h t  it was his 
wice harasmhg me, Mer he 'd been wamed no2 to. So t h  was my fd! It 
was my fa& he phoned und broke a faw? 

Womai's agency appeared to have no place in the courtroom. Celine "wrote letters 

and protested the judge's language and said he put me in danger. And 1 had it investigated. 

And, of course, you can't fight City Hall. And ifyou're a woman, it's a man's system. And 

1 never believed that bdore." Whenever she feit something was not quite right would try to 

discover the problem. Despite her numerous attempts to help hersell; in the end, Celine was 

dissatisfied. She states, "1 didn't just sit around and cornplain about it. 1 went and spoke to 

higher ups. And, in a way, 1 beliwe that did me in. In most situations, 1 think that did me in 

because the police are not about to admit that they are wrong. And they do not like being told 

what to do." 

3. OTHERING 

Much like their experiences with the police, many of the women felt discriminated 

against by the court process. Some were made to feel that they were to blarne for their 

. . 
viaunization. Celine wmrnented: "The judge in his sumation said something like 'It is the 

mysterious behaviour of the wife that draws suspicion and she's the author of her own fate. 
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her own misfortune in this.'" Celine argues that7 "judges have to be very careful in their 

language and we see al1 the the that there are alwholic judges, there's judges that hate 

womeh Just because thqr're judges doesn't mean they're fiiir . . . all-knowing, wise people." 

Karen recallq "you go through this and eveiything is in question [about you]. What kind of 

person you are, and it's Wre- I'm not the one who did anything wrong! It just said to me that 

nobody looks out for my best interests or, for that matter, anybody else's best interests when 

he starts phonhg and threatenïng. Only his rights are considered." Janice m e d  that the entire 

court process was k e  "being in a man's world." 

Asaunptions about women appeared to pervade the court room. Suzanna struggied 

agahst these wtPle at the same time her partner confounded her diffidties by making every 

&ort to rnake t hgs  more Wadt for h a  in the divorce proceedings. "Every thne he wanted 

he'd take what he wanted to court. Every two or so weeks 1 was going to court. This was 

due to the inabdity of a judge to use cornmon sense." She had enlisteci a forensic psychologist 

to assess h a  husband. The report recommended superviseci visits with the children. The 

judge, however, chose not to enforce it. When Suzanna's childrem discloseci abuse by their 

father, Little action was taken to protect her kids or to as& her. She asserts that, "when I 

complained [about the supewision of his visits] to the Child Protestion Unit it was not well 

received." She argues that "because 1 knew what the children said had meaning, 1 wasn't 

taken as aedible, bemg 'versed' in it. The more 1 tried to advocate on their behalf, the more 

damage 1 did for them." She explains: "During the time in the court system they called me a 

vindiaive wife. 1 was advised that it was not looking too good in the eyes of the court, that 

the children' s testimony could be prompteci." 



Tm's and Lory's acccnmts suggest thai thqr were cast as 'other.' Both had difficulty 

communicating in court, eqxcdiy without an irrterpretor. Ti states: "[There was] not much 

I understand . . . Say iittle, but trouble m e r i n g  then respond(mg)." Lory r d s  that there 

was "no interpretor and rny English was poor." At the trial for her ex-husband's assault 

charge, the judge kept asking her if she wanted a separation. She states, "1 was scared, you 

know?. . . The kids were small, the age too was hard for me to believe that everything would 

be OK at that t h e  if1 separated fiom him." 

Misunderstanding is especially disturbing considering that a p p e a ~ g  in court and 

havhg to face their abuser is daunting and painflll in itself. It seems, though, that few of the 

individuais the women came into contact with in the law courts wmprehended their feu and 

anguish Naia states, "it's redy  nerve wracking [in court] because 1 didn't see hun since the 

last the. It hum because he's the fàther of my children and we did have a g w d  thing at one 

tirne. 1 just want to get it over with. 1 just want what 1 desewe." 

For the Crown Attorneys prosecuting these cases, it seems the women were llttie 

more than names on a docket. Julie acknowledges that her interaction with the Crown 

Attorney: 

. . . . was a wry negatiw eqeriece. Mine WUS a jerk He was there to do his 
job. No semitivity wh&oewr. He WPF very mtty and short with me. He was 
very insensitive, as ifhe was 'Mr. Crwn Attorney' and 1 wasjust this littfe 
person thar war incomniencing him. But the oflcer thal mesied my ex- 
boyjhend said rhe Crown was excellent* nie C m  Attorney just wanted to 
win (d get hm). And dk d d  he gel a gui& plea. l%at was his main foctcs. 

She was disappointed with the Crown's attitude and approach. "With the attorneys I didn't 
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have any interaction. It's not me against him, it's the Crown against him." When she spoke 

with the Crown, she told him she was wonied about testifying and indicated that she had beai 

threatetled. Julie félt that this was unimportant to him or his case. "1 was scared and he didn't 

wen ded with that, only with, 'Oh, we'll do whatever we can.'" 

Julie condudes: "The thing is that 1 feel ifthe Crown Attorneys are gohg to be part 

of the justice system, if they are going to 'do justice' they have to care about it - that 's not 

always the case. Sometimes t's the rnoney, but 1 think they should have to care about matters 

that they will be [arguing], otherwise have ctrtain Crown Attorney specializing in these 

cases." When 1 informeci h a  that the W C  does, in fa*, have speciaiized judges, she replie4 

"maybe then the people who specialize weren't available that day. The person who was 

assignai to me was just an as-hole. He was so not into the issue. He didn't Gare what this 

guy did to me before. He didn't care if he was gohg to do it again. He just wanted h h  to 

fd guilty." 

Suzanna's experiences with the court and social service systems have led her to 

believe that "there's a 118ivety that if men abuse their wives that they don't do it to their 

childrei. It's as if- ifit is not blatantiy evident (physical) it wouldn't be there- not mentally. 

The courts do not correlate that children rnay need to be protected. Assessments need to be 

done and farnily supports put in place . . . when there are allegations of abuse by either 

parents." This raises important questions about responding to child abuse, the impact of living 

with violence on children, and the place of such work with respect to wife abuse. 
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5. SYSTEMWORGANIZATIONAL BARRIERS 

Thughout the court proces, systemic and organimtional barriers created obstacles 

k r  the womai. Tune lags baweai court appearances, successive remands and court backiog 

made the process lengthy and alienating. For some women, the lack of communication 

between those who uphoid the law and those administering justice was clearly problematic. 

Julie, in particular, found a gap between the police and the court. In her opinion, "the part of 

the system - Women's Advocacy Program - 1 thuik there a lot of things wuld have been 

caught just at that level. They wdd have informed me more of the system and given me some 

pamphlets about tesrrfying, just the whole deal. Ifs, ke ,  going through the system, what are 

the possible outwmes, what are the charges against him?" Julie's comments suggest an 

expanded role of WAP. Interestingiy, WAP's mandate is to provide such a bridge Julie 

recommended. 

Roberta understands that, 'vou have your court backlog so it's, you're looking at, 

another nhe months ont0 the time when they amest him. So, you're looking at a couple years. 

And aAer that you just kind of want it to die and go away. You don't want to have to live 

through it again, because every time it gets brought up or if the police corne and ask 

something it's like you have to live through it again." Further, "a tirne hg between the time 

of arrest and court appearances and final court date of one to two years rnakes it difficult for 

wornen to remernber important details and almost impossible to move on and gain closure." 

In this way, the court process does not accomodate for women's need to block mernories and 

dissociate themselves fiom the violence. Elizabeth argues: 

n>ey need a fmer reqmse in the court system. ntey need to get i t  over 



wi& gel it in there, get it done andget ii over wiih Because if il's going to 
take six tu eight month, by that tirne, you know, the woman mqy have 
reconciled with him und it 's going to be going on again, And t k n  rhey are 
going tu be getting another d l  fiom her crgazn anyvmryway- you know? Su. if 
rheyjtlsf M t  wiui it right away d m t  lnke lheir time with if, muybe things 
couùihrgpen, but tky dan 1 Like, the Wrs get remand &es for them all 
î k  rime. Y m  kmw, remrad if, r e d i t ,  muw they wrmt to keep him out on 
the streets longer. right? Shey don't wmir to go to jail so they keep 
remcPIciing ir Sometirnes it couldget remmded up to six rnonths if they . uant 
becmue îky -y i.y rteed to get afl these progres reports cmd ail this. and 
al! this buIl, righr? Wefl. I think iftheyjust made up their mimis, chmged 
them, let 's have a f a t  hial or whatever, and let's get if owr with whife 
they 're stdi sensitive to the issue right? 

In Julie's cas$%ecause the Crown Attorney figured there was no physical damage- they plea 

bargained- so he pled guilty to cornmon d t  or something like that." Her partner received 

a conditionai discharge and, since he missed two court dates, he got a $35 or $40 fine and a 

a40 fine for the d t .  She acknowiedges, though, ''that it wasn't the judge's fault because - 
part of the plea bargain was that information was withheld from the statement in the went 

that he pleads guilty." What was most bothersome for her is that ''the police officer that was 

involved in arresting him said to me 'Don't worry, Julie. This guy's a jerk and he's got such 

an attitude and the Crown Attorney that you have is so good. He'U do so much for you and 

this guy is going to get what he deserves. "' Since that is not what happened, Julie now 

believes, "it's a joke. It's a big joke! And 1 thought, 1 went through al1 this for nothing!" It 

seemed to Julie thaî "it wasn't right to not nad whaî happened." She thought that she should 

have went on the stand to Say, "No! This is not what happened!" She was both hurt by and 

angry at the system. She wonden: 

Whal the hefi is the point ~n even bothering my iime, my energy and my 
torcrlly amiety provoking jusi thinking of going to that court? And the thing 



is it gol dqgged on fw UV d a  ha& And tater I wus afready in another 
relinidip rmd war d e @  & r a i .  with it and it 's f i k ,  0.K Yar got to go 
to court And it 's, l i k ,  @Hol'y shil this is two yems ago alrerdy p u  kwnv? 
And it@t wam ' f  speeQ, and it w a m  't the he@ I n e e u  but I got the help 
I neeàèd fhrough other avenues. But they [in court] were no help ril di'. 

PIea bargaining had other implications, as Cassandra notes: "He made a deai and he plead 

guilty. 1 was in court., but they didn't cal1 me into the courtroom because he plead guilty. I 

never got to taik." Indeed, many women duded to iawys reaiity as separate and distinct from 

their own. 

Cornments, such as Kelly's, provide M e r  explmation for women's reluctarice to 

cooperate. Kelly found the process to be aliaiating and to work against what she wanted. She 

Inere w u  a caple of times, 1 In& k&d hm out in cwrt. Which was m e ,  
becarrse, like. I did tell them Ihar, th, well, I still m e d  about him. I love him 
andi wrmt to t?y and help him. Even rhmgh there 's rhis court order on him 
10 s&zy away fim me. it 's going to gei us away Lfrom each ofher]. ï h t  's 
nof helping. 's not helping the problern, I told thejudge. 

For Celine, punishment of her ex-Mand proved to d e  matters worse. Her partner 

was 8t~ested 3 or 4 times, charged twice, and convicted once in a six hour trial. In addition, 

he was convicted for breaching a rrstraining order. Celine explains, "after that, that's when 

my pay back really started. He was determined to make me spend a night in jail iike he had. 

He told the kids 'it wasn't over till your mother spends a night in jail like 1 had to.' He's been 

convicted in aiminal Mun and put on probation and his probation's a joke, just a joke A 

total joke. And it was the second time around that I'm talking about that 1 got no, liale or no 

police support." Celine's experience suggests that "probation officers need supervision. We 



need to ask why, when a judge orciers something if deerned necessary, that this person doesn't 

have to go through the treatment program." The outcorne was similar for Nena who regrets, 

"and that's the very first time 1 went through with it al1 the way. And al1 he got was time 

served." Karen condudes: 

I think i f  reaiiy became a roller couster wkre one m i m e  services me 
working well, or another tirne rhey ~lall, or they me dead There 's nofhing 
out there for women, epcialiy in Manitoba. You gel a long lisi of people 
who will h e @ p  & in  th^? enrl; you realty dan 't find thal ability to get that 
heb. Tkre 'sji&- crm Y reach out j iuhr ,  and they &OUM be reachîng. Y m  
should be able tu go out mdacfuaily .y titis is whal we need But withat 
rhe services and the heoney d tkf imm[g out there i@ almost imposmposmbiee 
m e n  we huve $500 million & I h s  in gambling revenue ulone rad yet 
nothing is k ing  spent to ac f~a f l j  lisîen to the cco&lors who work in the 
shelter m>d the directors md acfuaIly talk to the women who me stlrvivors. 
not thas? who me rk?od It 'sjusr beyondme. There is a lot more. a lot more 
thar con be done and it 'sjust s u f i e ,  there 's reaiiy no promise by the 
govenuneni. 

Miscommunication and tliilure to provide women with important information 

contiraially created problems for the women. Brandy recaüed that: "1 wanted to go to court 

but no one informeci me. It was too late for anything. He'd already been in court. i didn't 

know what it is (like) when someone goes for spousal abuse. Like, what it supposed to 

happen." Janice admits, "what I didn't realize and that nobody told me is that 1 wuld be in 

court when the charges came up and it came before the Crown Attorney. 1 had the 

opportunity to be in court, which 1 wasn't aware of" Frorn then on Janice wntaaed the 

Crown Attorney regularly about her m. Janice explains, "So 1 phoned them and they said, 

'Weli, you talk to Women's Advocacy Program.' Cause 1 said 'Look, you guys told me this 
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and 1 want a say in this. You didn't give me a say in this before because you didn't tell me 

what was going on."' Fortunately, when requested, she was provided with the necesssary 

i n f o d o n .  However, in other cases, women were forced to dezipher confiicting information. 

Karen found that people were tetling her "aii these different things - no consistency! The 

hardest part was the constant shifting. There was no consistency!" 

CONCLUSION 

In Chapta Four, 1 argued that the needs of women in abusive relationships are not 

'static.' The women's stones suggested that a more useful conceptualkation would be to 

view women's needs as 'process'; their needs are in flux, change over time, and vary from the 

material to the intangible. The needs of the women in this study were identified under the 

following headings: the need for understanding (to be believed); reprise (protection/safety); 

survival (in the iitaal sense of the word); wncems for their children (including their dm); 

means (to cope with the abuse andor to leave their partner); remedies (access to resources, 

support and advocacy); and rebuildig ( to heal, emotional security and long term swival). 

As weil, the women were seen as negotiating choice in their aideavour to manage their needs. 

The purpose of this chapter has been to explore the women's accounts of their involvement 

with the police and court systerns, with a view to detamining whether and in what ways these 

formal intexventions have been ef f i ive  in responding to women in need. After listening to 

the women's standpoint, it becornes apparent that, while the CJS has responded, many of the 

women have foond that response to be lacking. The women's experiences seem to suggest 

that their encounters with the CJS have produced only minor benefits for them. First, some 
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of the needs the women identifid are beyond the s a p e  of the CJS (survivd, rebuilding and 

means); and, second, the extent to which the CJS has attended to the women's needs which 

d d ,  in fàct, be met through criminal justice intervention (reprise, remedies, understanding, 

chüdren) is lirnited in th& by and large, women's needs are narrowly viewed whereby, in the 

process of responding to women's need for protection and s a f ' ,  such needs as 

understanding and idonnation, are given little attention. 

To a certain &ad, the womai c l ah  that their rights as women have been breached. 

Some go so £àr as to suggest that the law is "man's law." Most recognize that law's account 

is different from th& own In many ways, mythS niisconceptions and stereotypes have serveci 

to silence or exclude the women's accounts of their experiences, thereby limiting their ability 

to access the help they need. As Suzanna explains, "there is a basic misunderstanding of 

abuse, of women and their roles. It's sad when it cornes fiom the highest level of our legal 

system," This ideology, when coupled with the systemic and structural barriers, makes it so 

that the women's experiences and their needs are often at odds with the system set in place 

to respond to them. Karen offers her own summary of the BWM's progress: "It's aU based 

on secrets, myths and iies. Domestic violence is still a secret. There are iies about if the 

abusersabusers The understandllig society has about it is a myth. When ail people know are secrets, 

myth and les, we can't change aqthing." Many of the wornen were lefi to question: "Where 

is al1 the help and where's the justice?" 

The women's accowifs raise some very important questions: Why do the women find 

the poli= response to be so probiematic? What about criminal iaw is at odds with women's 

needs? How does law work to disqualify women's accounts? The next chapter wiii endeavour 
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to address such quesrions by providing a faninist standpoint on the women's expenences with 

the CJS. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

FEMINIST INTERPRETATIONS 

Miorming the fémuiist adyses of the BWM's engagement with the state has been the 

question: Can the state and law be 'reliable ailies' in the endeavour to challenge the f d a l  

patriarchy at the root of d e  abuse? While femuiists have presented different ways of 

theorizing around whether or not feminist engagement with the state and the CIS has 

pduced benefits for women in abusive retaîionships, 1 have argued that this debate cannot 

be resulved without hearing nom the women themseives. Having explored the women's 

standpoint in the precedllig chapters, 1 am now in a position to develop my own faninist 

standpoint on this issue. The purpose of this chapter, therefore. is to present a feminist 

standpoint which juxtaposes the CJS response to wife abuse with women's needs and 

experiences. As 1 argued in Chapta Three, such an analysis has the potential to contribute to 

feminist debate in a way that is practical, sensitive and relevant to the experiences of the 

women most closely S i e d  by the problern of wife abuse. 

Central to developing this feminist standpoint will be my attempt to situate the 

women's lives within the nexus of race' class and gender relations. Sheliey Davis Finson 

speaks of a "hermeneutic of suspicion" that ocairs in the process of interpretation, "not in 

regard to the words of the women, but rather in regard to the context within which and out 

of which they are fùnctioning" (cited in Kirby and McKenna, 1 985: 1 1 5- 1 1 7). In other words, 

women's accounts are, in large part, a fùnction of their expenences not ody as gendered 
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bangs, but as women of difFerent races and fkom distinct class positions. Furuier, women's 

needs and the criminal justice response cannot be examineci in isolation; that is, 

decontexhiaiized. In addition to her social context, the way a woman was treated by her 

abuser, his impact on her îifk, her being, her sense of herself and the worid - these and other 

aspects of a woman's biography influence her decisions and her account of her experiences 

(as w d  as h a  decision to call on the US). Further, women's needs must also be understood 

within the wntext in f i c h  they arise; that is, they must be seen as 'process,' as evolving and 

continually being managed, and as htncately connected to a fluid notion of choie. Stated 

more simply, attending to women's n&s requires understanding those needs. 

Fmm the &ccomts of the women pre~enfed in Chapter S k  it seerns apparent that, for 

many of the women in this study, involvement with police and court systems has produced 

considerable fiustratioa on their part. ' This fnistration, 1 would argue, finds its roots in the 

disjunrtioa between, on the one hancl, the women's peqxctive or standpoint and that of the 

CJS, on the other. Understanding the sources and manifestations of this disjunction goes a 

long way toward explicating some of the problems and pitfalls encountered in the CJS 

response to wife abuse. In the foiiowing discussion, 1 will idente these disjunctions dong a 

number of 'fault lines' as they pertain to the foundationd elements (and constraints) of law; 

individuality; unidimensionality and linearity; and the victhdoffender dichotomy. Once 

outüned, these elements wül then be examined in the cuntext of women's needs and choices, 

and the larger question of whether engaging the CJS has b e n  benefical to women. 

1 Perhaps, too, fnistration on the part of legal officiais (for example, in tams of womea's ductance to repart 
or to p d d e  a statement). 



FOUNDATIONAL ELEMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS OF LAW 

Unddying the CJS's (in)abüity to meet women's aeeds are inherent foundationd 

eiements of law iw phcuiarly in the aiminal law and the operation of the CJS. As Ngaire 

Nafhe (1990) has noted, law in premised on a partidar view of itself, what Nafine refers 

to as the 'official version of law'; that is, it is an "impartiai, neutral and objective system for 

resolving social confiict" (Naffine, 1990:24). ïhis image is represented in the figure of the 

bhdfblded maiden who holds the scales ofjustice. It is also reflected in the form which law 

adopts to resolve social contlict. 

The fbrm of law is partly reflected in its adherence to the adversarial system. Law is 

set up as a contest between two parties. In the c r i d  court, the key actors are the Crown 

Prosecutor, acting on behaif of the state, and the Defense, acting on behdf of the acaised. 

The task of the judge is to discern the 'legally relevant facts of the case' - to find the 'truth' 

about the matter brought before the court. In the process, however, 

Everyday experiences are of littie interest in terms of their meaning for 
individuais. Rather these experience must be translated into another fonn in 
order to become legal issues and before they cm be processeci through the 
Iegal systern . . . So the kgal process translates everyday expenence into legal 
reievances, it exdudes a great deal that might be relevant to the parties, and 
it d e s  a judgement on the scripted or tailoreci account. (Smart 1989: 11) 

The fom of law is also reflected in its adherence to the doctrine of the Rule of Law. 

The Rule of Law aicompasses two broad daims: everyone is subject to the law and the law 

treats everyone the wme, as 'legal equals' (see Hunk 1976). "Equality of al1 before the law" 

and "bhd justice" are hallmarks of the Rule of Law. The main intent of this particular legal 

form is to provide a barrier against the arbitrary exercise of the power of the state and a 
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guarantee of the rights and liberties of individu81 citizens (Cornack and  brick^^ 199 1 :26). 

Howewr, as Nafiine (1990) notes, this irnage of law is also prernised on a partidar h d  of 

individuai or 'legal subject.' The 'subject' of law is a universal, abstracted person. Indeed, 

law's daim to impartiality is derived ftom its cornmitment to the view thaî it does not deal 

with diflierent types of people, but with legal subjects, "and the way is does this is to abstract 

people fiorn their partidar wntexts and examine the merits of their individual cases" 

(Ndhe, 1990:52). To the extent that law foaises on the 'legaily relevant facts of the m,' 

and p r o k  to be 'blind' - to not cec~gnize individuals in terrns of their class, their race and 

th& g d e r  - then to what extent is it able to respond to the experiences of women who have 

been abused? 

In Chapter Three, I argued that women who have been abused mut be located in 

stmctural terms as their experiences, ne& and choices emerge in the context of societal 

structures. Neverthelesg wtiai the women in this study came into contact with the CJS, they 

were understood - foiiowing law's logic - not in ternis of their class, race or gender locations 

- but as undifferentiated 'victims.' Wornen's biographies and socid locations, although they 

have everything to do with the experiences that brought them into contact with the CJS, 

appeared to have vay  little to do with their encounters in the CJS. For instance, the way in 

which economic marginaiiition and factors attending to citizenship status limit available 

options for women or the fact that a disproportionate number of women who corne into 

contact wiih the CJS as victims are of Aboriginal origin (as are their abusers) are not deemed 

relevant in law's view. To the extent that Iaw deals only in abstractions and treats al1 subjects 

as 'le@ equalq' the complexity of women' s lives and expenencess is lost under law 's gaze. 



In other words, while gender, race and class hienuciiiesTmequalities impose partidar 

consbaints on the women's lives which are evident in their negotiations between their needs 

and choices, these remain, by and large, absent fiom law's vîew. 

Martin and Mosher (1995:9) sumrnarize the nuidamental constraints encountered in 

the CJS response to wife abuse: 

The current criminalkation strategy, W<e other strategies of the past, 
continues to lay blame at the levd of the ind~duril, continues to depoliticke 
women's stmggles for violence-fiee Lives, and continues to pathologize the 
behaviours of individual abusers andfor victims of abuse- and thus Wohtcs . . . each case inside its 'individual' faas. By its very nature, a cnmuialitatron 
strategy is cornpletely inattentive to the d e  of power, its inquitable 
d i s t n i o n  based upon gender, race, class, disability, and m a l  orientation, 
and the role which the public state plays in perpetuating these imbalaaces of 
power. (Emphasis added) 

Recognition of these fundamentai elements (and constraints) helps to explain the 

differeritial impact of aiminal justice policies and practices for women of different classes and 

races. Nevertheles, while we talk of the CJS as a structure or system, and the response to 

d e  abuse as institutional (or at least orphtional), it remains the case that it is individuals 

who work within systerns. As such, individuality cornes into play, as it did for the women in 

this study. However, disjunctions were dso apparent at the micro-level of interpersonal 

The women came into contact not only with agencies, departments or institutions as 

systems - each with distinct policies and procedures - but with individuals working within the 
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systern These i n d i v i e  bring a partiailanty to women's B<penences with these systems that 

nnist not be overiooked. For the womai in this study, harms were lessened and some benefits 

produced largely as a result of the approach of individuais who work within these systems. 

While the women sometimes encountered ethnocentric attitudes, masculine biases and 

stereotypical assumptions, some were also the beneficiaries of more sensitive and 

understanding treatment by CJS personnel. 

Carol S m  (1 989) argues that Iaw has a 'juriodogenic' natute, whereby exercising 

law may produce effècts that d e  conditions worse. The women's accounts provide several 

instances whae the juriodogaiic nature of law can be sem in tams of the signifiant risks and 

hanns that the women experienced, particuiariy for those who are soàaüy and ailturally 

. . 
margmalized. The police not resporuiing to women's cornplaints of abuse and criminai justice 

personnel not recognisng the wornen's experiences as abusive were two cornmon problerns 

the women recounted. Inequalities dong the axes of race, class and gender are seen in 

raaaüzed understandings and impities, econornic rnarguializationlprivilege and the gendered 

nature of social relations, as the foliowing discussion suggests. 

Aîtaition to race provides one way ofreading the stories of the Aborigihal women. 

Recall the reviaimization in Brandy and Corrie's stories, the exclusion in Elizabeth and 

Nena's stories and the othering that was characteristic of Cassandra and Kelly's expenences. 

Aboriginal women in this snidy were particularly victirnized by humiliating questions, 

inclifkence and arrogance of court perso~el and in~ensitivity.~ Nena's partner was beaten 

In much the same manner. womai a < p d  these o o a m  io The Maaitoba Abonginal Justice inquiry 
(1991). 
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up badly by the attending officers. We might read this police violence as raciaily motivated 

or, p-s, bang that Nena is fiom the ranks of the underclass, it was an issue of class bias 

or an interconnedon between race and class. 

Similar concems are wmanted for immigrant women. For the immigrant women 1 

spoke with, partiailar problems arose as a result of their inability to speak English and their 

unfamiliarity with North Amencan culture and a foreign legal system. For example, one 

woman who fmed deportation was wware  that her immigrant status would not be 

threatened. Ofthe three immigrant women, only one was Sorded a translater by the police. 

Do we read this as insensitivîty arising fiom care1essness or as evidence that the remnants of 

historical structures Wte colonialisrn and hperialism continue to persist? 

Class positionhg created obstacles which women needed to overwme if they were 

to attain protection and s&y. The white womai in this study were not afforded the pridege 

one rnay assume. Suzanna (recall her financial situation) explains: "It's just basic suMval- 

which a lot of people don't understand because I lived in a large house, in an affluent areas 

and had two vehicles." In Suzanna's case, her affîuence and education stood in the way of 

others recognizing the abuse. One expianation for this is the gendered nature of social 

relations and the extent to which assumptiow about women pervaded police understanding 

(m tandem with the foundational failure of the law to recognk difference). In Roberts's case, 

the officers tri& to convince her that she was abused. Was Roberta seen as the weaker se% 

and thus as desewing of this "help" because she was white? In Julie's case, the officers 

assured her that the Crown Attorneys would dennitely prosecute her partner to the West 

extent of the law. Did the fact that the officers attended to her cal1 at her parents' subuhan 
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home influence their reaction? Even if' the officers did not intend for this reading, failing to 

recognize that dieerence structures the women's lives can result in problerns for the women 

(that is, when women are seen as a homogeneous group). 

The women's encounters with individuais within the CJS also show a disparity 

between policy and pmctice. Smart (1989) would refer to this as "the uneven development 

of law." To nty mind, this is more indicative of the influence of individuality that weighs into 

the encounters which women have with the system. It is interesthg to see that women still, 

in large part, refa to themsehres as being responsiile for layhg charges agallist their partners. 

This is apparent in their language; ''1 charged him." Despite the change in policy, by which 

the police are the ones to lay the charge, both the women and their partners still viewed the 

women as being responsible for charging men. Change in policy does not n d l y  mean 

change in p d c e ,  just as change in the d e s  does not irnply that they will be foliowed. Given 

the comrnents of the women in this study, it would seem that policy change has been 

Uieffectual in doing what it was intended to do - take the pressure off women to lay charges 

so that men did not blame wornen for police involvement. 

Police officers thernselves are not h u n e  Eom perpetrating abuse. The Wi- 

Free Press (May 26, 1997) receritly reported that a Wuinipeg police officer faced several 

charges of domestic assault on his wife (from December 1996). 1 cite this case not to 

overstate a particular problem of wife abuse among police officers but to underscore the 

element of individuality that figures into these cases. That is, the beliefs, attitudes and 

assumptions about abuse, about women and about their needs strongly influence the way in 

which police officers handle domestic cases. 
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Criminai justice intervention har pduced some b e n e h  for the women. The positive 

comments that sorne women made directly aüude to understanding or sensitivity on the part 

of police officers or otha aiminal justice personnel. 1 argue that many of the women's needs 

wdd ody be met on a person- to- person basis. This suggests that change from withh, such 

as increasing understanding and sensitivity, may, in fàct, be beneficial for women in abusive 

relationships. Nevertheless, s e v d  issues which will be discussed in the following sections 

emanate from other foundational limitations of evoking a criminai justice response to wife 

abuse. In partidtu, 1 wiU discuss fiuidamental disjunctions between the CJS7s approach to 

M e  abuse, to womai's experiences and to the women thernselves and the women's 

standpoint. This 'lack of fit' finds its mot in the CJS's unidimensional and Iinear approach. 

3. UNIDMENSIONALITY AND LINEARITY 

. .. they take a constructive qproach to a ciestnrctive problem. .. 

It seems evident from the women's amunts that feminist calls for diversity and 

difference are not reflected in Manitoba's response to wife abuse. The CJS7s response 

embraces a unidimensional view of women's experiences (and, in parâicular, their needs). 

Fu rther, the women t hemselves become st ereotyped through being conceptualized only by 

their master status of 'battered d e . '  This understandimg does not adequately capture 

women's needs and the troubles they encounter in their attempts to manage those needs. 

Rather, the complexities surrounding abuse, women's expenences and women's needs are 

obscured by the CJS's narrow view. The result is a unidimensional approach to a 

multidirnensional issue. Law's ability to attend to women's needs is limited by its adoption 
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of this unidimensional view. 

The criminal conception of abuse as linear and straightfonuard runs counter to 

women's experiences of abuse. The disjunction here Lies in the CJS defmhg wife abuse is a 

'thg' rather than an aspect of the women's lives experienced as 'pmcess.' Consequently, 

h m  of emotionaf and psychological abuse do not easily fit witbin this h e w o r k  as crime 

categories, even though, as we saw in Chapter One, the Zero Tolemce policy's protocol 

denned 'domestic violence' as "violence, threats of violence, or acts of a criminal nature 

which may include elements of emotionnl and psychologiul abuse cornmitteci against a 

person by that person's spouse . . ." (Beiner, 1993; ernphasis added). The dilemma, I wodd 

argue, lies in the phrase "of a criminal nature." For the women, emotional and psychological 

abwe were not seen as being "of a criminal nature." The women spoke of their experiences 

of aii types of abuse, but only physical abuse was mentioned in discussions of their 

iwolvement with the US. The only exception found in the women's stories is that of uttering 

threats- Ahhough officers achowiedged threats as abuse, no woman spoke of charges being 

laid in these instances. In definhg wife abuse as a criminal matter, abuse almost exclusively 

becomes equated with physical d t  and understaoci in that framework. Consequently, d e  

abuse is understood 'on law's te-,' rather than on the women's. 

There are several reasons why this linear view (equating abuse with assauIt) is so 

problematic. First, and rnost simply, this view does not refiect women's lived realities. The 

women's accounts show that women do not experience abuse by the number and location of 

blows. The women do not interpret their experience(s) of abuse as separate and distinct nom 

their everyday lives. S heptycki (1 99 1, cited in Martin and Mosher, 1 995 :43) points out that 
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wife abuse is a proces, "a dyhamic relationship between people who have an on-going 

history." Lùieanty, though, assumes that abuse has a distinct beginnllig and an end. Viewing 

abuse as an incident, an event, decontexualizes abuse Corn women's lives within the family 

and separates it fiom its roots in the larger society. It seems there is little understandmg on 

the part of the police, lawyers or judges of the bond between the women and th& partners 

(or, if present, it is o h  a stereotypical representation, for example, one which relies on 

fonnulae üke the Battered Women's Syndrome or the cycle of violence). Moreover, 

conceptuaking the problem as 'domestic violence' or 'spouse abuse,' as assaultive actions 

criminal under law, loses sight of the vay reai, very individual and very personal eff'écts. Or, 

as Karen put it, "the human side." 

Second. the CJS' s gender-neutral discourse around intirnate violence obscures the 

gendered nature of abuse. BWM fmiinists used the phrase 'a crime like any other' to 

emphasize the severity of abuse and cal1 attention to the way Law 'condoneci' it. In the process 

of criminalizing wife abuse, although efforts have been made to incorporate the specialized 

nature of abuse within the home, to a large extent, the crime itself is represented as very 

similar to stranger assault. An exclusive Family Violence Court in Manitoba rnay have served 

to draw attention, and perhaps, increase sensitivity to violence within the home as distinct 

h m  that which o«ws outside of it, but the same crime categories are still used, as are the 

same legai methods, as is the same adversarial systern. The focus is not on the problem of 

wife abuse as a systernic, gender-related aspezt of wornen's experience, but on criminal 

activity which occurs between spouses. 

Third, the U S  has, by assuming homogeneity of women's experiences, the power to 



continually render women's experiences invisible by defining abuse only as that which is 

physical as an assault. Hilton, Currie and Walker argued, as noted in Chapter Two, that the 

mite had re-defhed the issue of wifé abuse when it responded to the problem 1 would argue 

that, at the individuai level, a similar process of redefinition OCCUTS whereby abusive male 

behaviour direded at women is only seen as an abuse of wntrol when physicaf force is used. 

As B a d e y  (l988:g 18) spdated,  "new problems rather than acceptable solutions result." 

The U S  continues to define for women eveq day that which is, and is not, abuse. It does so 

by limiting the experience eligible for amest and worthy of prosecution, not only through 

policy but in practice. The multifàctoral, multidimensional and cornplex nature of abuse gets 

reduced dom to offences defined as criminal under law. But more than thai, as law offers 

legitimacy to those issues addressed through its power, so too does it delegitimize that which 

fdls outside; in this case mental, emotional and psychologicai abuse. 

Finally, at the practical level, the implications of this process d e s t  themselves in 

women's ha. One area where this is partidarly so is with women's irnmediate encounters 

with the police. When the police expect women to be d m ,  cool and collecteci, and expiain 

what happened in a concise and clear manner, they f d  to acknowledge the reaiity of abuse 

as women experience it. Mead, such a response on the part of women was seen, by some. 

as women bang anxious, irrate and perhaps cray. Myths and stereotypes about women are 

fùelled by such Msunderstandings. It seemed apparent that the women, in tum, often 

internalized t hese assumptions. 

This exclusion of experience may -te divisions amaig women - as the plight of those who were phyGdly 
assaulted may be seen as worse. It also pdentially creates prob1cms within shcltcrs for c~mscllors who view 
abuse as inclusive of ail types, when outside the sheltcr only one forrn is given prionty. 
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B a d  on her rese9n:h with women in New Z e h d ,  Busch (1 995: 194) suggests that 

"th- is a sufncient gap between the victims' experience ... and the way in which the justice 

sysian responds to their victimization." Further, she claims that, for many women, this gap 

manifests itself in the system's trivialking of women's expenences and in disbeiieving 

women's stones. The women in this study experienced such. Elizabeth and Nena saw 

mùiimizaton in its deepest form, as several times their experiences of abuse were not seen as 

worthy of attention. For some, afker being asked for their input or recomrnendations, these 

. . .  
were seldom comdted or carrieci little or no weight.' Minuninng women's experiences also 

took more subtle forms. As we saw in Chapter Four, rnany thes the women expressecl that 

they were simply not betieved. One implication of disbelieving women is the message of 

tolerance th& abusers &e. It also promotes a more general acceptance of the power and 

control exercised by men in the wider society. 

Law exercises a power to define not only itself but to impose its definition on the 

events in women's everyday lives. The questions posed to women by criminal justice 

personnel and the way in which women's accounts were altered to fit into legai jargon 

suggests that much of the women's eirpaiences were disqualified as not being relevant, or not 

"legal relwances," to borrow from Srnari. In the case of plea bagaining, we see women's 

Bcpenaices modifie- when abridged versions of their stones were told in court. Smart (1 989) 

talks of rape and how law's definition ofrape takes precedence over women's experiences. 

In the very same way, the law's dennition of abuse overshadowed the women's 

' Ann Worall's (1 990) work in, Offaidinn presents simiiar findings ni ''taking instructionsn h m  
women. 



understandingp. 

As we saw in Chapta Six, the women's experiences of abuse were minimued, 

revised and, in some cases, excluded, especially when they went to court. Insofar as women 

already take great risk (of fùrther abuse) by breaking the silence, minimiting women's 

exprierices revidimizes women As shown above. a woman whose experience diffas ffom 

a prototypicai case - a cycle of physical violence - can be 'othered' and excluded. This was 

most saiient in Sutawa's case: 'TsychoIogical abuse is not seen as abuse, but feeiing horribly 

. . . There's even a long way to go before abuse is accepted in t most extreme fonn." 

The U S ' S  linear view of abuse, its homogerieous understanding of the women and its 

adoption of a UNdimensionai approach to the issue al1 serve to Iunit the system's ability to 

meet womai's needs. We saw, howeveq that the women in this study were not or@ definecl 

by the law as victims of abuse, but some were also deemed offenders. Therefore, the next 

section explores the victidoffender dichotomy, another area where a disjunction is seen 

between women's experiences and how the CJS responds. 

VICTIM/OFFENDER DICHOTOMY 

When we direct our attention to womm's d e  in the criminal justice process, another 

disjunction is revealed. When 1 asked the women what role they had, especiaiiy in court, the 

ovenvhelming response was "We don't." As victims of domestic violence, women find 

t h d v e s  caught up in a system that is not at all about them. The disjunction is clear in that, 

for the most part, the women stood outside of a process which had its greatest impact on 

them. The responsibility which does f d  upon the women, given law's evidentiary 
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requirements, is the burden of proof For the women in this study, proving the abuse was 

exceptionaily diffiwit because they did not experience it systematicaily, as something which 

wdd easily be remunteci later. 

As a problern under aiMnal law, the woman becornes not a victim of abuse, but a 

victim of assault as law views 'vidim' The nature of the women's expenences becornes 

translated into an a s s d t  against the state, or agaiast society. In practicai terms, given the 

adversarial nature of the court process, the key actors are in f&ct the defence and the Crown, 

not the woman and her parnier. As such, women are represented by the Crown. The Crown 

acts on behalf of the state d e r  than for women. Mer dl, the Crown's role to is to 

prosecute the offiender regardles of the wishes of the victim. Hence, the women's positioning 

as 'criminal MctUn' marginalizes them. So, too, are women M e r  rnarginalized ifthey are 

also defineci as offenders in domestic violence. 

The binary wnstnictions of women as 'victim' ancilor 'offender' mask the blurred 

boundaries between women's contact with the law as 'victims' and their wnflict with the law 

as 'offenders.' Four of the fifteen women in this study were defined as both v i c h  and 

offender in hw's eyes. This aeated particuiar problems given that diRaent needs arise when 

women are themselves wnfionted with criminal charges. It is incongruent to be both an 

offender and victim simultaneously. If women are charged, theu victimization and abuse 

history is given little recognition once they become labelled 'offenders.' Two of the women 

who were charged stated that they were acting in self-defence. Their partners were the initial 
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aggressors.' Unda the Zero Tolerance poticy , police are directed to charge each individual 

who is suspected of domestic violence. In practice, police appear to look at each person's 

actions in isolation nom the other, tillling to wntexhialize the incident in the lives of the 

parties involved. 

This section has briefly explored the place ofthe women in this process to highlight 

the dichotomous nature of crimird labels. Examination of these f d t  lines dong which we 

fhd diqunctions as they relate to the women's expaiences of abuse and within the CJS leads 

us to the central elements of this research: women's needs and women's choices. The 

following section wiU revisit the needs of the women in this study and consider the extent to 

wfnch, &en the disjunctions outiined above, enBaging the CJS has produced benefits in the 

lives of women. 

The question at this point becomes: how do the disjunctions examined above relate 

to women's needs, their choices and the larger question of whether engaging the CJS has 

been beneficial for women? When we consider this important question, we find that these 

disjunctions serve to limit the CJS's response h m  fùily attending to women's needs in a way 

&ch enables women to make choices which will produce benefits in their lives. To use the 

BWM's language, the women's qxrîerices and their needs become the "critena" with which 

to assess feminist engagement with the state. 

According io the other two wamem who were charged, iheir parniers lied to the police in making accusations 
of violence on their part. 
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Arguably, the state' s response to the Battered Women's Movement 's concerns has 

brought about W v e  change, most notably, Winnipeg's Family Violence Court (1990) 

and Winnipeg Police Services' Zero Tolerance policy (1993). From an objective point of 

view, there are more choices for women; choices defined as options, like more resources or 

supports fiom which to choose. However, 1 have argueci that the relationship between 

women's needs and womm's choices is not so StraightForwad. Both 'need' and 'choice' must 

be problematized. Rather than view choice in terms of suitable options avdabie for women 

to cfioose hm,  choice fbr the women was mon elusive, as something which is not absolute 

or dichotomous ( d e r  available or not). Thai is, choice was negotiated. in simple ter- just 

because the poli= will corne to a domestic dispute and make an mest does not imply that a 

wornan is able to make the caii to the police or that, if they arrive, she is able to explain what 

happened. For many women, the abuser's control and his innuence over her behaviour 

constrains her "choice" to speak of the abuse. This is especially evident when the police take 

a statement fiom wornen while in fiont of theu abuser. The women's stories tell us this is a 

practice 'off the books' today but not yet 'off the street. ' 

Rather than view women's needs as process, thereby acknowledging the complexity 

of their abuse, women's expenences within the CJS show that their needs are confined to 

protection and safety and interpreted within a criminal justice context (nom a law and order 

h e w o r k ) .  This is an approach which, ifat all paying attention to the needs of women, does 

so in namw tenns (for example, as something static and stable, like a conviction of guilty for 

h a  abuser). Gdmittedly, the womm in this study did raise concerns about their partnas being 
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purished6 Many women ernphas'i jailing their abuser, not so much for punishg him out 

of vengeance or spite, but to be d e  h m  his abusive behaviour, for him to learn and change, 

and because his actions are agakt the law. In other words, he broke the law and 

cunsequeritly shouid be held 8ccountable. Rather than interpret this as women behg in favour 

of straigthening the criminai justice response, it would be more fhitfid to pursue important 

questions such as: What other options do the women see as viable to keep hlln away from 

h d  to keep ha safe? to stop the violence? To the extent that wife abuse is seen primarily in 

crimimi justice ternis, women's needs which fidI beyond the scope of the CJS (for example, 

housing, financial and counsehg) are accorded low pnoiiity. In some way, we see that the 

women, too, have been, in a saise, socialited to see the abuse as a crime first and foremost, 

and to have faith in law as a means of resolving their troubles. This is seen in Elizabeth's 

comment: "That's all we have right now, is the police." At this same tirne, the women 

recognized that the abuse has become a crime against the state, not so much a personai, 

intimate violation and abuse of control. 

As the women's accuunts show, women's needs are more varieci than protection and 

safety alone, but reflect not only a woman's physical situation, but her exnotional and 

psychologicai state as  well. Many of the women's ne&, such as for understanding or 

sensitivity, cannot always be met by a tangible or matenal response (like the police 

apprehending her partner). Further, and sadly, some of the needs mentioned, simply as a 

fùnction of bang a need, imply they are UIlSafiSfied by the current system One example is the 

Some wmen w c n  concemeci that a piaiishment be given to k i r  partners, othm saw punisfunent as mon of 
a means toward an end. 
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need to be believed. It is a sad commentary on our CJS that, despite the efforts of the past 

two decades to break the silerice arwnd abuse, of the 15 wornen 1 interviewecl each and every 

one spoke of their need to be beliwed. Women's needs, then, are multidimensional but the 

CJS has responded in unidimensional f'ashion In this way, the women's choices are lllnited 

by the nature of the CJS undefstanding and response to the problem. 

Law's definition ofabuse as an assault, a disaete incident, or an went denies process. As 

a EX&, alternative accumu are denced and wornen suffer. If not excluded, women's words 

are replaced with legal categories which may, but more often do not, refiect women's 

acpaiences. In summary, women fhd themselves w g h t  up in a systern that focuses on the 

abuser - a process that is not at ali about thern. The systern is set up for women's exclusion 

so much so that, when the women in this study made attempts to include themselves in the 

proces, they were hstmted. hpl-ting the W C  was supposeci to provide victims of wife 

abuse with a Mctim-sensitive CJS. Similady, changes in police practice, notably the Zero 

Tolerance policy and police training, endeavoured to offer victims a more sensitive police 

response. However, we see that evera at its modest goals of meeting women's need for saféty 

and protection, both fa short. Ostensibly, responding to women's need for protection and 

safety backfires. Despite the association assumed, there is no simple correlation between 

arresting and charging, and meeting women's needs, as two Canadian studies have found.' 

Following Smart, we would do well to continue to problematize and challenge law's 

legitimate place. By revealing how the law operates, we are questioning law's power to define 

7 M a c W  and Picard ( 1989) found that most women had Iittie faith in the U S  to stop f i a  violence. In 
CUtTic's (1 990) study, oniy 12% of the worncn saw i n d  &éctivarcss of the police or the ltgal systcm as 
a firsi priority. 
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womai and th& experiaice only on law ' s tams. The ferninia standpoint presented here has 

endeavoured to do jud this. 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter 1 have endeavoured to present my own feminist standpoint as a way to 

inform debates around feminist engagement with the state and Iaw. To review, let us revisit 

the goals of the BWM as outlined in Chapter One. The rnovernent di4 in fa* pressure the 

state to respond to the problem of wife abuse but, more importantly, the BWM cailed for 

change at the ideologid and material levels. Aggressive criminal justice intervention has not 

eansfomed the structure or ideology which sustains d e  abuse. nie CJS response has, to 

some degree, been able to satisfy women's need for d é t y  and proteaion. The CJS 

misrepresents the problem of wife abuse, the women themselves and their needs. 

Consequently, women's needs have ody been met in a Iirnited way in that attention to 

women's broader needs is lacking. 1 have argued that this îack of fit between the women's 

standpoint and the US response can be attriibuted to s e v d  hdamental disjunctions which, 

upon closer examination of women's needs and choices, become evident dong a number of 

fault lines. 

The response to wife abuse assumes aiJ women are the sarne and their expenences are 

homogeneous. When difference is recognized, through othering, it is often used against the 

women. As Smart (1989) argues, law's account alters, modifies and excludes important 

elements of women's expenence. What gets defined as "legally relevant" is not necessarily 

what the women d h e  as relevant. Further, what women view as important may vaq by race 
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and class. The problem lies deeper than the oppressive nature of the CJS (Snider, 1994). 

Snider (1994) has r a i d  important concerns about the CJS's inability to offer vidims 

aternatiYes as its basis is social c m 0 1  and punishment Ratha, at its very wre law does not 

promote formal @ty, whilst it promotes itselfas epitomiting equaüty. That iq law is blind 

to ciifference by assuming, as seen in its daily workings, that none exists. We see, in the way 

law operates in women's lives, that law's claims to truth are suspect. 

Nevertheless, aiminalkation still remains at the forefront of the societal response to 

violence agaiiila women With the preocaipation with criminal law, other areas of law which 

require change are ignored. That is, ernphasis on aimihal law directs our attention from the 

way in which the state uses its power to sustain the status quo through other forms of law. 

Consequmtly, criminai law is strengthened at the expense of changes in legislation or social 

policy which have the potential to produce greater benefits for women. 

Like Snider does in her work (1991, 1994, 1996), we wuld read the criminal justice 

response as giving more power to the state to intervene in the lives of women. Nevertheless, 

police intervention today, albeit fàilible, does offer women one avenue. Similarly, 

notwithstanding the nature of Iaw, without legal avenues, rnany women would be blocked 

ftom accgsing any m a  t o h  an escape. For some womai who lack informal supports and 

internai coping strategies, forrnal state intervention may be their only recowse. In Snider's 

(1 997) most ment work, she speaks of justice, transformation and remedial action as being 

incongruent with crimindization, incarceration and increased punitiveness. Rather than 

completely incongment, 1 would argue that the potential of remediai action, transformation 

and justice through law and the CJS is limited. Nwertheless there is some transfomative 



potential. To a certain e x t a  feminists have been successfiil in calling upon the state to 

respond. What has been most probldc is the nature of that response. Remedial action has 

been and continues to be taken. 

It is paramount thai, as faninisLs continue the struggle to end violence against women, the 

voices of the women thmiselves who are victirnized by male violence are heard. Invaluable 

lessons h m  the women themselves can provide insights into the work that needs to be done 

in reforming the U S  and Wnsfomùng the materiai and ideological conditions that foster wife 

abuse in our society. Karen argues: 

Derrd women don 't tell p u  how to change the systent ! Women I have 
been in contact with from the shelters, their opinions are the &est to 
decide h m  to Juuige thingis. lhey haw gone through the process. We 
h o w  first hand how emotional it is, how misundemtoad domestic 
violence zs. and we t e  know w h t  injustice means to us. I wunt to 
see rhar a system tha~ is supposed to help people. Ihat it changes attd 
help is available there. It looks good on paper, but it didn 't stop my 
partner or the partners o f i  lot of other women in the shelter. 

In the concluding chapter, 1 will attempt to bring this work to a close by exploring the eaent 

to which recent work in Manitoba can lead us in the direction toward ameliorative change that 

would better address women's needs. 
9 



CONCLUSION 

My Unent in these conduding rernarks is to bring some sense of closure to this work. 

By no means are d the answers found, nor could they be. The women whose voices have 

beai heard here have more to say. Th& stories, and those of other women, are not W y  told. 

In this respect, closure to these issues is prernature. One of the most si@cant lessons 

impressed upon me in doing this research is the need to Listai to the women and how much 

we have to learn from them. As Martin and Mosher (1995:37) argue, "the 'yardsticks' 

currently used to measure whether we are taking wife abuse seriously (charges laid and 

proseaited, jail sentences imposed) yield highly inaccurate information about womm's weii- 

being." The ks t  step toward betta understanding the CJS's response is the articulation of 

womai's voices as to what is needed. Given that we have only begun to listai to the women, 

those with the most at stake, perhaps "we are not ready for answers yet" (Comack, 

1996: 149). 

The ~ ~ c c o u n t s  of these 15 women provide insights into the CJS's response that could 

only be gaineci by an indepth analysis of the way the changes introduced in Manitoba get 

'îworked out" in the lives of the women vidmized by wife abuse. Manitoba's justice system 

offers women more suppons and alternatives than in the past. k. Ursel(199 1) suggested, 

there were some positive outcornes in calhg upon the CJS for these women. Just as 

significant, however, fiindamentai concem have been raised in this analysis. Although the 

state has responded to the issue, as Walker (1 990), Cume (1 990) and Hilton (1 989) argue, 
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the state has not d l e d  into question abuse as a gendered feenire of women's hves, nor has 

law r e c o g d  the inherent power differentials between men and women. The women's 

standpoint outlined in this thesis presents the experiences of women as wmplex and varied, 

and their needs as multiâiiensional and in flux. The feminist standpoint develped herein, in 

which 1 juxtaposed the CJS's response to wife abuse with women's experiences, found 

several signincant disjunctions which limit the law's ability to meet women's needs. 1 

acknowledge that 1 have examined the CJS's response at one point in t h e .  However, the 

state is not monolithic, nor is its response to women's issues static. As 1 have givm agency 

to the women, so too must 1 concede that the state and in particular, the CJS, are still 

responding to the issue of wife abuse. In Manitoba, this is most evident in the recent 

Commission of Inquiry into the Deeths of Rhonda Lavoie and Roy h i e  (1 997). The Lavoie 

Report presents severai recommendations for change to Manitoba's justice system. An 

important question to pursue is: to what extent would the recommendations made bridge the 

disjuctions found in this study? Keeping in mind the inherent foundational constraints imposed 

when calling upon the law and criminai justice to act on behalf of women, the main purpose 

of this final chapter wiil be to explore whether the seeds of ameliorative change can be found 

on the pages of the Lavoie Report. Before doing so, however, 1 will discuss the limitations 

of this thesis project. 

LIMITATIONS 

This study is limited in several ways. One relates to the 'sample' of women on which 

the study is based. The sarnpling strategy 1 u s 4  to elicit responses was one of 'self selection.' 
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Sdfselection is problematic in that the women who came fonvard rnay have had partinilady 

negative a<penences with the systern In defice, however, I wodd argue that the remarkable 

smiiiarity aaou the womm's encounters, despite the diversity among the women themselves, 

suggests that even with a difFerent sampling method, sirnilar results would have been found. 

Second, it would have been beneficial to re-interview each of the women to ask them about 

issues which arose in the other interviews. Time and financial considerations won over my 

desire to be inclusive. Third, t h e  are several hwbacks to research of this nature. 

Qualitative research dows participants input into the process. However, in a sense, the 

researcher relinquishes control over the intaview process. In my case* I wuid not decide 

when to wndua my inteniews or how long each would be. 1 was limited to whether and 

when the women cailed. With quantitative and histohl research, the researcher can work 

on the project as herfis schedule permits. Dunng the i n t e ~ e w  phase of this study, I was 

continuaily waiting for the wornen to c d  (and wondering if they would!).' Finally, this study 

represents only fifteen women's voices. It is authentic, though, in that each story represents 

one woman's expaience with the U S .  However* the anaiysis presented here could have only 

beai captured through in-depth qualitative study which necessitates a srnailer sampling size. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: TOWARD POSITIVE CHANGE 

It has been dmost thirty years since grassroots feminists first stniggled to bring 

attention to the violence and abuses women experience at the hands of men. Largely as  a 

' The interview pmcess took men months to complete. For a paiod of almost three months I did not have any 
intdews. 
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result of th& efforts to rnake visible and politicize abuse, the problem of d e  abuse has been 

recognizeci. W ~ e  abuse has become a public issue and the state has responded to the problem. 

Given that the most intensive and costly responses have been in the r h  of criminal justice, 

it is not surprising that, in 1998, the other dimensions of women's needs have remained on 

the periphery. This study suggests that the feminist critiques put forth in the 80's and early 

90's (Walker, 1990; Hilton, 1989; Cume, 1990; SNder, 199 1, 1994) are stil i relevant today. 

Arguably, the experiences of the women in this study attest to the revision and reversion of 

the issue, as W o n  (1989) and Waiker (IWO) have argued. Despite the lirnited nature of the 

CJS response to women's needs, women will still cd upon the CJS and the state wiU 

continue to intervene in women's lives when others cal1 on women's behalf. Therefore, 

changes within the are necesq to better address womai's needs. The Lavoie Inquiry 

posits 91 recommendations to change the system to better suit women's needs. The 

remainder of this chapter will explore those recornmendations which, to my minci, have the 

potential to address the problems and pitfds r a i d  in Chapter Seven. Twelve of the 

recornrnendations, ifimplemented would narrow the gap betweeri women's needs and the way 

the CJS responds. These are examineci below. 

UNDERSTANDING AND EDUCATION 

Pervasive misunderstandings and misconceptions about women, their abuse histones 

and their n d  have direct bearing on the way in which police officers interact with women. 

One of the most inappropriate and insensitive aspects of women's encounters with the police 

department that requins changing occurred when the police took their statements. When the 



women's partners were presait at the t h e  of questioning, no effort was made to separate the 

couple for private interviews. Eiizabeth, Brandy and Jeanette, in partiailar, r e f e d  to the 

inappropriateness of this p d c e .  

The women's Bcperiences show that rnany of their encounters were characterized by 

misunderstanding, fiilse assumptions and othe~g .  Myths and stereotypes about women and 

their needs hhda effective change. As Karai puts it: "There's just so many stereotypes, it's 

so hard, you have to break the stereotypes before you can teach people how to deal with it." 

Many officers do not recognize the dynamics of abuse and are not able to empathize with 

women's experience. One such instance is the degree of danger in which women find 

themselves. If police officers cannot recognize abuse and do not understand the relational 

dynamics of it, they cannot be sensitive to women's needs. Come admits that (in her case): 

. . ./TI@ (rhe police) don 't see thut mqbe a womrm is scured mid cmi 't say 
exact& whrrl Iwppened I don? think so because when h e  cops cmne in 
there were bolh slanding h r e  in my kitchen mid they were holding him 
ngtt tkre cad ihey were W n g  to him n'ght there and then al/ of a m&n 
the cop hanr around and 9 s  'Do yac haw ïmylhing to say? ' or whtever. 
And that's when I Zaoked at him (her pmbler) and said 'No. nothing 
hrpipened WeYejusr M a  Iittle argument, ' I m t e d  to say it ail, but they were 
stanCii:ng ri@ there holrting him, right? A n d l  feft re* daun. I wwmid to, 
but (cou& W. it bothers me nuw. 

Suzanna, in partiadar, was very wncerned about: 

. . . (E/ducation, especiaIIy of judges. Z dm Y think Qcjlequate ehol ion  is 
there. They swing with public opinion. Sewral p i e d  mrd my iawyer 's 
guidance tells me Ihis. Professio~Is are not interest groups. They are not 
apphted tu F m &  Court. Any place where there me family isrues t h e  is 
O needfor more education tutd for people zo kiow the limifi. meyjudge 
dich 't hnve the ego to &, t h ,  it was fiagile. He tumd to me and suid 'men 
h v e  riglts tw. ' But &&en don 't? nte d e  of the p e n t s  is pamount in 
Cavwce court. I ais0 see, pstfrom recent media m e s  of violent d semal 
awuiî ,  rhaj judges shmM be more eduwted In Quebec. mental abuse war 



W& greater sendhdy to issues through police education and training, poiice officers wuld 

handle these cases in more appropriate ways. It follows, fiom the above, that the foUowing 

two r e c o m m ~ o n s  cited in the Lavoie Report are directly in line with addressing women's 

need for understandimg and sensitivity: 

14. The Winnipeg Police Sewice rhodd provide oagoing reminam and programs on 
domestic violence for police officers of dl levds. (Lavoie Report, 1997:34) 

19. Ruvinchi Court judgcs who hear cases where domutic violence codd be an b u e  
sbould attend seaham and coilfmces rdnted to or rwociatcd with domestic violence. 
(Lavait Report, 1997:43) 

'Ihere is also an ovenvhelming and urgent need to educate chiidren and youth about 

violence, hedthy relationships and sexism, as the following recommends: 

75. In concert with Famiiy Dispute Services and the Department of Juatice, the 
Department of Education and Training should devdop educationnl packages about 
domestic violence for use in public schools. (Lavoie Report, 1997:lOO) 

The question is, who will run these programs? Funding is desperately needed to adminider 

programs within the schools, especidy for those run from ferninist pnnciples with staff who 

understand the dynamics of abuse and are able to present the complexity of abuse in a way 

young people wili compreherid. By extension, a necessary complement to such programming 

is a fonis on the seifesteem of young gvls Health education for girls is often limited to eating 

disordm and teen pregnancy- both crucial- at the expense of ernphasis on the tendency still 

today for so many young wornen to define their identity through a male's gaze. In this 

context, Karen ernphasizes: 

There is su much knowledge, they don't utifize if. Il's ehcation of it. 



E$ucation of the chihiken. Education of women. &kation lor abiwrs. 
Erarcat.l*m as to why some of the abuse happem in our society. Because it 's 
not dl direct& relored io one rhing. III cmld be an aicohoIic. Sbinebody 
could have a h g  problem, you hm. Somebady could hrrve emotionai 
disîress. It c d  be anything. Y m  CM be i . n g  in poverty. II does Mect 
everybody, notjusr one element of society. Abuse Mec& us ai l .  . . It 's an 
issue that society hiu to &ai with ami they clon % I think the Aeyfu&ng 
shmM be for eàùaztion 

As rnentioned, four of the fifieen women were themselves charged under Zero 

Tolerance. nie Report remmmends t .  a primug .ggrrssor be identifid. Given that in the 

rnajority of tfiese cases the charges against the women are dismissed or stayeû, it sermp like 

t h  reccmmendation better reflects what is actuaily going on for the women. Moreover, in 

many cases of counter-chaqjng, there is a stay of proceedings for both parties. Perhaps, this 

poky change would to much to aisire that women are rot mesteci for defending themselves 

or that the Zero Tolerance policy cannot be used by male abusers as a way to lessen their 

own chance of getting charged and proseaited by claiming their partners were also abusive. 

Recommendation #4 suggests that: 

4. The Policy should: 
a) Direct policy officen to identio, charge and a m s t  only the primary aggressor in 
domcstic violence incidena where both parties daim to have been assaulted by the 
other. (Livoie Report, 1997:29) 

IZVFORlMATION AND COMMUNICATION 

OAentimes, women are rnisinformed or remain uninformeci. This lack of cntical 

information carmot solely be the responsibility of the women. Rather, those working within 

the system need to be accountable to women. The following four recornmendations, if 



implernented, would go a long way toward ensuring better communication and providing 

women with important infotmation. 

28. The Family Violence Court should dweiop a system to ensure that: 
a) Victims are notifieci immediateiy of ail court orciers made in connection with 
outstanding charges against the offender; and 
b) Victims undentand the t e m s  of the orden. (Lavoie Report, 1997:48) 

29. The Family Violence Court rhould prcparc a phamplct or vide0 upliining the 
terms and conditions typiully included in orden made in domestic violence uses. It 
should ensure that victims arc a w i n  of and have acccss to the pamplet or video. 
(Lavoie Report, 1997:îû) 

30. The Famity VioIence Court should operate an information line to advise victims of 
domestic vidence whetha offkaden' appüationr for judilinl intenm d e u e  have bcen 
granted. (Lavoie Report, 1997:48) 

31. Crown Attorneys should intitiate contact with victims w soon as posrible and, in 
any event, pnor to the day of triai. (Lavoie Report, 1997:49) 

ADVOCACY AND DIRECTION 

The Womai's Advocacy Program needs to provide women with a bridge between the 

criminal justice and social service systems. Julie suggests that: 

...[F ]or the mafi -ber of wornen who do press chmges there shmU be 
come kind of Victim Services where they come into the home and tellyou. 
'O. K.. 7ïte option (of char@@ is taken away but' - to come in for 
&brteJng w h  hqppened to you, about the relatiomhip, te lhg you there 's 
support groups thal you am go to where other women haw been through 
whril p u  h. Me, same knd offre w lm COSZ services hat I could haw 
if1 hadjust wanted to tafk one on one with somebudy. mngs that you need 
ro know. 

The recommendations listed below muid assist WAP in being a better advocate for Mairns 

of domestic violence. 

39. The Womcn's Advoe~cy Rogrim should refine its intake to better tmck victims of 
domestic violence. (Lavoie Report, 1997:58) 



41. The Victim Notification Form rhould indiute the language spokcii by the victim, 
whethcr the victim U able to read, and whether the victim b u  a tdephonc (Lavoie 
Report, 199759) 

70. Family Dispute Services should incrcase fundiog to agencies and programs which 
provide seMees to victims of domestic violence. (Lavoie, 1997:97) 

TREATMENT AND COUNSELLING 

Although some women admittecl that nothing would help their abusers, most saw a 

need for court-mandat4 trearmart programs. Corrie States thaf "they should order guys who 

are rem abusive to th& wives that they are chargeci, 1 think, that they should order them to 

some kind of program in court pius some time. That's they way 1 look at it." Cassandra wouid 

like to "see them get hdp orjust get tirne to learn. Yeah, it should be so he can learn. Just do 

your time, get time. Graduaüy they'li get more and more time or th@ lem not to do it 

anymore." For Cassandra, jail was the ody option for her partner. "They shouldn't get fines 

or they shouldn't get fine option program or, um, [to serve tirne on] the weekends. They 

should get a sentence that runs different fkom their other charges, but they should get a lot 

of tirne, not running concurrent. Get an amount and do al1 of it, and not get a (what do you 

cal1 those?) SuSpaideci sentence." There is a sense firom aü the women that generally abusers 

get too many chances. This not only provides men with the oppomullty - but the licence to 

abuse. The women's standpoint on this issue is reflected in recommendation #53 in the 

Report: 

53. Cornetions should dcvdop: 
a) A second-stage spousai abuse trutment program for offenden. (Lavoie Report, 
1997:72) 



However, the Report focuses on treatment for male offenders, not counselling for 

victllns.\riewing women's nemis as muItidunensional allows us to recognize that women who 

are victhized by abuse are smiggling to recover 60m hanns that nin deep within their minds, 

hearts and souls. The damage to th& sense of seif, self esteem and identity requires, in some 

cases, intensive th- to reverse. Many women do, in fact, present with severe depression 

and other mental health issues after living in an abusive relationship. Victim blaming 

discome, however, seems to  arise in the context of attendhg to women's motive and mental 

heaith needs. It is imperative that service providers and government fkding bodies resist the 

tendency to pathologize women's needs in this way, and to not focus exclusively on the 

treatment needs of offenders. Most of the women recognized a pressing need for more 

available, accessiile and low or no cost counselling. In Kelly's view, "there should have been 

even something for the women, you know. Like, even though you're not the one being 

charged, there should be something for the women but there isn't. 1 guess you have to seek 

it out yourself." The only recommendation in the Lavoie Report that follows in h e  with the 

women's call for counselling prograrns is #70 (notai in the above section) which recommends 

increasing ftnding to organizations which provide seMces to victims of abuse. 

COMMENTARY 

A more thorough examinaiion of the benefits and drawbacks of each recommendation 

is beyond the s a p e  of this discussion. However, there are a few recommendations that 1 

found particularly troubling which warrant attention. Given the emphasis in this analysis on 
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listenbg to, and leaming nom, the women who an victiWzed by d e  violence, one would 

hope that the women's input be sought in carrying out these recommendations. First, 

recommendation #88 states: 

88. Tbe Governmeat of Manitoba should establish a cornmitte including both 
government and community-bascd membus, to ovenec the implemcntation and 
eoordinrrtion of the recommendations henn in accordance with its long-tum strategy. 
(Lavoie Report, 1997: 116) 

Granted, thae may, in fàct, be suMvors of abuse on the cornmittee, but their presence there 

is imperative, not coincidental. Aimost al of the women in my study, either hplicitly or 

ccpliutiy, acknowledged a need to have their voices heard. Janice states, '9 thhk they have 

to look at the women's point of view seriously." For Come, "weU to me, 1 wodd have, 1 

don't know, had a say, 1 guess." Brandy responds in similar fshion, : "[Tlhere's already 

shelters but try to get them to understand things from our point of view." There is no 

requirement that government seek the input âom the women who are, or have been, 

viaimized by abuse. 

Another recommendation tfiat may be cause for concern is #22, which states: 

22  Croun Attorneys shouki devdop s&ategies to d o w  more domestic cases to proceed 
to triai without the victim's participation or cooperatioa (Lavoie Report:1997:44) 

e u g h  the Report reads, "Crown Attorney's must k sensitive to the needs of victims when 

prosecut ing domest ic violence cases," fbrther rnargindizing women and decreasing their 

limiteci role may have partidarîy negative consequaices. We need to ask whether this would 

M e r  isolate women &om the system and serve to silence th& opinions? Some women want 

the charges against their partners stayed. On the other han& there may be positive aspects to 
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this recommendation, such as not r e q u i ~ g  women to testify against their partnem. 

Admittibly, this issue is a wmplex one. 

Finally, since women's dependence on mm serves to lirnit their ab'ity to leave an 

abusive relati~nship~ accessible and aifiordable education for women in gened is despaately 

required. So many of women's problems are tied to econornic rnarghabtion, especidy 

since there are so many women who have ledt abusive relationships now relying of social 

ashance. ûpportunities for educatiod prograrns need to be provided to wornen who have 

been in abusive relationships. Rograms which work toward women's independence, through 

trainlig and job placements, offer the means toward addressing women's needs. The Report 

speaks very little about women's economic situation, save for Recommaidations #78 and 

#79, *ch ernphasre domestic violence training for inwme seainty workers and including 

abuse history on application f o m .  

BEYOND CRLMINAL JUSTICE: TRANSFORMATIVE STRATEGIES 

Reforming the CJS wiU nof in and of itself; transform the structural and ideoiogicai 

basis which sustains M e  abuse. We m u t  ai direct our energies toward tramformative 

strategies beyond criminal justice with the potential to meet women's diverse needs. 

Stratesies that are amenable to helping women heal and rebuiid their iives would be sensitive 

to diversity among women's ne&, their experiences, their concems and among the women 

themSeives. Recnmendations from the wornen themseives are most instructive: education; 

more smaller, idormal wppon systems; and ne$works at the cornmunity level. Notice that 

law, rather than at the centre (dthough an imegral part), is at the penphery. I have argued that 
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attention needs to be directed more toward the other dimensions of women's needs: 

economic, sociai, psychologkai, mental and ernotional. Second stage housing, lower interest 

rates for single mothers and other such strategies bent on women's empowerment would 

provide women with the means to rebuild their lives. Women are atforded linle protection if 

their c o d e s  continue to sanction abuse. Those working withh the CJS rnay be sethg 

women up to fater if support systems are not in place within their communities to meet the 

needs of women2 The communities where abusers retun can either foster or abate their 

abusiveness. Viewing wife abuse as a cornplex, interactional social problem with systemic 

mots enables us to rralize that transtormative diange can only ocw by paying close attention 

to the materiai and ideologicat conditions which perpetuate d e  abuse. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

. .  . 
Contempomy moves toward increasing cnmuialuation, intensifjing meillance over 

individuals, more invasive intrusions into women's lives in the face of shrinking budgets, 

diverhg money and support for feminist shelters, increasing economic disparity as seen in 

unemployment rates, the fénnmrati 
. . 'on of poverty, and racial, class and genda hienuchies and 

. . 
marguializaton sirike a sombre chord. Wïthin this context, feminists today need to continue 

the shuggle to respond to wife abuse. The work of the BWM is not yet complete. Responding 

to the problem (as has been said wuntless times before) means addressing more than the 

violence itself Attention must be directed to the social, econornic, cultural and political 

M m y  of the wmen admitted tbst i d e n m g  with 0 t h  women who have nmilar experiaiccs WU helpful 
for than. This StressCs îhe importance of places where women can go to fecl like they are nd aI<?nc, to leam 
frotn the cxpericncw of otha womai and to find support f h n  womai who unpathizt with their cxpcnences. 
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context surroundhg abuse in tandem with a cornmitment to address the problem, not in 

isolation but at its roots, its outgrowths and its impact. 

Alas, we are left with more questions than answers. We have only begun to break the 

silence mund abuse. This is oniy the nrst step. How can we realize these recommendations? 

1 have endeavoured to present an analysis of the impact which the CJS's response to wife 

abuse has had on some of the 1ives of the women directly afkted by male violence, an 

analysis which starts and ends with the experiences of the women. I have attempted to 

contnbute to the ferninist i i t e r a ~ e  by adding a centrai, yet largely absent, component to 

feminist debate around engaging the state: women's voices.' In so doing, 1 have offered an 

alternative understanding of women's needs and choices. Through my fanlliist standpoint, 

1 have argued that womai's meds cannot be fuUy met by a systern which, by its very nature, 

is contradictory to women' s experiences. In short, foundationai limitations hinder the C JS ' s 

ability to hdp women From the women's Stones, there is much to leam about how ferninias 

can bring about transfomative change which addresses women's needs and challenges the 

problan of wife abuse. In this wncluding chapter, 1 have endeavoured to explore the extent 

to which the recommendations of the Lavoie Inquiry can potentiaiiy bridge the lack of fit 

found in this study between women's experiences or their needs and the CJS response. In 

these ways, this thesis project makes an important contribution to the social science and 

feminist literature. 

The struggies of these women to save their children, to make ends meet, to heai, to 

In addition, 1 have offered insights into the "mahod questionn in feminist circlco. That is. the impacance of 
particultu methods k i n g  suitai to what is being studied 
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rebuüd th& lives are tellhg stories of obstacles, of being silence& of blocked opportunities, 

of sxh, iacism - - basidy of exclusion, Merence and othering. But, on a brighter, more 

positive side, they are stories of cowage, of hope and of survival and fith in new begllullngs 

and a better tomorrow for women in need. It is up to us as feminists and as activists to not 

let their stniggles be in vain. 

To muke c h g e s  ym need the in$onnationfrorn bairered women 
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APPENDIX A 
LIST OF WOMEN'S AGENCIES/ORGANIZATIONS/GROUPS 

Downtown YMCA 

Elder Abuse Resource Centre 

Elizabeth Fry Society 

Eimwood YMCA 

Evolve 

Family Dispute Services 

Family Centre of WuUùpeg 

Femlliist Therapy Ofnces 

Fort Gary Wornen's Resource Centre 

Immigrant Women's Association of Manitoba 

International Centre of Winnipeg 

Kiinic 

Native Women's Transition Centre 

North End Women's Centre 

Original Women's Network 

Osborne House 

Other Women's Resource Centres 

Portage Provincial Gao1 

Portage Shelter 

Street Connections 

South YMCA 

University of Manitoba Women' s Centre 

University of Winnipeg Women's Centre 

Women's Advocacy Program 

Women Healing for Change 

Women' s Heaith Chic 



APPENDIX B 

SIGN TO ADVERTISE STUDY 

WOMEN' S EXPERIENCE 

WOMEN'S STONES 

WOMEN'S WORDS 

I f  you are a woman who has been abused by a male partner AND has been in 

contact with the police and/or courts for support, I am very interested in meeting 

you and hearing your story. My name is Joanne and 1 am a graduate student 

doing research on the effectiveness of the Criminal Justice System in Manitoba 

in responding to wife abuse. 

In a private and confidential interview the women who participate wiU be asked 

about their expenences with the police and the Family Violence Court.Your 

participation is voluntary, so you can withdraw at any tirne. What you Say will be kept 

completely confidential (except for the discovery of child abuse since the law 

requires these instances be reported). 

If you are interested in taking part please cal1 me at 783-5412. 

Thank-you, Joanne 



APPENDIX C 

SAMPLE LETTER TO CONTACT PLACES 

To whom it may concem, 

1 am wriung to you to request your mppon for a research project which is to be my Master 

of Arts thesis. 1 am a graduate student at the Universty of Manitoba undergoing the research 

phase of my degree- My research is an s<aniihation of the effectiveness of the criminal justice 

system's response to d e  abuse in Manitoba based on the experierices of the womm in 

abusive dationships, the supposes! beneficiaries of reforms irnplemented within the system. 

To study the extent to which police practice (the zero tolerance policy) and changes within 

the cwrt (coniponetlts and personnel of the Farmty Violence Court) are sensitive to the varied 

needs, locations and experiences of women in abusive relationships 1 will endeavour to 

conduct openaided semi-structured intemïews with women who have been affkcted by such 

changes and seek to understand the impact of these changes on th& day-today lives. 

The support of your organitation is important for my research since 1 have 

decided to advertise my study and have the women wishing to participate contact me. 1 

rrspedfiilly ask for your permission to place a sign within the office of your organization to 

advertise my research. Please see the enclosed copy of my sign. 1 would also benefit fiom 

verbal support for my study within your office Ideally, if at al1 possible, 1 wodd like to meet 

with y o d a n d  fiont-line workers at your convenience to fùrther discuss my research and 

the potential of your involvement. 

Thank-you. 1 am eager to hear f?om you. 1 can be reached on most days at work (204) 474- 

7043 or at home (204) 783-54 12 (machine). 

Sincerel y, 

Joanne C. Minaker 



APPENDIX D 

Referral Card 

I Studying Wornen's Experiences 
with the  Police &/or Court after Abuse 

If you are interested in teiling your story 
in a private interview or would like more 

infornation please cail Joanne at 
(204) 783-5412 
. 

Confidentiality Assured 



APPENDIX E 

m 
Introducto y Comments 

1 want to thank-you for agreeing to meet with me today. Before we get startecl 1 

would like to go over the consent fom with you (explain consent and sign forms). As you 

how, my foais in this study is women's experiences with the police and the court (CJS). 1 

am looking at how efktive the police and the courts have been in dealing with the needs of 

womai in abusive dationships. What 1 wanted to do first is let you know the diffêrent areas 

1 hope we can cowr today. 1 would O<e to taik about your experiences as a woman who has 

called upon the US for support and what sorts of things you aico~nfered. Then, 1 wodd like 

to move on to d i sa i s  more specifically what happened with the police and the courts. To 

wrap up, 1 was hoping you could explain to me how you feel looking back on those 

expexiences today and why. But maybe, it seems a good place to begin would be for you to 

tell me about yourself 

1. Probes below will be used to soiiat information not generated fiom the g e n d  statement, 

"teil me about yourself": 

Can you tell me your age? 

Do you iive in the city? 

Do you have any chilcireri? 

Do you work outside of the home? 

Can you tell me what the last grade level you finished was? 

How would you describe your ethnic background? 

Are you married? 

2. Can you tel  me how you found out about my shidy? (To set the stage for questions around 

abuse experience) 



3. Can you tell me how rnany times you, or someone else on your behaif has, calleci the 

police? 

Probes below will be used to solicit information to dari@ the experiences being referred to 

in the intérview: ' 
Can you tell me if there is more than one experience you would tike to taik about today? 

How long was the reiatiowhip? 

H o w  wouid you describe the abuse? H o w  long did it go on for? 

Unless there is anything more you would Lke to tell me now about youfseif or the 

relationship(s), 1 would iike to move on to talk more specifidy about your own needs and 

expectations. 

1. WOMEN'S NEEDS 

Being a wornen who has called upon the CrVnUial Justice System for support, how would you 

d e s c n i  your own needs at the time? (physical &&y, emotional seairity, mental well being, 

irnrnediate needs, long temi needs, quality of life?) 

What did you expect to happen when the police arrivai? 

What did you want to see happen? 

*Did your case go to court? 

What did you expect to happen in court? 

What did you want to see happen? 

1 Dinerent experiences of abuse will need to be acc~modated From this point forward if a women has had 
multiple parbers abuse h a  thai 1 wiil ask the women to makc clear to which cxpcrieriu of abuse shc is 
referring. 

Pleasc note: the questions unda the headings. Wamai's Ne&. Criminal Justice Respcmsc, riefa CO ccrh 
experience of abuse which resuited in contact with the CJS. That is, i am interested in the particdar needs of 
women in each situation, for each partner and in each instance of abuse, and the mpome on the part of the 
CJS in each case. 



Now 1 hope we couid talk about what happened with the police and in court and your 

thoughts about how effective the CJS has been at responding to your needs. 

CRMINAL JUSTICE RESPONSE 

POLICE 

Can you tell me what happened when the police were called? 

How did this meet your expectations? How so? 

Can you describe how the police treated you? How was your partner treated? 

In your opinion, how did the police respond to your needs? 

COURT 

Can you tell me what happened when you went to court? 

Were you contaded by Women's Advocacy? Cm you teil me about that? How helpful were 

t hey? 

Can you describe how you were treated in the court? How was your partner treated? 

What was the sentence he received? What did you think about that? What is effective? (e-g. 

did anger management or wunseliing work? 

Most importaxttly, 1 am interested in your own thoughts and feelings about your expenences 

we have talked about today. BasicaUy, 1 would like to know the reasons behind your attitudes 

and opinions of the police and courts. Keeping this in mind, 1 would like to ask you to reflect 

on your experiences. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Looking at the effectiveness of the police, what are important considerations for your 

assessment? What about for the FVC? (What sorts of things corne into play in your own 

evaluation, in how you view what happened?) 

Looking back at your experience, are there benefits you can see fiom police and/or court 



involvement? What rnakes you fed that way? 

Was there anything you would say was harnifiil? What makes you feel that way? 

What do you think needs to be done about wife abuse to help women in need? 

We have covered everything that 1 was hoping we would today. Before we go, though, do 

you have any other opinions or attitudes you want to share about your experiences, or 

anything else we have talked about today? Or, is there anything else you feel should be 

covered? 

(Ifnot, or after) 1 appreciate your meeting with me today. 1 want t o  thank you for speaking 

so honestiy and opedy with me @raiide woman with a listing of support groups and Sefvices 

if applicable) 

1 appreciate your meeting with me today. 1 want to thank-you for speaking so honestly and 

openly with me. 

Debriefing 



APPENDIX F 

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN STUDY 

Juxtaposing the Criminal Justice System's Response to W e  Abuse With 

Women's Words: Parailel or Paradox? 

1 understand that Joanne Minaker is undertaking a study of the effectiveness of criminal 

justice intervention for wife abuse based on the experiences of women in abusive 

relationships. 1 understand that my participation will involve an i n t e ~ e w  (possibly two) 

which wül require 1- 1 in hrs. Participation is voluntary. 1 undexstand that at any time d u h g  

the i n t e ~ e w  1 may refuse to m e r  a question or withdraw f?om the study without any 

consequence. The intemiews will be tape recorded (unless 1 object). Only the researcher, 

Joanne Minaker, will have access to the tapes. My information rnay be used word for word 

(verbatim), but my identity d remain confidentid. Once the Uiforrnation is used by the 

researcher, it will be destroyed. 1 understand that al1 information will be kept in stria 

confidence, with one exception: any information related to the abuse andlor violence against 

children must be reported to the appropnate authorities. 

1 understand the purpose of the research and what my participation will involve. I am willing 

to take part in this study and discuss my experiences with the Criminal Justice System with 

J o m e  Minaker. 1 give my pemllssion to Joanne Minaka, the researcher, to use my i n t e ~ e w  

for her research. If 1 wish, 1 can receive a copy of the final report by calling the researcher 

at 783-5412 or h a  Advisor Dr. Elizabeth Cornack at 474-9673. This study has been approved 

by the Department of Sociology Ethics Review Cornmittee. Any complaint regarding 

procedure may be reported at the Head of the Department of Sociology at 474-9260 for 

referral to the Ethics Review Cornmittee. 

Signature of Participant Date 

Signature of Researcher, (204) 783-54 12 Date 
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